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Abstract
Continued scaling of device dimensions and operating voltage reduces the critical
charge and thus natural noise tolerance level of transistors. As a result, circuits can produce transient upsets that corrupt program execution and data. To prevent operational failure due to these errors, system-level techniques such as redundant execution will increasingly be required for fault detection and tolerance in future processors. The increasing
prevalence of multi-core architectures makes coarse-grain thread level redundancy (TLR)
– a redundant execution paradigm where duplicate copies of the same thread are executed
concurrently either on the same processor or on separate processors – very attractive.
In this dissertation, we introduce a highly decoupled thread level redundant (TLR)
architecture that provides a very high level of error coverage without unduly impacting
performance for both parallel and single threaded workloads. One of our main design
goals is to support a large number of unverified instructions, so that long latencies in verification can easily be tolerated. Supporting a large slack between execution and verification also provides the flexibility required to execute the duplicate thread in a low-power
mode to reduce the energy overhead of redundancy. Another important objective is to
have comprehensive coverage that includes not only the computation logic but also the
coherence and consistency logic in the memory subsystem. Hence, the redundant copy of
the program needs to independently access the memory and the system needs to efficiently
manage the non-determinism in parallel execution.
Buffering a large number of unverified stores presents a microarchitectural challenge
as the access latency of a naive store buffer increases significantly with size. We overcome
this challenge by introducing a novel store buffering scheme where most of the slow buffer
searches are filtered by the L1 cache, thus giving us the capacity without the performance
overhead. To manage the non-determinism in parallel execution we propose novel memory access order tracking and enforcement algorithms that require simple, light-weight
architectural support. The proposed architectural support to mitigate the challenges is
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entirely off the processor critical path and can easily be disabled when redundancy is not
requested.
The significant energy overhead associated with redundancy is a major drawback of
conventional TLR architectures. The thesis extensively analyzes the energy overhead
of several TLR designs. We propose a new architecture that provides TLR support at a
considerably lower energy overhead compared to other designs by parallelizing the verification operation and executing them on a chip multiprocessor with support for frequency
and voltage scaling. Finally, we show that the principle of highly decoupled TLR can be
applied to mitigate bottlenecks in the uniprocessor pipeline by introducing an alternative
memory disambiguation technique.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Electronic circuits use small packets of charges to represent bits of information. Any
noise that modifies these small packets of charge may change the information stored.
When such an upset (referred to as a single event upset or SEU) due to noise (e.g., the
impact of alpha particle, inductive or capacitive crosstalk, etc.) occurs in an electronic
circuit it can cause a transient error (also called a soft error). The error is called “soft
error” as the noise usually does not modify the physical structure of the circuit. The noise
tolerance of a circuit depends on its critical charge which is a function of the circuit’s
capacitance and logic voltages.
The past few decades have seen aggressive device scaling which has resulted in an
increase in the number of transistors on a die and this trend is predicted to continue in
the future. As the feature length of VLSI technology continues to shrink and operating voltage continues to decrease, the critical charge required to maintain proper device
state also decreases. As a result, the noise tolerance of individual circuit elements also
decreases, making the transistors in modern processors increasingly susceptible to disturbances due to unwanted energy from the environment [59]. In recent years, significant
concern has arisen over particle strikes (e.g., from neutrons and alpha particles) that may
result in transient errors, and with dropping critical charge, more particles are becoming capable of causing errors. Furthermore, the higher level of integration has not only
1
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increased the total number of devices on-chip but also increased the number of on-chip
noise sources, increasing the probability of transient (or even permanent) errors in microprocessors. With frequency scaling, the probability of a noise-induced glitch being
latched has also increased, causing an increase in logic errors. With continued device
scaling, the rate of such faults will only increase. Researchers predict that unless measures are taken to protect devices from the effect of transient errors, the number of failures
induced by them would be greater than all sources of hard failures combined [16].
Although for certain users, transient errors represent a small, perhaps unnoticed portion of causes for system failures, shadowed by more mundane errors such as software
bugs and mis-configurations, they are nonetheless real and significant concerns, especially
for server systems where the software is treated with much more rigor and diligence and
the systems tend to work continuously with much less idling. Highly publicized incidents of transient error related failures in commercial products [36, 79] underscore the
importance of fault tolerance. In 2000, Sun’s UltraSPARC II workstations were crashing
at an alarming rate. The root cause of the crashes were traced to IBM supplied SRAMs
that were experiencing a high upset rate from charge particles in the packaging. This
prompted Sun not only to design new error checking and correcting logic for the entire
cache architecture but also to switch memory vendors. In August, 2003 networking giant
Cisco reported in a field notice that its Cisco 12000 line cards were resetting due to single
event upsets [36].
Transient errors are a classic problem. Electronic devices used in vulnerable environments, such as in deep space where the amount and intensity of radiation is much
higher than on the surface of the earth, have been affected by this problem for decades.
Mechanisms used in such specialized hardware to protect against the environment include
shielding, radiation hardening, and other advanced manufacturing techniques [16]. Even
though these techniques have proven to be very effective, they are too costly to be used for
general-purpose systems. In the general-purpose domain, introducing partial redundancy
is a common practice. For example, error detection and correction codes are currently
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being implemented in storage elements like the cache, memory, and registers to provide
error protection [4,122]. However, these mechanisms typically leave the logic component
of the processor unprotected – with the exception of ALUs where the use of checksum
is possible [105, 156]. Studies have shown that protecting against errors in the core logic
is important [123, 127]. It will be even more so in the future as transient errors in logic
components will rapidly increase. This will call for more global solutions to the microprocessor transient error problem. Unlike memories where error codes can be implemented
at reasonably low cost, the usual solution for logic is to employ some sort of replication.
A very significant body of work has explored redundancy at the circuit level (e.g.,
[34, 51, 61, 88, 101, 156], to name a few). While these solutions can mitigate the problem,
there are fundamental limitations (detailed in 2.3.5) such as the significant amount of
time needed for a redundant circuit node to “fight” the upset node to set the output right
(“substantially” larger than 50ps [61]). Furthermore, it is at best cumbersome to disable
fine-grain circuit-level redundancy when not desired.
In contrast, Thread Level Redundancy (TLR) avoids these disadvantages by using
increasingly abundant extra hardware thread contexts to execute a semantic thread redundantly at a very coarse granularity. In the various TLR solutions that have been proposed in recent years (e.g., [56, 115, 118], Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) or Chip
Multi-Processing (CMP) is used to provide coarse-grain redundant execution in a fairly
straightforward manner. The amount of additional hardware support is modest. In these
approaches, the program is replicated to execute on different hardware contexts, and the
results (or a subset) from the multiple program copies are compared to detect errors, and
in some approaches, to correct them. The main advantage of TLR is that it exploits the
natural time or space redundancy inherent in an SMT or CMP implementation.
As redundancy is perhaps indispensable to protect against errors, the key issue really
becomes how and at what level to apply redundancy. While achieving its primary goal
of providing high reliability, a TLR design should have minimal impact on the overall
performance of the processor. A flexible design is also desirable where most of the fault
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tolerant support is off the timing critical path of the processor and where the support can
be switched on and off on demand. Even with the increased rate of transient errors predicted in future systems, errors may still be an insignificant concern for certain users and
applications. Therefore, when executing an application that does not require a high level
of reliability, a user may choose not to use the TLR feature and risk incurring an error.
However, at a different time the user may choose to execute an application that is of critical nature and in such a case the user would desire a higher level of system reliability.
So on-demand reliability support should be a feature of future processors. Most of the
current reliability-aware systems employ circuit level redundancy or use lock-stepping
processors. These methods are design intrusive in that the components performing useful
execution and the components performing redundant execution to detect errors are interleaved together making it hard to separate them and to have on-demand redundancy. In
such designs, the fault tolerance mechanism is always turned on. Redundant execution
necessarily incurs extra energy overhead. Clearly, with power dissipation and system
robustness on an equal footing in future microprocessor generations, TLR architectures
will also need to achieve the required level of transient error tolerance in a power-aware
fashion.
Transient errors are bound to be a key design concern in future microprocessor design.
Since replication provides high level coverage against transient errors, its extent should be
tunable to match the resources available, the level of coverage required, and the overhead
budget allowed. With that in mind, in this dissertation we introduce a highly decoupled
thread level redundant architecture paradigm that provides a very high level of error coverage at negligible performance loss for both parallel and single threaded workloads. By
supporting a large number of unverified instructions, out design can efficiently tolerate
long latencies in verification. Highly decoupling the computation and verification executions also gives our TLR design the flexibility required to execute the redundant thread in
a low-power mode to reduce the energy overhead of redundancy. The TLR architecture
also covers the coherence and consistency logic in the memory subsystem by forcing the
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redundant thread to independently access the memory. As our design does not execute
in lock-step, we introduce an efficient mechanism to handle the natural non-determinism
in parallel execution. All the support introduced to implement our TLR architecture is
decoupled from the timing critical path and the core logic is completely oblivious of redundancy. So the TLR support can very easily be switched on or off on demand without
requiring the core control logic to operate differently during redundant or non-redundant
mode. Specifically, the contributions of this thesis are:
• Conventional TLR designs use the ILP microarchitecture to buffer unverified instructions; therefore they allow very little slack between the execution and verification wavefronts. A highly-decoupled TLR design is introduced that allows
thousands of instructions to be pending verification. This unique feature allows the
design to tolerate long communication latencies and perform low-power validation.
The TLR design introduced has a performance impact of less than 3% on average
for both parallel and single threaded workloads.
• We propose a novel mechanism that uses a store buffer and the L1 data cache to
provide a large amount of buffering without affecting the latency of the timing
critical load access path. This mechanism addresses the key challenge of buffering
unverified states. This buffering principle can also be applied to other processor
architectures that require large buffering capacity.
• In the TLR design introduced, the architectural support for managing redundancy
(such as buffering results from unverified instructions) is decoupled from the
core micro-architecture and the core is virtually redundancy-oblivious. The nonintrusive nature of this design allows the timing critical core design to remain unchanged and gives the design the ability to switch in and out of TLR mode very
elegantly.
• Ours is the first TLR design to provide redundant execution support without employing any form of lock-stepping for parallel applications. Additional support for
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it includes a novel lightweight mechanism to track memory access races during run
time. Design variations to handle both snoopy and directory based cache coherence
protocols have been detailed.
• Ours is also the first TLR design that addresses the issue of power overhead of
redundant execution. TLR designs are inherently power-hungry as they perform
the same operation at least twice. However, the flexibility of the highly decoupled
TLR architecture has been exploited to introduce a power-efficient fault tolerant
design that provides full system fault tolerance coverage at 30% energy overhead
compared to other TLR designs that provide the same coverage at about 70% energy
overhead.
Thesis Structure The dissertation is organized as follows. Background on transient
errors and the different mechanisms introduced for error tolerance in computer systems
appears in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 introduces our highly decoupled TLR design. This chapter also covers details of the actions performed by the processors and the architectural
support needed to enable TLR. To support parallel applications, our novel run time memory access tracking mechanism is also described in the chapter along with evaluation and
results. The next chapter presents our energy aware TLR design. The additional architectural supports necessary are presented along with detailed evaluation of the design.
Chapter 5 explains how our decoupled execution principle can be used to provide highly
scalable memory disambiguation support. In the next chapter we detail some future research directions. Chapter 7 presents concluding remarks.

Chapter 2
Background
With device dimension scaling, radiation induced transient errors have become one of
the main sources of unreliability in modern digital electronic devices [16]. However, researchers have known about transient errors and their causes in ground based electronic
devices since the late 1970s. From then on, various circuit level and architecture level
designs have been proposed for transient error tolerance. In this chapter, we briefly look
into the causes of transient errors and how the effect of outside noise on electronic circuit changes with technology scaling. Then we discuss various solutions that have been
proposed to make computer systems fault-tolerant. The most closely related work to the
design that we propose in this thesis is presented in Section 2.3.6.

2.1 Sources of Error
Electronic circuits use small packets of charge to represent bits of information. Any noise
that modifies these small packets of charge may change the information stored. This event
is called a single event upset (SEU). When such an upset due to external noise causes an
error in the system it is categorized as a transient or soft error. Compared to hard errors,
which usually occur when a circuit component fails permanently due to wear, heat, or
some other cause, transient errors are more random in nature and can affect any part
of the circuit at any given time. They are also harder to detect and isolate due to their
7
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random nature. If an SEU flips a single bit of information stored, it is categorized as a
single bit upset (SBU) and events that flip multiple elements are termed as multiple bit
upsets (MBU).
Transient errors result from the flipping of charge state of a device induced by external
noises. For example, when an external charge particle with sufficient energy (usually a
few million electron volts) impacts a transistor, it creates a cylindrical track of electronhole pairs with very high carrier concentration (Figure 2.1). When the resultant ionization
track comes close to the depletion region, the electric field rapidly collects carriers, causing the transistor to see a current/voltage disturbance. As the depletion region collects the
extra electrons created by the impact, a fraction of the excess charge drifts to the device
nodes and, if the extra charge exceeds the critical charge (the minimum charge required
for a device to retain its state) of the device, it may flip the state of the device [16, 84].

Figure 2.1. A cylindrical track of electron-hole pairs generated as an alpha particle
strikes the transistor [84].

So the probability of transient error is a function of the critical charge of a device and
it goes up as critical charge goes down. The rate at which transient errors occur is termed
as Soft Error Rate (SER) and is measured in FITs (failure in time). FIT is defined as
the number of failures in 1 billion device-operation hours. A measurement of 1000 FITs
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corresponds to a MTTF (mean time to failure) of approximately 114 years.
Researchers have known about the effect of radiation on electronic circuits for over
fifty years. Soft error in digital electronics was first observed during the 1950s. From
1962 to 1970, early satellite electronics were found to be unreliable. Outside the earth’s
atmosphere, the flux of high-energy cosmic particles is much higher than that observed at
sea level. While in the outer space, the satellites are bombarded by these particles generating noticeable amount of transient errors. As a result, measures had to be taken to
increase the reliability of electronic devices used in satellites and space ships. Considerable redundancy had to be built into the circuits and the satellites were covered with a
blanket of polyethylene terephthalate polyester film (commercially better know as Mylar)
coated with gold to protect the internal electronic components from the cosmic particles.
In 1978, the first evidence of transient errors induced by the impact of energetic particles at sea level was given in a famous paper by May and Woods of Intel [142]. They
identified alpha particles emitted by trace uranium and thorium impurities in packaging
materials to be the dominant cause of transient errors in DRAM devices. Low-energy
alpha particles are generated by the radioactive decay of uranium-238 and thorium-232
in quartz filler used in mold compounds, or from polonium-210 in lead bumps used by
flip chips [84]. These impurities release alpha particles with energy of 2 to 9 MeV (million electron volts). The energy required to ionize (or to form an electron-hole pair) in
silicon is about 3.6 eV. Therefore, an alpha particle striking a silicon device can generate
approximately 106 electron-hole pairs which may be enough to cause an SEU.
During the same time period researchers discovered that high-energy neutrons from
cosmic radiations can also induce transient errors in semiconductor devices [168] even
at sea-level. Cosmic rays have immense energy and bombard the earth from all sides.
A flux of about 1600/m2 -s, mostly protons with energy far above 1GeV, bombards the
earth’s outer atmosphere. The cosmic rays are energetic enough to penetrate the earth’s
atmosphere (equivalent to 13 feet of concrete) and can penetrate through the ceiling into a
multistory building. As the particles collide with atmospheric particles, new particles are
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created. Of the different particles created due to the collision of atmospheric and cosmic
particles, only neutrons and pions have enough energy to cause transient errors. However,
at altitudes nearer to sea level, the dense atmosphere absorbs most of these particles created. So the susceptibility of semiconductor devices to cosmic radiation is geo-position
dependent and is a function of altitude with the probability of error increasing with altitude. For example, in London the effect is 1.2 times worse than at the equator. In Denver,
with its high altitude, the effect is three times worse than at sea level in San Francisco. In
an airplane, the effect can be 100 to 800 times worse than on the ground [84].
The third cause of SEU is particles generated by the interaction of boron-10 isotope
with low-energy neutrons. Borophosphosilicate glass (BPSG) was widely used to form
insulator layers in current generation of IC manufacturing. BPSG contains boron-10 isotope that interacts with low-energy neutrons to produce charge particles that also can
cause SEUs.

2.2 Impact of Technology Scaling on Soft Error
Rate
To induce a transient error, the charge particle striking the electronic device needs to have
enough energy to generate a sufficient amount of charge to flip the state of a node. The
amount of charge generated due to an impact not only depends on the energy and angle of
impact of the striking particle but also on the device’s size, biasing of the various circuit
nodes, the substrate structure, doping, and state. However, the extra charge generated is
only half of the story. A device’s susceptibility to particle strikes is also a function of its
sensitivity to the excess charge generated. This sensitivity depends primarily on the node
capacitance, the operating voltage, and other factors that determine the critical charge of
the device.
Modern computer systems usually consist of processor core logic, main memory (usually DRAMs), embedded memory in processor (registers and caches, usually SRAMs)
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interconnected with extensive peripheral logic, and some I/O components that lets it interact with the outside world. The effect of technology scaling on the SER of different
components varies from component to component.
Even though transient errors were first noticed in DRAMs, over the years DRAMs
have become one of the most robust electronic devices [16]. The DRAM bits SER
was high when manufacturers used planar capacitor cells that stored the signal charge
in 2D and used large-area junctions. However, when the DRAM manufacturers developed stacked capacitor designs, it increased the critical charge significantly and greatly
reduced junction collection efficiency by eliminating large storage junctions in silicon.
With scaling, collection efficiency decreases as junction volume decreases, but the cell
capacitance remains relatively constant with scaling because it is dominated by the external 3D capacitor cells. While voltage scaling reduces the critical charge, the concurrent
aggressive junction volume scaling results in much more significant reduction in collected
charge. As a result, the DRAM SER of a single bit has reduced by about a factor of 5
per generation. However, the DRAM system SER remains essentially unchanged due to
the increase in memory density (bits per system) [16]. Figure 2.2 shows the change in
DRAM bit SER and system SER with technology scaling. We can see a steady decline in
the bit SER while the system SER has remained relatively constant.
Early SRAMs were more robust against SEU because of high operating voltages and
because of an SRAM stores data as an active state of a bi-stable circuit made up of two
cross-coupled inverters, each strongly driving the other to keep the SRAM bit in its programmed state. With technology scaling, operating voltage and SRAM junction area have
been reduced to minimize power consumption, capacitance, leakage, and cell area. With
each successive SRAM generation, reduction in operating voltage and node capacitance
outpaced the reduction in cell collection efficiency caused by shrinking cell depletion
volume. This has resulted in a steady rise in single-bit SER of SRAM. More recently,
as feature size has been shrunk into the deep-submicron region, SRAM single-bit SER
has reached saturation due to saturation in voltage scaling and increased charge sharing
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Figure 2.2. DRAM transient error rate as a function of technology node [16].

caused by short-channel effects [16]. Even though single-bit SER has reached saturation
point, SRAM system SER continues to increase with each generation, as the number of
SRAM bits per system continue to increase.
Processor logic consists of sequential and combinational circuits. Researchers have
found it harder to quantify the SER of sequential circuits and their impact on the overall
system as these elements do not perform useful work all the time. Their period of vulnerability varies a great deal depending on the circuit design, frequency of operation, and
the algorithm executed. Flip-flops and latches use the same principle as SRAM of using
cross-coupled inverters to store data, but tend to be more robust because they are usually
designed with more and larger transistors. However, with continued technology scaling
the SEU sensitivity of these logic components have increased. While memory components can employ error correcting code to cut down on the rate of transient error induced
failures, error correcting code in logic components are much harder to implement, making
transient errors in logic a major concern for high-reliability systems [16].
In a combinational circuit, an SEU would generate a short-lived transient in the output
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(a single-event transient, or SET). If this glitch propagates to the input of a latch or flipflop during a latching clock signal, the wrong output would be latched and stored. In
older technologies, the glitch could not propagate as it usually could not produce a full
voltage swing or would quickly attenuate because of large load capacitances and large
propagation delays. With technology scaling the propagation delay has been reduced and
the clock frequency has also gone up significantly. So noise induced glitches now can
propagate many logic gates and the probability that the glitches would be latched has
also increased. In technologies beyond 90 nm and at high operating frequencies, there
is increased risk that a large fraction of observed transient failures would be related to
latched SET events [16, 127].
Figure 2.3 makes a comparison between the SRAM bit SER and the SER of sequential circuit components. The SER of the flip-flop/latch are obtained from test structures,
product characterizations, and simulations [16]. The shaded region at the bottom of the
plot represents the effective bit failure rate of SRAM with error correction (ECC). We
can see that ECC is really effective in reducing the SER of memory components. The
logic SER grows sharply with each technology generation and below 100 nm, logic SER
approaches the SER rate of SRAM without ECC. The large variation in logic SER is due
to multiple number of logic types tested [16].

2.3 Existing Solutions
The concept of fault-tolerance was formulated formally by Avizienis in a 1967 paper [8]
as: “We say that a system is fault-tolerant if programs can be properly executed despite
the occurrence of logic faults.” The fault-tolerance concept stems from three converging developments. First, the earliest use of computers made it apparent that even with
careful design and good components, physical errors and design errors were unavoidable and practical techniques like redundancy and error control codes were required to
increase reliability. Second, in parallel to evolving engineering techniques, computer pioneers Von Neumann [94] and Edward Moore and Claude Shannon [89] addressed the
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Figure 2.3. Comparison of SRAM bit SER with flip-flop/latch SER [16].

general problem of building general reliable systems from unreliable components. Third,
in 1958, NASA challenged Caltech JPL to design a computer that would survive for more
than 10 years and provide peak performance for its unmanned space crafts for interplanetary exploration, which resulted in the STAR (A Self-Testing-and-Repairing System for
Spacecraft Guidance and Control) [11] computer.
There are two approaches to building fault-tolerant systems – bottom-up and topdown [10]. In the bottom up approach, autonomous sub-systems like the processors,
memories, I/O components are individually designed for fault-tolerance and are integrated
together by global fault-tolerance functions such as reconfiguration and external support
for recovery. The top-down approach uses existing sub-systems with little or no faulttolerance support built in and implements a global monitoring function to provide faulttolerance. While the top-down approach was adopted in the early fault-tolerant computer
designs, people have shifted to the bottom-up approach due to its long term merits [10].
In retrospect, the most evident starting point in theoretical studies of fault-tolerance
was the series of five lectures presented by John von Neumann at the California Institute
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of Technology in January of 1952, and published in 1956 [94]. The design of computers
with checking features for fault-tolerance goes back to the first computers in the 1940’s;
they are discussed in detail in a paper by Carter and Bouricius [31]. Extensive discussions of diagnostic programs can be traced at least to 1953 at the Eastern Joint Computer
Conference and at the IRE National Convention.
Researchers have taken a wide range of approaches in trying to enhance the faulttolerance of electronic systems. The approaches range from improving the manufacturing process to circuit level designs of fault-tolerant nodes to full system replication techniques. In our discussion of different techniques for fault tolerance, we would first take a
quick look at some process level measures (Section 2.3.1). In Section 2.3.2, we provide a
historical perspective on the evolution of architecture level redundant designs for fault tolerance. Then we present the details of some commercially available fault tolerant systems
that employ architecture level redundancy (Section 2.3.3). In Section 2.3.4 some circuit
level designs for fault tolerance are studied. Then we make a comparison between circuit
and architecture level redundancies in Section 2.3.5. The work described in this thesis
falls into the broad category of what we call thread level redundancy or TLR. Other than
lock-stepping, TLR is still in research phase without commercialization. Section 2.3.6
surveys recent literatures on TLR in more detail.

2.3.1

Fault Tolerance through Improved Manufacturing
Process

A most obvious method of reducing SER is to remove the sources of radiation that generate the particles causing transient errors. As a result, manufacturers have removed BPSG
from virtually all advanced technologies [16]. Manufacturers are also using extremely
high-purity materials and processes to cut down on the radioactive particles present in
electronic devices to reduce alpha particle emission. As packaging materials are a major
source of alpha particles generated, one solution is to coat the chip with a thick polyimide
layer before packaging. These measures reduce the number of transient errors induced
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by sources inside the chip but high energy cosmic neutrons will always reach the devices
and cause transient errors [16].
For a device to flip its data state, the charge created due to particle strikes must exceed
the critical charge of the device. Substrate structure and doping can be altered to minimize
the depth of the cylindrical track of electron-hole pair created due to high energy particle
impact, thus reducing the charge created. In DRAM, designers have used multiple-well
isolation and in SRAM guard ring structures around sensitive junctions to decrease SER.
Silicon on insulator or SOI substrates can also reduce noise sensitivity. However, these
process solutions reduce SER by less than an order of magnitude at the expense of additional process complexity, yield loss, and substrate cost [16]. This reduction in SER may
not be enough for many high-reliability applications. As a result, to guarantee continuous
execution, critical applications rely on systems that employ some form of redundancy for
fault-tolerance.

2.3.2

Evolution of Architecture Level Redundancy for Fault
Tolerance

Over the years, with the gradual change of technology used in digital computers, the types
of error and mechanisms to provide fault-tolerance through architecture level redundancy
have changed considerably. In the early years, computers were manufactured using relays
and tubes – components that were very unreliable. As a result, fault tolerance was an
important design consideration during this period. Since transistors are fundamentally
more reliable then relays and tubes, during the early transistor era fault tolerance was
relatively less of a concern in general purpose computing compared to the previous era.
However, fault tolerance was still a requirement for special purpose server systems used
in mission critical military and civilian operations. With technology scaling, transistors
have gradually become less reliable and in recent times fault tolerance has become a
major design concern even in general purpose systems. Also during the early years of
fault tolerant computing dynamic recovery was less explored. Later on, emphasis on
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recovery also increased to reduce the performance overhead of faults. In this section we
take a detailed look of the evolution of architecture level fault tolerance through the years.
2.3.2.1 Fault Tolerance in the Pre-Transistor Era
Relays and tubes were extensively used in the making of early digital computers. Relays
and tubes were notorious for their lack of reliability and thus a large design effort had to be
put into checking the correctness of execution outcome and also on self-repairing mechanisms. In relay computers, the intermittent and transient errors occurred far more than
permanent errors [5], prompting the extensive use of dynamic checking like bi-quinary
and ECC code and checks to determine proper finish of instructions [31]. Moreover, replacement procedures were also installed in those systems. For example, the BRC Model
V at Aberdeen Proving Grounds had two central processors. If one of the processors
failed due to a fault, the other one would take over and start executing the next problem at
hand. During this period, some systems also used full system redundancy and specialized
software for fault tolerance.
By far the most popular method of error detection during this period was the use of
some form of error coding and dynamic checking. Computers that had dynamic checking
installed included the Raydac [31] system which had modulo 31 check which performed
checking on all data transfers and all arithmetic operations. The dynamic checking also
included checking for illegal op-codes and checking to see if the correct address was
given to the memory and if a valid word was read from memory. Error checking features
in the UNIVAC include parity and I/O block character count for data transfer checking
and a duplicate ALU for arithmetic checking [158]. The Whirlwind I used parity and had
some ALU check features [158]. The IBM 650 had horizontal and vertical parity to detect
errors in memory [158]. NORC used modulo 3 checking for data transfer and modulo 9
checking for the ALU [158].
Other commercial computers of this era include the LARC [159] system which featured Hamming single error correction codes for data transfers and storage, and duplicate
ALUs for arithmetic operation checking. The STRIETCH computer [27] used parity, du-
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plication, and residue 3 checks on all arithmetic operations. The memories and data transfers used a Hamming single error correction, double error detection code. The SABRE
system [104], a successor of the SAGE [43] concept, featured two IBM 7090 computers
in on-line-standby roles supporting a network of airline terminals.
The necessity to check the computer controls along with the memory and register
array, data transfer links, and the arithmetic units was explicitly stated by R. Block [31].
The EDVAC (1949) was the first computer to use two arithmetic units and compared their
results to detect faulty executions. The IAC [158] computer started the hardware design
of illegal result tests, such as the divide check, and implemented a special instruction to
take a checksum of a part of memory. The special instruction was also used to check I/O
by examining all the data blocks read.
The IBM AN/FSQ7 (SAGE) was one of the first computers that used software diagnostic for error detection. It was used by the US Air Force for on-line real-time data
processing [43]. The system featured two tube computers, one operating on-line and the
other acting as a backup. The backup computer was operational only when the on-line
computer failed and they did not executed concurrently. To detect errors the system relied
on parity and software diagnosis programs. Once an error was detected, the transition of
computers and recovery were handled by specialized software. Later versions of AN/FSQ
31 and AN/FSQ 32 [160] used transistorized circuits. They also introduced the FIX concept of correcting single errors via software.
Other machines like the Athena [114] used as the Titan guidance computer obtained
higher level of availability not by redundancy but rather by carefully controlled construction and selection of its components, and through assembly in a clean room [31].
At the time, most developers did not address recovery as they thought that it was not
practical to produce a computer that continued computation in spite of a major error or
a fault that was hard to handle (like transient faults or failure in the control logic) [116].
There was a notable exception in Prague where a team led by A. Svoboda developed
a computer (SAPO) with comprehensive fault detection and recovery capabilities [96].
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Due to very poor quality of available components, the architects found it necessary to
build three processors and vote their results in order to circumvent frequent relay errors
to achieve acceptable performance.
2.3.2.2 Fault Tolerant Computing in the Early Transistor Era
Transistors are fundamentally more reliable than relays and tubes. So when transistors
became the building block of commercial computers in the mid to late 50s, dynamic error
checking and self-repair goals lost their place as an important part of a computer system.
The error detection and/or correction primarily centered on I/O equipments, and specialpurpose computers used for critical operations. Due to the high overhead of redundancy,
dynamic error recovery was not a very attractive option. Rather the emphasis was on
reducing the downtime when an error occurred by including error detection mechanisms
in the design and providing comprehensive diagnostics to allow a repairman to quickly
isolate faulty logic and replace it [116]. A lot of research work also focused on developing
effective algorithms for circuit testing and error diagnosis during this period. Roth’s D
algorithm to test combinational circuits is one such algorithm [121].
In the late 60s and early 70s, the use of time sharing, transaction-oriented commercial
computer facilities started to become popular. Also the use of reliable computers in deep
space exploration became important. The complexity of computers in this era also started
to increase to meet the processing power demanded by the end users. With increased
complexity the manufacturers realized that the reliability of the system also started to
become a concern and emphasis on fault-tolerant computing through error detection and
correction mechanisms again increased. As industrial computer control began to become
more complicated, and the penalty for non-performance increased, using multiple processors to perform redundant execution or having standby spares started to become plausible
in terms of hardware cost [77].
In this era, multiprocessor computers started to become available and they became
the popular choice in providing high availability due to the inherent architecture level
redundancy available in the systems. A few noteworthy multiprocessor systems with fault
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tolerance capability include Bell’s Electronic Switching System [69], IBM’s 9020 [163],
Burrough’s B-8500 [52], and UNIVAC 1108 Multiprocessor [138]. Such machines were
typically organized with several memory units. CPUs and I/O channels were accessed
on a common bus. Failure of a device was identified through periodic checking and
diagnostic testing and the entire system was reconfigured to remove the faulty device
from the system, usually at the cost of substantial performance degradation [40].
IBM S/360 [32] used a different approach. It used fault location technology (FLT) that
added special “SCAN” lines to the circuitry to permit data to be entered into and read out
of most of the circuit’s latches. Pre-computed diagnostic tests were then used to detect
and locate circuit failures of a pre-specified type. The log-out features of S/360 were used
in the recovery management system to provide programming aid to error recovery [62].
The Burrough’s B5500 also had similar hardware/software interaction and features [20].
Another interesting approach presented in RCAs VIC [87] had duplicate control logic
and at least two alternate methods for performing any operation which they called multithreading design [60]. However, error detection was still left to detection mechanisms
such as parity. When a failure was detected, the processor automatically switched to the
alternate algorithm to perform the task which earlier used the failed path. The drawback
of this design was the difficulty in dividing the processor into modules so that switching
between the two paths can be done efficiently. Some researchers looked into the tradeoffs
of module size and switching complexity [24, 54, 55, 76, 85].
The OAO computer [72], used for space missions was built with discrete transistors,
and its approach to fault tolerance was unique to that technology. Each transistor was
replaced by four transistors in a series parallel circuit. The circuits were designed in such a
manner that allowed other transistors to continue to provide the proper logic function even
if any one of the transistors failed [72]. This approach to fault tolerance became obsolete
with integrated circuits as the independence of failure could no longer be guaranteed.
With all four transistors on the same piece of silicon, a fault could damage all of them.
During this period, two other fault-tolerant computers built for space missions include
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the IBM’s Saturn V program [72] and the Apollo guidance system [3]. The IBM’s Saturn
V and the Apollo guidance computer used triple modulo redundancy or TMR to guarantee
the correctness of the core logic. To cover the memory subsystem, two memories were
used and data was written to both of them and encoded in error detecting code. If any
of the memories failed, its data was incorrectly coded, and the processors then used data
from the other memory [3].
The electronic switching systems (ESS) [147] used a slightly different approach to
complete replication and also relied on dynamic recovery for fault tolerance. In stead of
three, two computers executed the same programs and their outputs were compared. In
case of a discrepancy in the outputs, an error was detected and diagnostics were executed
to find which machine was faulty [147]. Later upgrades of the system saw designs using
two processors where each was specially designed to detect its own internal faults so that
the faulty machine could usually identify itself when the computers disagreed.
The Self-Testing And Repairing (STAR) computer [11] employed yet another approach to fault detection. The computer had a dedicated processing element which had
the responsibility of detecting errors in all the elements of the computer including the
core, I/O, and memory. The STAR computer was divided into a set of replaceable functional units. The layout of the components in STAR and the way they were connected is
shown in Figure 2.4. The test and repair processor or TRAP was responsible for detecting errors in all the units and it itself was protected by TMR. To detect faults, the TRAP
checked every word sent over the bus for validity of its code. Every functional unit also
sent status messages to the TRAP. The messages were used by TRAP to identify possible
faulty operation by a functional unit.
In the 70’s, several fault-tolerant machines were also developed for commercial aircraft control. Two very advanced research machines were developed, built, and tested
as prototypes (the fault-tolerant multiprocessor (FTMP) and software implemented fault
tolerance (SIFT)) with support from NASA [116]. Simplified block diagrams of the two
architectures are shown in Figure 2.5. Both systems employed TMR of fault-tolerance
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Figure 2.4. The organization of the STAR computer [11].

but the implementation detail was very different. All processors in the FTMP were clock
synchronized and voting was handled by hardware. Since redundant processors used
the same clock, the common clock in FTMP also needed special protection as its failure would have been catastrophic. So a special redundant hardware clock design was
developed which was immune to single-point failures [64]. Processors in SIFT used independent clocks, and voting and synchronization actions were carried out by specially
written software. User processes were executed in each computer and the results were
sent out to the other processors where the software voting procedure used the information
to detect and mask errors [161].
The FTMP architecture had two advantages over SIFT design. Since the voting was
done in hardware, FTMP was much faster than SIFT. In SIFT, a considerable amount of
execution time was spent in the software dedicated to voting and error masking. Moreover, FTMP was almost software transparent allowing it to run a variety of software,
whereas SIFT could only run specially written programs.
2.3.2.3 The Era of Fault Tolerant Architectures with Rollback Capability
Up to the early 70s, recoveries from faults in computer systems were mostly handled
by one of three general ways. First, there was no recovery. Once a fault was detected
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Figure 2.5. The block diagram of the FTMP and SIFT processors [116].

the process being executed was simply discarded and restarted (e.g., [31, 116, 138]).
Secondly, when dual modulo redundancy or DMR was used for detection, extra logic was
included in the processing and memory elements to identify the faulty processor and the
state of the fault free processor became the state of the system (e.g., [147]). Lastly, when
TMR was used, faults were naturally masked by majority voting if only one element was
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affected by fault (e.g., [3, 11, 96]).
From the early 70s, researchers started focusing on more dynamic recovery mechanisms. To recover a process from a transient fault the system’s architectural and memory
states need to be rolled back and reinitialized to a past known correct state. Example of
such design efforts include [19,22,75,106,117,136,137,143,144,164]. This body of work
is mostly concerned with creating efficient or globally-consistent checkpoints to facilitate
rollback. A common assumption in this work is that verification is immediate because
of using mechanisms like lock-step redundant execution [19, 137], error detection code,
internal control check [117], execution validation routines [75], and so forth.
Once a fault is detected, the recovery action involves restoring the processor architectural state and the memory to a previous correct state. Since the architectural state can be
check-pointed by taking a snapshot of the architectural registers and some pointer values,
such checkpoints require a moderate amount of memory. However, memory checkpoints
are much bigger in size and the required area overhead is non-trivial. So instead of generating memory checkpoints, various designs focus on using the private cache to hold the
unverified writes. In such designs, memory recovery usually requires only a flush of the
cache. For purposes of attaining rapid recovery, a recovery cache – a hardware addition
to the PDP-11 processor, has been proposed by Lee, Ghani, and Heron [74]. The use of
a recovery cache in general rollback applications was also suggested by Barigazzi and
Strigini [13], while the impact on the rollback strategy due to a recovery cache has been
investigated by Upadhyaya and Saluja [151]. A uniprocessor cache-aided checkpointing
error recovery scheme (CARER), developed by Hunt and Marinos [66] utilizes a normal
cache with a copy-back update policy to assist rapid rollback recovery.
Depending on whether a multiprocessor is loosely coupled or tightly coupled, the
recovery mechanism differed significantly. In loosely coupled multiprocessors each processor had private memory and I/O resources and communicates with other processors by
exchanging messages. Example of such designs include the Tandem [14], Stratus [140],
and Auragen [23] systems. On the other hand, in a tightly coupled system all the pro-
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cessors have direct access to all memory and I/O resources and communicate with other
processors through shared memory. Encore [17] and Sequent [44] are examples of such
systems. Fault isolation is the main benefit of loosely coupled multiprocessors as each
processor fails independently without corrupting any resources owned by another processor. On the other hand, a failure in a tightly coupled multiprocessor can potentially
corrupt shared memory causing all processors to fail.
In [75], Lee and Shin propose a multiprocessor design with hardware recovery and
rollback mechanism based on hardware recovery blocks for tightly coupled multiprocessor systems. The hardware recovery block is constructed in a quasi-synchronized manner
and saves all states of a process consecutively and automatically. This happens in parallel
with the execution of the process by using a special state-save mechanism implemented
in hardware. To detect errors, the hardware resources are tested by embedded checking
circuits and diagnostic routines.
A challenge not addressed by the authors in this design involves handling rollbacks
when errors are detected. Due to random interactions among cooperating processes and
also due to asynchrony in the state-savings, the rollback of a process may propagate to
others and thus the need of multiple step rollbacks may arise. In the worst case, when all
the available saved states are exhausted, the processes need to restart from the beginning
as if they were executed in a system without any rollback recovery mechanism.
There are also potential disadvantages of having rollback propagation in shared memory multiprocessor systems. They include the need for special mechanisms to book-keep
process interactions between two checkpoints of each process. Also multiple checkpoints
need to be maintained, which has a large memory overhead and complicates memory
management. At recovery, a special rollback propagation resolution algorithm is required
to restore the system to a consistent state. Even though rollback propagation may be an
infrequent event, the bookkeeping and memory overhead cannot be avoided in order to
ensure rollback to a correct error-free state.
In [164], Wu et al. present a user transparent checkpoint and recovery scheme using
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private caches that prevents rollback propagation. The idea is that every memory update
from a processor since the last checkpoint creation is contained in its private write-back
cache. A checkpoint is created when a dirty cache line needs to be written back to memory
due to cache overflow. Moreover, checkpoint is also created whenever an updated cache
line is read by a separate processor. Thus all the memory updates are separated from
their consumer instructions in other processors by a checkpoint boundary. So when a
rollback is necessary just flushing the cache is enough to restore the memory state. No
rollback propagation occurs and rollbacks can be considerably faster compared to the
mechanism that uses hardware recovery blocks [75]. However, at every checkpoint, cache
lines modified since the last checkpoint needs to be flushed to the memory. This can be a
performance bottleneck due to a burst of writes to the memory at every checkpoint. Their
solution is to mark the dirty cache lines as untouchable [66], and perform the write backs
lazily whenever there is a subsequent write to the line.
The authors also propose using a buffer placed between the cache and memory they
call the recovery stack shown in Figure 2.6 to reduce the traffic of extra write-backs.
Unwritable cache blocks are written to the stack instead of directly to memory. At checkpoint boundaries, if there are no errors, the stacks are simply cleared without writing the
lines back to the memory as the cache now holds the verified correct data. In case of a
recovery, lines are written back to the cache from the stack to restore the proper memory
state. To handle the unwritable cache state, the design also introduces an extra state for
cache lines in its cache coherence protocol.
Tamir et al. [144] proposes a design that adds buffers to the processor core and the
private cache to keep track of updates for a few cycles. They use micro-rollbacks to recover from errors. They assume that a pair of processors executes in lock step and results
from the processors are compared to detect errors. Since micro rollback allows a slack of
a few cycles between output generation and comparison to detect errors, computation and
checking can go ahead in parallel. This improves performance compared to systems that
compare results every cycle.
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Figure 2.6. The operation of the recovery stack.

2.3.3

Modern Fault Tolerant Server Systems

Currently a number of fault tolerant server systems are commercially available in the marketplace. A majority of them rely on lock-stepped processors executing multiple copies of
the same thread and comparing results to detect errors. An exception to the lock-stepped
execution model is the NonStop Advanced Architecture (NSAA) [18]. In this section we
take a detailed look of the architecture of a few commercially available server systems.
The IBM ES/9000 model 982 provides fault tolerance by combining enhanced circuitlevel error detection and failure isolation techniques with system-level techniques exploiting inherent redundancy [137]. The expectation for the chip technologies used in the 982
was that most faults would be transient, so the design focused on retry operations and recover at the hardware level when ever possible. Since intermittent failures are extremely
rare once a design has been debugged and the computer installed in a stable environment,
the 982 was not specifically designed to handle intermittent errors. In this model every
latch is code protected, and there are no “naked” latches. All dataflow, arrays, and control
buses include parity or ECC, and state machines use techniques such as parity predict or
duplication. To facilitate rollback and recovery, instructions are only allowed to commit
from the processor pipeline after determining that the instruction is fault free. Instruction
retry determines whether the failure detected was a transient error or a true permanent
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circuit failure. The 982 also introduces the processor availability facility (PAF) which
physically isolates the failing CPU for repair while the work in progress is completely
recovered and run on the remaining CPUs.
The IBM S/390 G5 microprocessor [130] is a CMOS mainframe system that implements the ESA/390 instruction-set architecture. The microprocessors run at 500 MHz in
the fastest version of the G5 system. The model uses a self-contained chiller unit to cool
the multi-chip module (MCM) containing the processors, the L2 cache, and other support
chips. IBM also ships purely air-cooled systems running at 417 and 385 MHz. The L2
and support chips run at half the frequency of the microprocessor on all versions of the
system.
The G5 microprocessor is logically partitioned into four units. The L1 cache or buffer
control element (BCE), contains the cache data arrays, cache directory, translation lookaside buffer (TLB), and address translation logic. The I-unit handles instruction fetching,
decoding, and address generation and contains the queue of instructions awaiting execution. The E-unit contains the various execution units, along with the local working copy
of the general, access, and floating point registers. The R-unit is the recovery unit that
holds a check-pointed copy of the entire microarchitectural state of the processor, timing
facility, and other miscellaneous state information.
IBM mainframe systems before the G5 were designed with traditional types of errorchecking logic: parity, state checking, local duplication of control logic, and so on. The
general rule of thumb in designing IBM mainframe systems was that 20% to 30% of all
logic was devoted to error detection and recovery. This approach has several significant
drawbacks. The checking logic was often in critical paths and was a limiting factor in
cycle time. It also introduced design complexities that impacted schedules. Finally, it
was not well suited to a full-custom circuit design methodology, particularly in arithmetic
units [130]. For the G4 and G5 microprocessors a radically different approach is taken.
The I-unit and E-unit are completely duplicated as seen in Figure 2.7. On every clock
cycle, signals coming from these units, including instruction results, are cross-compared
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in the R-unit and the L1 cache. If the signals didn’t match, hardware error recovery is
invoked. This checking scheme solves the problems associated with traditional checking,
although at an additional cost in die area. The R-unit and L1 cache use traditional errorchecking approaches. All arrays in the L1 cache unit are protected with parity except for
the store buffers, which are protected with ECC. Since the L1 is a write-through design,
another valid copy of the data is always in L2 or in memory. The L2 is also protected by
ECC, because it often held the only valid copy of data. If the R-unit or L1 cache detects
an error, the processor automatically entered an error recovery mode of operation. This
process is done purely in hardware without any millicode intervention, since the processor
can be in some indeterminate state not capable of running millicode. For recovery from
hard errors, the G5 introduced an advanced recovery scheme called transparent processor
sparing. This mechanism moves the microarchitectural state of a failed processor to a
spare processor in the system.
Hewlett Packard NonStop Enterprise Division (formally Tandem Computers Inc.) has
been producing highly available, fault-tolerant, massively parallel NonStop computer systems for the last three decades. The NonStop system is a massively parallel cluster of
independent processors where every processor runs its own copy of the operating system [153]. The processors communicate with each other and with shared I/O adapters
through the ServerNet [47] system area network. A single hardware failure can disrupt
at most one processor, I/O adapter, or interconnect path. To detect errors, the NonStop
systems rely on self-checked processor modules that either provide the correct result or
promptly stop on errors to prevent incorrect data from propagating elsewhere in the system. To perform self-check, different methods have been adopted over the years in different NonStop processor products. Early systems used custom designed processors with
self-checking techniques such as redundancy codes to detect failures. Later on, lockstepped microprocessors performing redundant execution have been used for the purpose.
Redundancy codes in the memory and cache are used to ensure that any memory errors
are corrected or the execution of the processor is stopped immediately.
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Figure 2.7. Micrograph of the IBM S/390 G5 microprocessor [130].

However the system architects at Hewlett Packard have come to realize that implementing lock-stepping would not be a viable solution in future generations of NonStop
systems due to the trends in microprocessor design [18]. The reasons include the fact that
minor nondeterministic behavior, such as an arbiter of asynchronous events will not affect
normal operation but will disrupt lock-stepped operation of the microprocessors. Slight
variations in even structures like the branch predictor would throw the processors off synchrony and re-synchronization would require the re-initialization of every architectural as
well as microarchitectural structure including registers, memory, and predictors, which
can be a very slow process. The integration of multiple high-speed functional blocks
integrated onto one die would result in multiple clocks. As a result, the number of asyn-
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chronous interfaces in the processors would also increase making lock-stepping difficult
if not impractical.
The NonStop Advanced Architecture (NSAA) [18] is the next generation of NonStop
systems which do not require lock-stepped comparison of microprocessors. Instead of
lock-stepping microprocessors, the NSAA detects processor failures by comparing the
outputs of I/O operations (both IPC and device I/O) from two or three slightly modified high-volume 4- or 8-way SMP servers. The two or three servers execute similar
instruction streams while running on independent clocks. All outputs from the servers are
compared to detect all errors. Because the primary point of comparison is on I/O output
operations, variations in operation for error handling like error correction, cache retries
etc. are not handled as faults unlike in traditional lockstep mechanisms. Either DMR
or TMR configurations of Itanium servers are used in the NSAA. Each server is slightly
modified to support reintegration (start re-execution in a server after it has been fixed) and
output comparison. Both DMR and TMR provide full detection of faults. While DMR is
more cost effective, TMR is capable of unambiguous determination of which server is in
error. The operation of the faulty server can be stopped immediately to perform required
maintenance while the other two servers can continue operation at a reduced degree of
redundancy (similar to a DMR) but the processor operation does not need to stall.
Figure 2.8 shows a NSAA system executing in TMR. In this configuration three 4way SMP servers are operating as four processors. Each row in the figure represents a
self-checking logical processor. Processors in the NonStop Advanced Architecture do not
share memory among themselves. Each processor maintains its own copy of the operating
system and communicates with the other processors through the system area network
using messages. As the processors execute in asynchrony, to perform symmetric interrupt
handling, the NSAA defines a scheme for synchronizing the execution of interrupt handler
code called the rendezvous protocol.
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Figure 2.8. NSAA system executing in TMR [18].

2.3.4

Fault Tolerance through Circuit Level Redundancy

Instead of relying on comparing outputs of redundant units, some fault-tolerant mechanisms take a more active role in identifying errors. The mechanisms include special
purpose circuits to detect voltage or current spikes caused by noise, special codes to detect and/or correct errors, specially designed fault-tolerant latches with extra transistors
etc.
Circuit designers have proposed different fault-tolerant circuit components like flipflops and SRAM cells [61, 88]. These enhanced designs usually require roughly twice the
number of transistors compared to the regular designs. Their effectiveness in detecting
and recovering from transient errors is also a function of circuit operating frequency. Most
of these techniques only work if the particle-induced glitch lasts less than a clock cycle.
But with continued frequency scaling, the likelihood that particle induced glitches would
span a few clock cycles is a very definite possibility [34].
One such design is presented by researchers at Intel Co, in [61]. Figure 2.9 shows
the modified latch with redundant transistors. The extra transistors are shaded in gray.
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Figure 2.10 shows the voltage transition in different nodes and the output of the latch
when node N0a is exposed to a transient noise. The fault-tolerant latch utilizes four
nodes, N0a, N1a, N0b, N1b, to store bit values low (L) or high (H) as logic values LHLH
or HLHL, respectively. When a strike changes the state of N0a from high to low it brings
the latch into a temporary state LLHL. This causes transistor T4a to open and attempt
to pull N1a high. Because of contention with a pull-down transistor T5a, node N1a may
transition to an intermediate voltage between low and high. However, nodes N0b and
N1b maintain their original states. The pull-down path via T5a and the pull-up path via
T6a act simultaneously to recover the corrupted nodes N1a and N0a, respectively. Given
enough time, the latch recovers to the original state HLHL. However, a glitch does appear
at the output for about 50ps that can potentially be latched by a later stage.

Figure 2.9. Modified fault-tolerant latch [61].

Others have proposed dedicated circuits that sense the current induced by particle
strikes [51] to detect potential transient error events. Another body of work [101, 156]
describe the design of checker units that check the operational correctness of different
functional units.
The use of partial redundancy for error detection and correction has proven to be
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Figure 2.10. Latch recovery from a strike at node N0a [61].

effective in reducing SER in memory elements. The use of parity is a very simple and
low overhead mechanism of detecting single bit upsets. Unfortunately, since parity can
only detect errors, a more useful mechanism is the use of Error Correcting Codes (ECC)
to protect memory elements. ECC stores enough extra information per memory word so
that the correct data can be reproduced in case of a single bit upset. However ECC code
introduced in memory systems can only correct single bit upsets and detect two bit upsets.
The use of parity bit to detect errors and ECC to correct errors in memory array and
transmission lines is very widespread. These mechanisms are even used extensively in
systems that are protected by complete replication to protect memory modules that are
not protected be redundancy and to protect the communication datapath between the
redundant processors. However, simple partial redundancy techniques like parity and
ECC cannot be directly applied to protect the functional units. More complex coding schemes are required even to protect the functional units performing simple operations like addition and subtraction. Different arithmetic codes, such as the AN code,
residue code, and inverse residue code, and some non-arithmetic codes, such as the check
symbol prediction scheme have been developed to detect errors in addition and subtraction [9, 49, 108, 124, 154].
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In [81], Maamar and Russell use check symbol prediction to perform concurrent error
detection in arithmetic and logic functions. Check symbol prediction is done by Dongs
Code which is based on the mathematical foundation for the prediction of Berger Codes
described in [67]. Built-in hardware generates check bits (similar to parity bit generation) and separate hardware generates predicted check symbol. Then they are compared
to detect errors. However, only register file data and ALU operations are covered by this
scheme. Extra hardware overhead includes check bit generators and check symbol predictors. Moreover, check bit generation also adds timing delay in the cores timing critical
path.
Modulo operations can also be used to generate checksums to determine the correctness of certain ALU operations [105, 156]. Another circuit level technique is to add
extra hardware to detect current or voltage noises [30, 51] or to perform built in self tests
(BIST) [58, 68, 80].
In [42], the authors propose a mechanism to protect the entire processor pipeline by
error coding. The processor is divided into two datapaths, the information datapath and
the parity datapath (Figure 2.11). The information processing section includes the register
file and the ALU while the parity datapath has a separate register file to hold the parity
bits of each register and parity ALU to compute the parity of the results produced in the
main ALU. Two separate controllers work synchronously to control instruction and data
flow through the two datapaths in a synchronized manner. The fault coverage of this design includes single bit upset correction capability for the register file and to a large extent
the ALU (depending on the operation, the amount of coverage varies). The area overhead
reported for relatively simple pipeline architecture is about 12%. Implementation of such
a scheme on a modern processor with wide-issue out-of-order pipeline and ALU units
with much more functionality would increase the area overhead significantly. Moreover,
in modern processors a large portion of the core area is taken up by logic circuit responsible for out-of-order execution and for exploiting ILP which cannot be protected through
parity.
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Figure 2.11. Block diagram of processor with separate information and parity datapath [42].

2.3.5

Circuit Level Redundancy vs. Architecture Level
Redundancy

As mentioned before, process level solutions like radiation hardening can only reduce
SER by less than an order of magnitude that may not be sufficient for high-reliability
applications. Moreover, the demand for device dimension scaling and increased device
density has also meant that implementing such solutions without affecting the desired
performance level is becoming increasingly harder. Redundancy, on the other hand, can
provide a much higher level of reliability. Redundancy at the circuit level (e.g., [34, 51,
61, 88, 101, 156], to name but a few) to reduce SER has been studied extensively. While
these solutions can mitigate the problem, there are fundamental limitations.
First of all, a pivotal assumption of redundant designs is that errors occur indepen-
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dently. For fine-grain spatial redundancy such as duplicating critical transistors [61], the
spatial distance between redundant nodes has to be “sufficiently” large, lest the nodes
can be upset simultaneously in a correlated fashion and errors will thus be systematically undetected. The actual “safe” distance depends on the noise mechanism and can
be hard to quantified. But studies suggest that it is non-trivial. For instance, the spatial
range of electron-hole pair generation after a particle impact is about 0.1µm [169]. When
diffusion is taken into account, a redundant transistor have to be physically far apart (several microns [86]) to be an effective protection. Such physical layout constraints make
the technique very hard to scale in future generations. Furthermore, such spatial redundancy is not without time overhead: significant amount of time (substantially larger than
50ps [61]) is needed for the redundant node to “fight” the upset node to set the output
right.
Secondly, time redundancy at circuit level is also a limited solution. The fundamental
property exploited here is that a static combinational circuit will naturally recover from
transients since they last only a limited amount of time. The output of the logic can
therefore be strobed by the latch at different time points separated by a fixed amount t.
Any transient pulse with a width narrower than t will at most affect one such latched
result. A majority vote circuit can find the correct value out of 3 different latched results [86, 95]. With such techniques, the cycle time needs to increase by at least twice
the maximum width of the transient pulse to be tolerated. Unfortunately, such transient
pulses are generally wide. Experiments have shown many of them caused by particle
strikes to be more than 800ps wide [34] – several times the size of clock cycle of modern
processors. Clearly, the time overhead is unacceptable in high-end microprocessors. Just
as space-redundant designs also have time overhead, these time-redundancy approaches
add space (and power) overhead in addition to the time overhead. Furthermore, such time
redundancy can not be directly applied to dynamic circuits.
Thirdly, redundancy at circuit level adds fixed overhead to the system. Whereas architecture level redundant designs usually provide redundancy by utilizing processor re-
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sources that can be used for both redundant and regular execution, the circuit level redundant components serve the sole purpose of providing error tolerance. Once built in, the
circuit level redundancy is at best cumbersome to turn off.
These fundamental limitations can be overcome when the redundancy is applied at
much coarser granularity–the architecture level. One such solution is what we call thread
level redundancy (TLR), where duplicate copies of the same semantic thread execute
on different hardware contexts and the architectural results are compared. Coarse-grain
redundant systems avoid the aforementioned limitations and offers a much more comprehensive error detection coverage as the redundancy applies to the whole system compared
to individual components in circuit level redundancy. They also provide a range of additional benefits as flexibility and intelligence can be more readily built into a coarse-grain
redundant design.
First, implementing coarse-grain redundancy is much less intrusive than localized
fine-grain redundancy which often introduces logic to critical paths; adds design complexities that can impact schedule; and is not suited to full-custom design [130]. Second,
it is much easier to provide on-demand redundancy. Since homogeneous cores are used, a
single core can provide redundant execution or simply act as a normal computing engine.
Finally, upsets at fine granularity do not necessarily result in overall architecturally visible errors due to all kinds of masking or dead state [155, 157]. These errors are naturally
ignored in an architecture level redundant system, whereas in a circuit level redundancy
approach, it is not straightforward for the circuit to make the distinction.

2.3.6

Fault Tolerance through Thread Level Redundancy

Recently, a significant body of work has explored thread level redundancy (TLR) for
transient fault-tolerance (e.g., [6, 18, 53, 56, 92, 115, 118, 130, 152]). In a TLR design,
duplicate copies of the same thread are executed independently either on the same processor or separate processors. Errors are detected by comparing results of the executions
and rollback may be initiated for recovery. Designs proposed in [115, 118, 152] use the
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simultaneous multithreading mechanisms available in modern superscalar processors to
duplicate copies of the same thread in a single processor. Others [18, 53, 56, 92, 130]
execute duplicate threads in separate processors of a chip multiprocessor (CMP). In this
section, different TLR designs are discussed in detail.
AR-SMT

AR-SMT [118] proposed by Rotenberg exploits the simultaneous multi-

threading or SMT [149, 150] capability of modern microprocessors to provide a time
redundancy fault-tolerant mechanism in which a program is duplicated and the two redundant programs simultaneously run on the same processor.
The two copies of the program are executed with a slight delay between them (Figure 2.12). The dynamic instruction stream of the leading program is called the active
stream and that of the trailing program is called the redundant stream. Instructions from
the active stream are fetched, executed, and committed to the program’s state. Moreover, the results of each instruction are also pushed onto a FIFO queue called the delay
buffer. The results produced by the redundant stream are compared to the values pushed
in the delay buffer to determine if any faults occurred or not. The execution distance between the two streams cannot be more than the delay buffer length. Since a fault in an
instruction is detected after its commit in the active stream and before its commit in the
redundant stream, the state of the redundant stream just before the instruction’s commit
is used to initialize the active stream when a fault is detected. Since both the streams
execute the same program, the active stream can act as a very effective pre-fetcher and
branch-predictor for the redundant stream during error-free operation. This fact is utilized
in the paper to improve the efficiency of the redundant stream execution by passing data
and control information to it from the active stream. However this design does not address
the issue of managing non-determinism in parallel applications that needs to be handled
properly to ensure forward progress of a TLR system.
SRT Reinhardt and Mukherjee also propose a fault tolerant system that is built on a
SMT processor [115]. In their design, they aim to mitigate the design challenges of
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Figure 2.12. Flow of the two instruction streams in AR-SMT [118].

SRT [118] – cycle-by-cycle output comparison and input replication. They also introduce
modifications to reduce the performance overhead of redundant execution. The design
is called simultaneous redundant threading or SRT. In this paper the authors introduce
the concept of sphere of replication. The sphere of replication is an important concept
for redundant execution models as correctly identifying a system’s sphere of replication
aids in determining a set of replication and comparison mechanisms that are sufficient but
not superfluous. For example, if all components of a processor including the register file
are in the sphere of replication, it is sufficient to compare the store and un-cached load
addresses and data generated by the duplicate threads to detect errors. However, if the
register files are not protected by replication, the output of every instruction execution
needs to be compared to detect errors.
A challenge addressed in the paper is input replication for the threads. All the inputs
to the sphere of replication (data and interrupts) need to be handled carefully to guarantee
that both execution copies follow precisely the same path. Specifically, corresponding
operations that input data from outside the sphere must return the same data values in both
redundant threads. Otherwise, the threads may follow divergent execution paths, leading
to differing outputs that will be detected and handled as if a hardware fault occurred. To
handle data replication the authors introduce two design alternatives. One is the use of an
active load address buffer (ALAB). The ALAB stores information about all active load
lines, lines that have been executed by the leading thread but not the trailing thread. Any
updates or invalidations to an active line are suppressed until the line becomes inactive.
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The ALAB is an associative structure holding cache line address and a counter to indicate
activeness of the line. The second mechanism proposed is the use of a load value queue
(LVQ). In this mechanism, only the leading thread issues cached loads to the data cache
outside the sphere of replication. When a cached load commits, the leading thread sends
the load’s address and value to the trailing thread via the LVQ, which is a first-in firstout buffer protected by ECC. The trailing thread performs loads in program order and
non-speculatively. The loads in the trailing thread proceed through the regular processor
pipeline. However, instead of probing the data cache, the trailing thread waits for its
corresponding load address and value from the leading thread to show up at the head of
the LVQ. Input replication is guaranteed because the trailing thread receives the same
value for the load that the leading thread used.
Both the ALAB and LVQ structures add considerable complexity to the core logic.
The ALAB is a large associative structure that needs to be updated on every load commit.
Using the LVQ completely changes how load instructions are handled in the processor
core. A load has to be executed in-order in a FIFO manner and data request from the load
has to be redirected to the LVQ instead of the cache. Moreover, by using the LVQ the
trailing thread does not independently access the memory sub-system. While ECC can
protect the memory storage it cannot protect the memory controller logic. With the LVQ
based load value replication mechanism the memory controller logic remains unprotected
by redundancy and any error in the memory controller logic goes undetected as it is not
independently verified.
SRTR The design proposed in SRT [115] only addresses fault detection without discussing error recovery as it only compares the store values (when register files are in
the sphere of replication) and instructions from the leading thread are allowed to commit
before verification. In [152], Vijaykumar et al. extends this design to enable recovery capability and this extended design is called SRTR. In this design, the results of instructions
are compared to check for errors before they are committed. The insight is that there is
a time gap between instruction execution and commit. So while instructions in the lead-
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ing thread are waiting to be committed, the same instruction in the trailing thread can
complete execution and their results can be compared without stalling the commit of the
leading thread – given the slack between the threads is relatively small. But a slack in this
case is still desired to allow the leading thread to perform cache pre-fetching and branch
prediction for the trailing thread. While SRTR adds recovery support to SRT it does not
address the issue of the lack of error coverage of the memory controller logic.
CRT and CRTR Mukherjee et al. extends SRT techniques to the emerging class of chip
multiprocessors (CMPs) to create a chip-level redundantly threaded (CRT) processor [92].
The basic idea of CRT is to generate logically redundant threads, as in SRT, but to run
the leading and trailing threads on separate processor cores, as shown in Figure 2.13. The
trailing threads’ load value and branch direction information now comes as input from
leading threads on the other processor. Similarly, the store comparator, which compares
store instructions from redundant threads, receives retired stores from the leading thread
on one processor and trailing thread on another processor. Forwarding inputs to the load
value queue, branch prediction queue, and the store comparator requires moderately wide
datapaths between the processors. These datapaths are outside the sphere of replication
and must be protected with some form of information redundancy, such as parity. Gomma
et al. extend the CRT architecture to enable fault recovery and their extended design is
called CRTR [56].
Apart from not covering the memory controller logic, these designs require a large
amount of inter-processor communication to communicate execution information (like
branch outcomes and load values) and outputs for comparison. For example, in [56] the
inter-processor bandwidth requirement to enable redundant execution is 9.8 bytes/cycle
on average. The designs are also very sensitive to communication and comparison latency.
In this design, instructions can only be committed after they have been verified to be
correct. So until the instruction has been verified, it occupies core buffer slots. Long
verification delay results in clogging of the processor pipeline which results in loss of
performance.
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Figure 2.13. High level block diagram of CRT [92].

TRUSS The Total Reliability Using Scalable Servers (TRUSS) architecture [53], developed at Carnegie Mellon features a distributed shared memory multiprocessor that
incorporates computation and memory storage redundancy to detect and recover from
any single point of transient or permanent failure. By enforcing local error detection and
recovery of the processors, memory modules and the I/O units, TRUSS ensures that errors are contained and corrected in the faulty module and no error is propagated through
the entire system. To detect computation errors the processors are grouped into pairs and
executed in pseudo lock-step to facilitate DMR. One of the processors executes slightly
ahead of the other and is called the master processor. The trailing processor is called the
slave processor. A coordination mechanism between the two processors enforces the perception of lockstep by replicating at the slave processor the exact sequence and timing of
the external, asynchronous inputs that the master processor first observes. This guarantees
that the two processors execute the same instruction sequence despite their physical distance. As processor pairs are executed in pseudo lock-step, the design needs to modify the
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existing three-hop, invalidation-based coherence protocol. The master processor receives
any incoming coherence request, forwards its response to the slave processor where the
response is verified before it is sent out. To protect the memory system, TRUSS uses
distributed redundant memory (Drum) [53] which is an N+1 distributed-parity scheme
similar to RAID for memory [102]. In the scheme, N data words and a parity word which
are stored on N+1 different computational nodes form a parity group. The parity maintenance becomes part of the cache-coherence mechanism [106].
Reunion A TLR design explicitly dealing with parallel applications is Reunion [132].
A major challenge in providing redundant execution support for parallel applications is
maintaining identical instruction streams. The redundant cores operate independently
but still needs to receive the same shared-memory values to execute the same stream of
instructions. Designs like CRT [92] handle this issue through strict input replication by
using a ALAB or LVQ. However, as we mentioned earlier, structures like ALAB and
LVQ add a considerable amount of complexity to the processor core design. Moreover,
they fail to protect the controller logic of the memory subsystem through redundancy.
The authors observe that even without any special hardware the redundant threads
would execute identical instruction streams most of the time. Once there is a divergence,
it can be detected by the transient error detection hardware and special measures can be
taken during re-execution to guarantee forward progress. When a discrepancy is detected
between a logical processor pair, the processors are rolled back and the pair then executes
subsequent instructions in a non-speculative single-stepped manner. This special mode of
execution continues until the first load or atomic memory operation. The load or atomic
memory operation is then issued by both cores using a synchronizing request that returns
a single coherent value to both cores. After successful output comparison following this
instruction, the logical pair resumes normal execution. However, the first load may not be
the instruction that caused the divergence. If that is the case, that load can again trigger
a rollback only a few cycles after resuming normal execution. In the worst case, the
rollback and re-execution will continue until the divergent load becomes the first load.
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The implementation of this special mode of operation during recovery can be quite
challenging. It would require modification of the core logic to enable the single-stepped
execution. The synchronizing request also requires special handling by the coherence
engine. The Reunion architecture commits instructions only after it has been verified
through comparison. So until an instruction has been executed in both cores and results
have been compared, the instruction has to reside in the processor pipeline. As a result,
the performance of the design is very sensitive to the communication and comparison
overhead. The paper reports that increasing the comparison latency from 10 cycles to 40
cycles increases performance loss of the design from about 10% to 20%. In future CMP
with tens of cores, the communication delay between cores could be significant.
In-core Replication Some designs have been proposed that add logic to the processor
core to execute instructions in the same pipeline multiple times. They exploit the verification parallelism at a fine granularity: at the instruction level. These techniques have a
relatively smaller area overhead compared to designs that use multiple cores to provide
redundancy. However, they usually require an extensive amount of modification to the
already complex processor core logic. Also separate control logic needs to be designed to
execute the processor differently depending of whether the redundancy is enabled or not.
A study of some of these designs follows.
Austin’s DIVA approach uses a second in-order checker unit which re-executes instructions coming from the out-of-order execution engine [6]. The insight behind DIVA
is that since instructions commit in-order, a very simple in-order re-execution and checking stage just before commit can be used to identify errors in the processor pipeline (Figure 2.14). If the checking reveals a discrepancy, the checker generated value is assumed
to be correct and is used to correct the core’s architectural state. A DIVA processor is
created by splitting a traditional processor design into two parts: the deeply speculative
DIVA core and the functionally and electrically robust DIVA checker.
The main goal of DIVA is to detect and correct errors triggered by faulty core logic
or due to manufacturing faults. While the complex core can have corner cases that the
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Figure 2.14. The DIVA pipeline [6].

validation tests failed to detect, the DIVA checker is more robust against logic errors due
to its simple in-order pipeline. Moreover, it is assumed to be implemented with large
transistors and large timing and voltage margins to make it relatively more resistant to
environmental noise induced transient errors. But still any transient error in the checker
would go undetected as the result of the checker is always assumed to be correct.
Since DIVA uses a dedicated hardware to provide redundancy, the fault tolerance
is not on-demand. Moreover, DIVA does not protect the processor fetch logic and the
memory controller logic is also not covered by this design.
The DIVA architecture exhibited loss of performance for a number of the benchmarks
from the SPEC95 benchmarks. In a follow up paper [35] Chatterjee et al. analyzed the
DIVA checker in more details and proposed various optimizations to reduce the performance impact.
In [135] Sohi et al. have explored different methods of instruction duplication through
the processor pipeline. One scheme is to enhance the issue stage to perform issue stage duplication of an instruction. Before an instruction is issued it is duplicated and its operands
are shifted to create a companion copy of the instruction. The companion copy is issued in
the following cycle of the original instruction. After execution, the output of the companion instruction is again shifted appropriately and the two outputs are compared to check
for errors. However, this scheme affects performance as the issue stage is slowed down
considerably since each instruction holds up the issue unit for at least 2 cycles. The other
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option is to augment the functional unit to perform the duplicate and shift operations.
If the same functional unit is not used in two consecutive cycles there in no penalty for
duplication and shift operation.
Ray et al. also perform instruction replication on the basis of individual instructions [112] within the same processor. Instructions are replicated during the dispatch
stage and are executed in the same SMT pipeline as separate logical threads. Then the
outputs of the duplicated instructions are compared at the commit stage to determine correctness of execution. However, this design does not protect the instruction fetch, the
instruction decode, and the register renaming stages from SEUs and also requires significant modification to the processor core logic to perform instruction duplication, renaming, scheduling, and commit. Parashar et al. employ an instruction reuse buffer to reduce
the performance cost of Ray’s approach [97]. Smolens et al. evaluate resource sharing
in such instruction-level redundancy approaches [134] and propose design alternatives.
Both these approaches try to reduce the performance loss incurred by the design proposed in [112] but do not widen the scope of error coverage. Other designs that utilize
timing redundancy to execute an instruction multiple times through the same pipeline to
detect errors include [99–101, 113].

2.4 Summary
With continued device dimension scaling the rate of noise induced transient errors in
electronic circuits is increasing. While partial redundancy techniques like parity and error
correcting codes have been very effective in detecting and correcting errors in memory
arrays, protecting the logic usually requires more complete redundancy. Over the years
various forms of redundant execution mechanisms have been proposed. Until recently,
the most popular method of error tolerance in computing systems has been through the
execution of multiple copies of the same program in lock-stepped identical processors
and by comparing the output of the redundant executions. Due to the very rigid constraint
imposed by lock-stepping on the execution timing, the hardware support for lock-stepped
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processors are becoming very hard if not impossible to implement. So currently the focus
is on developing highly decoupled redundant execution support. In developing decoupled
TLR support, a few challenges need to be addressed. Though redundancy is becoming
increasingly important, it will not be widely used by all users. So the design effort, static
and dynamic overhead of redundancy will have to be very small. Ideally, redundancy
should be on-demand. The user should be able to turn the support on or off whenever
desired. So the microarchitectural support for redundancy has to be off the critical path
of the processor. Proper support also needs to be introduced to manage non-determinism
in parallel execution while still covering memory logic so that parallel applications can
be protected effectively. In this thesis, we set out to address all these critical issues in
implementing highly decoupled TLR support by providing practical microarchitectural
solutions.

Chapter 3
Highly-Decoupled Thread Level
Redundant (TLR) Architecture
Architecture level coarse-grain redundancy schemes like thread level redundancy (TLR)
can provide a comprehensive level of transient error coverage. While TLR has been extensively studied in the context of single-threaded applications, much less attention is
paid to the design issues and tradeoffs of supporting parallel codes. In this chapter, we
propose microarchitecture to efficiently support TLR for both single threaded and parallel applications. One of our main design goals is to support a large number of unverified
instructions, so that long latencies in verification can easily be tolerated. Another important objective is to have a comprehensive coverage that includes not only the computation
logic but also the coherence and consistency logic in the memory subsystem. Hence,
the redundant copy of the program needs to access the memory independently and the
system needs to efficiently manage the non-determinism in the redundant execution. The
architectural support that we propose enables redundant execution in a highly-decoupled
fashion. The design is decoupled in two aspects. First, rather than (quasi) lock-stepping,
the two redundant copies of the same semantic thread are highly-decoupled in time and
can be thousands of instructions apart. Second, the architectural support for managing
redundancy (such as buffering results from unverified instructions) is decoupled from the
49
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core microarchitecture and the core is virtually redundancy-oblivious. This makes redundancy easy to turn on or off. The architectural support is entirely off the critical path
and when not engaged, the support exerts no overhead in energy. The design, with a few
effective optimizations, is also efficient in that during error-free execution, it causes less
than 3% additional performance degradation on top of throughput loss due to redundancy.
The design and evaluation of the architecture described in this chapter was presented in
HPCA 2008 [109].

3.1 High-Level Design Choices
While TLR support for single-thread applications have been extensively studied [6, 56,
92, 97, 112, 115, 118, 134, 152], studying design tradeoffs of TLR for parallel applications
received much less attention. Supporting TLR for parallel applications is not a trivial
extension of supporting TLR for single-threaded applications and has a larger design
space to be explored. Moreover, exactly replicating the execution of a parallel program is
more challenging than replicating a single threaded execution. If no restriction is imposed
on the verification run, it may take a different execution path compared to the computing
execution even during error free execution. This can happen due to the difference in the
relative timing of the threads when accessing shared variables. So the execution of the
redundant threads needs to be regulated so that they access the shared variables in the
exact order the original threads accessed them. To address the issue, in our design, we
introduce simple architectural support for memory access order tracking and enforcement.
Another key design tradeoff in TLR is whether to cover the logic in the memory
subsystem, or, using the terminology in [115], whether to include it in the sphere of
replication. It is our belief that this logic needs to be protected in an integrated way
together with the processor cores, especially when supporting parallel applications.
In current microprocessors, to correctly service load and store instructions, the memory subsystem incorporates non-trivial amount of logic in the complex memory dependence, coherence, and consistency handling logic in the cache and in the load-store queues
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inside the processor core [38, 128, 145]. Error-correction codes can only protect storage,
not the logic in these circuits. Given that memory instructions are very frequent, leaving
this logic unprotected is perhaps unwise.
Simply replicating the core does not automatically protect every logic block. We
need to ensure cores independently (and redundantly) exercise the replicated logic. For
example, if we rely on one core to load data and duplicate it for the redundant core, we
essentially bypass the redundancy for memory logic blocks and leave them unprotected.
As a result, even though the circuitry is apparently replicated, a range of errors will be
undetected. For example, if in response to an invalidation request, the coherence logic
invalidated the wrong cache line; if the load-store queue incorrectly forwarded data or
failed to detect a load-store order violation; or if a memory barrier is incorrectly enforced,
the core may consume incorrect data even though the integrity of the cache storage is not
compromised.
Based on these considerations, in our architecture, the two executions independently
access their own logical memory subsystem. Cache coherence is maintained within each
subsystem. In reality, duplicating the entire memory subsystem is wasteful and the two
logical subsystems share some portions in the physical implementation (L2 and beyond,
in our design).
Another design decision is whether to make the redundant threads progress in a cycleby-cycle lock-stepped fashion or allow them to proceed asynchronously (even maintaining an intentional distance). While lock-stepping offers conceptual simplicity, it is increasingly difficult to ensure [18]. Any non-determinism (such as in cache replacement)
or harmless discrepancy (such as bit-flips in prediction tables) can easily make a processor
pair lose synchrony. Resynchronizing them requires initializing even the microarchitectural state to be the same. This process is not only slow, but demanding to implement.
Allowing the threads to be decoupled, on the other hand, tolerates unimportant divergence of microarchitectural states. It can also tolerate latency to communicate and compare results and state between the redundant threads. It is also possible to leverage the
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leading thread’s essentially near-perfect program-based prefetch and branch predictions
for the trailing thread [115]. This, in turn, may allow the trailing thread to be executed
on a low-power state (e.g., lower frequency/voltage gear) or on a less power hungry microarchitecture (if heterogeneity [73] is supported) without slowing down the entire program. Further still, with the error detection capability from redundancy, we may choose
to set the lead core’s frequency optimistically with regard to possible process, voltage,
and temperature variations. This way, the lead core is no longer bounded by unnecessary
conservatism and can potentially execute much faster, and the correctness is guaranteed
via redundancy [6, 7].

3.2 Design Overview
Our TLR microarchitectural support is built on a chip multiprocessor (CMP). Each processor in the CMP has private L1 data and instruction caches but all the processors share
a unified L2 cache. The processors communicate with each other via an interconnection
network. The architectural support added for TLR support are decoupled from the timing
critical core logic and is shown in the gray box in Figure 3.1.
Before going into the details of the design, we first explain some terminology we use
later.
Computing and verification threads and processors In our TLR design, we
execute the same thread twice in two different processors and one thread runs ahead of
the other. We call the leading thread the computing thread while the trailing thread the
verification thread. The processors that execute these threads are correspondingly termed
computing and verification processors. When executing a multithreaded program, the
threads are grouped into a computing wavefront followed by a verification wavefront
as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Since the microarchitectural support for TLR is decoupled
from the core logic, any processor in the CMP can operate as a computing or verification
processor when redundancy is required.
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Figure 3.1. Illustration of the proposed TLR design.

Epoch and checkpoint Rather than comparing computation results instruction by instruction, we only compare the output of computation periodically. We call one such
period an epoch (Figure 3.2). By the end of an epoch, we compare the cumulative architectural update of the instructions executed in this epoch with that from the redundant
execution. If there is no discrepancy in the comparison, the execution of the epoch is
error-free and every instruction in the epoch has executed without any error. If there is a
discrepancy, we do not try to identify the faulty instruction. Rather, the whole epoch is
rolled back and re-executed.
The main benefit of epoch-based comparison over instruction by instruction comparison is the reduced bandwidth consumption to transmit states for comparison. The architectural effect of a sequence of instructions can be summarized by their memory writes
and the register state at the end of the sequence. So at epoch boundaries, processors temporarily freeze their commit stage of the pipeline for a few cycles to take a snapshot of
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Figure 3.2. The operation of the TLR architecture: the computing and verification
wavefronts and the epochs. Due to branch predictions and prefetching provided by
the computing wavefront, threads in the verification wavefront have different timing
and are generally faster.

the register file. We call this snapshot a checkpoint. To amortize the cost of checkpoint
creation, in our design the epochs are typically thousands of instructions long. Certain
conditions will trigger the termination of an epoch in the computing wavefront. For the
verification wavefront, the operation is largely the same except two things. First, the
boundary of epochs is determined by the computing wavefront. Second, at the boundary,
the processor will need to compare checkpoints from the two wavefronts. Checkpoints
are also used to re-initialize the register state of processors in the event of a rollback.
As epochs are long, at any time, the number of unverified instructions can be large,
perhaps hundreds or more per thread. Therefore, we need a more scalable buffering
mechanism than the rather limited buffering from the out-of-order engine. Our solution
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is to use a separate buffer to keep committed, but unverified, stores.
Putting it together In our TLR design, we execute the program in two (the computing
and verification) wavefronts independently as if they are executing two different programs
(albeit with the same executable and input and only produce one output).
• Both wavefronts independently access their own memory subsystem and coherence
activities from one wavefront do not affect processors in another wavefront. (However, some portion of the memory is shared as described in Section 3.3.)
• Periodically, the two wavefronts compare architectural state to detect discrepancy
caused by errors. Of course, inherent non-determinism in parallel execution has to
be suppressed for this to work. The verification wavefront will maintain the same
memory access order to the same memory location (Section 3.4). As a result, the
trailing verification wavefront will even reproduce the same number of iterations in
an idle loop.
In this chapter, our discussion will focus on a CMP baseline architecture with private
L1 caches (with either invalidation-based snoopy protocol or a directory based protocol
to maintain coherence); a shared L2 cache; and processor cores supporting sequential
consistency. We first discuss the mechanisms to buffer and compare architectural states
(Section 3.3) and then discuss the coordination of memory access ordering in the two
wavefronts (Section 3.4), as the discussion depends on the buffer mechanism. Note that
all the supports are off the critical path. With these supports, each processor in a CMP
can be easily configured to participate in either wavefront or to operate non-redundantly
as a regular processor.
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3.3 State Buffering and Comparison
3.3.1

Versioning vs. buffering

Due to the asynchrony in the redundant execution, at the same wall-clock time, the semantic view of the memory hierarchy from the two wavefronts will be different. The trailing
verification wavefront sees an image of the memory that the leading computing wavefront
saw some time in the past. Therefore, the memory subsystem needs to provide data based
on which wavefront the requester belongs to. One option is to physically tag cache blocks
with different versions in the memory hierarchy for distinction and supply the right version for each request accordingly. However, this creates a number of challenges in the
actual circuit implementation.
First, retrofitting the caches with version tags is quite intrusive and adds unnecessary
delay to the tag comparison logic even when redundancy is not engaged. Second, because
the two wavefronts will share the same semantic view of a majority of the memory space,
versions need to be created and merged dynamically to the subset of data being modified
by one wavefront, but not yet by the other. (The alternative of completely duplicating
memory space is too costly to justify.) Creating a new version and merging two versions
further add to the complexity of the memory subsystem.
In our design, we only allow the common and validated part of the semantic view of
memory to be physically present in the shared portion of the hierarchy – the L2 cache
and beyond in this discussion. In other words, memory updates from both wavefronts
are buffered locally (in the memory hierarchy private to each wavefront) and can only
propagate to the shared memory hierarchy after an entire epoch has been validated. This
shared part of the memory hierarchy is protected by error-correction code.

3.3.2

Post-commit buffer (PCB)

To avoid intrusive designs, we decouple the redundancy-incurred buffering from normal
instruction processing. The core commits instructions as usual without waiting for verification. A post-commit buffer (PCB) keeps committed stores until verification.
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When a store is committed, the data is written into both the L1 cache and the PCB.
The PCB is partitioned into sections, corresponding to epochs. In the computing wavefront, when one processor’s current PCB section fills up, a new epoch is initiated and all
processors start to use the next section of their PCBs. When an epoch is validated, the
content will be committed to the L2 cache and that PCB section will be reused for a future
epoch. The PCB is cache line-based and each section is essentially a tiny fully-associative
cache (other associativities are also possible).
The PCB keeps all the dirty lines and eventually writes them back after validation.
The L1 cache no longer does writeback. A dirty cache line evicted by the L1 is simply
discarded. Thus, the PCB is effectively an extension of the L1 cache and needs to be
treated accordingly. For example, when an access misses the L1 cache and the PCB, we
need to search other processors’ L1 cache and PCB in addition to accessing the L2 cache.
Likewise, when one processor sends an invalidation, it needs to be applied to the lines in
the PCB as well.
One important difference between the PCB and a normal cache is that the PCB is divided into sections corresponding to epochs and thus if a cache line is written to in two
epochs, the same line will appear in two PCB sections. This introduces a state management issue illustrated in Figure 3.3.
In this example, cache line X is written to in epochs 4 by thread T1, and later on in
epoch 5, first by T2, then by T3, creating 3 different versions in the PCBs with different
roles. V3 is clearly the most up-to-date version and will be supplied to a requester if cache
line X is evicted from the L1 cache of T3. The older versions V1 and V2 no longer need
to respond to such requests. However, there is a difference between them. V1 is the most
up-to-date version in epoch 4. When epoch 4 is finally validated, V1 needs to be written
back to L2 so that the system has the ability to roll back to the beginning of epoch 5. V2,
on the other hand, is no longer needed and its PCB entry can be recycled.
Thus, the PCB cache line can be in three different states: Valid (e.g., V3), where the
data can be supplied to a requester and will be written back to the L2 upon validation;
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Figure 3.3. Example showing the different versions and states of PCB lines.

Superseded (e.g., V1) where the data will not be supplied to any read request, but will be
written back; and Invalid (e.g., V2), where the storage in the PCB is no longer needed
and can be used for another cache line.
The PCB responds to coherence messages as follows. When an invalidation message
is received, any valid matching line in the earlier PCB sections will be marked as superseded (e.g., V1 as T2 executes the store ①), whereas the matching cache line in the current
section will be marked as invalid (e.g., V2 as T3 executes the store ②). Similarly, when a
cache line is first written to in an epoch, as a new line is allocated in the current section
of the PCB, all the lines with the same address in earlier PCB sections need to become
superseded. When a read request is sent to a processor, if the L1 does not contain the
data, all the PCB sections are searched. If there exists a matching line with valid state,
the line is supplied to the requester.
Note that an important advantage of using these three states, especially in a snoopy
coherence protocol, is that out of all the PCBs and all the sections within one PCB, at
most one copy of any particular cache line can be in valid state. This means there is no
need to arbitrate the right version among multiple responders and also that the PCB does
not need a priority encoder logic to arbitrate the right version among the multiple sections
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– these supports are needed if we do not have the superseded state. Furthermore, after
validation, when the content of PCB is being committed to the L2 cache, multiple PCBs
can do so in parallel since within any epoch, there is only one version of a cache line in
either valid or superseded state.
Finally, during rollback, we can easily discard the writes done in an epoch by treating
its PCB section as invalid. For the L1 cache, however, it is not easy to identify lines
that need to be invalidated. Walking over the current PCB section and invalidate the
corresponding lines in the local cache is not enough. We need to also send invalidations
to remote caches in case they have a copy. We avoid this complexity and the concentrated
invalidations and simply invalidate all cache lines.

3.3.3

PCB optimizations

When a PCB section is filled up and can not accommodate another store, a new epoch
needs to be initiated. Overly frequent epoch initiation obviously adds overhead to the
execution. Thus, PCB sections are fully associative to efficiently utilize its capacity. To
reduce the frequency of associative tag-checking, we apply two optimizations: the index
pointer and the bloom filter.
Index pointer The index pointer points from a line in the L1 data cache to its “shadow
copy” in the PCB. After the pointer is established (e.g., cache line X in Figure 3.4), subsequent writes to the same cache line only need to follow the pointer. Without the pointer,
every write needs a parallel search of the PCB to find the line to write to. This observation may seem to suggest that updating the PCB as well as the L1 cache for every store is
undesirable to start with. However, the alternative is much more complex as it not only
frequently invokes transferring an entire cache line out of the L1 and into the PCB but will
also require a walk logic to move multiple cache lines at epoch boundaries. In contrast,
simultaneously updating the PCB is a background action incurring little interference to
the timing-critical L1 cache.
The pointer is established upon the first write to a cache line in each epoch and may
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be re-established after eviction and refetch. If a write occurs to a dirty (modified) line
pointing to an older PCB section (e.g., the dashed pointer of cache line Y in Figure 3.4),
then the current write is the first write in this epoch and a new entry in the PCB will be
allocated to store a copy of the cache line. Before we update the pointer, we follow the
old pointer and set the entry’s state to “superseded”.
If a cache line is evicted and later re-accessed, the pointer will be re-established: as
we serve the L1 miss, the PCB is searched, and if a match (to a valid line not a superseded
line) is found, the pointer will be set to link the L1 version to the PCB version. Thus, if
a cache line has a null pointer, we know that no such line exists in the PCB in valid state.
Then when a write occurs to that line, we proceed directly to allocate a new line. Note
that updating the pointer of a cache line is done either when servicing a cache miss or
when servicing a write operation. Nothing is done on the critical path of a cache read.
This pointer-setting algorithm guarantees that for every line in the cache, either there
is no valid copy of the line in the PCB (pointer is null) or we have the exact location of the
PCB copy. Therefore, when an external invalidation message arrives and matches a line
in the L1 cache, we do not need to associatively search the PCB. Instead we only follow
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the pointer (if not null) to set the PCB copy to invalid (if it is in the current section) or
superseded (if it is in an older section).
Similarly, the pointer also helps avoid searching the PCB associatively when processing a read request from another processor. Specifically, the saving occurs when an
external read request finds a matched line in the L1 cache and the line is in the shared
state. Clearly, if the line is in the modified state, the line will be supplied to the requester
and there is no need to further probe the PCB, even without the pointer. However, if the
line is in the shared state, the situation is different from that in a conventional protocol
where no forwarding is needed. Consider the following case: a processor (pi ) writes to
a line and then a subsequent read request from another processor downgrades the line to
the shared state. Unlike in the conventional system where during this downgrade, the data
is written back to the next level of the memory hierarchy, we can not write the data until
after the validation of the epoch. Therefore, in this case, pi is still the “owner” of the data
and may be the only place where this data is kept. As such, the PCB needs to be consulted
in order to know whether pi is the owner or just a sharer. In the former case, the line will
be present in the PCB and in valid state. With the indexing pointer optimization, we do
not need to search the PCB associatively. Instead, following the pointer is sufficient.
As PCB sections are being recycled, the indexing pointers can become stale. Stale
pointers can be pro-actively invalidated as a PCB section is recycled. As each PCB entry
has the entire address, we can follow back to the L1 cache and change the pointer to null
if needed. Alternatively, the pointers are not pro-actively updated, but a sanity check is
performed whenever the pointer is dereferenced and set to null if it points to an unrelated
line.
Finally we note that although conceptually the pointer is part of the L1 cache, physically, the mechanism can be implemented outside the cache to minimize intrusion, as
following the pointer to access the PCB is always independent to the L1 access.
Bloom filter Even with the support of pointer, the PCB may still need to be searched.
In a broadcast-based coherence protocol, coherence messages will be quite frequent and
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so will PCB searches. The often-used bloom filter can cut down on the number of actual
PCB searches. Because we recycle the PCB entries section by section, we use one filter
for each section so we can simply clean up the corresponding filter when the section is
recycled.
Thanks to the indexing pointer, we can now set the bloom filter in a unique way
that reduces the probability of false positives. As we will see later, this optimization
significantly reduces the number of bits set in the bloom filter and improves filtering
efficiency.
For convenience of discussion, we will call a (valid) line in the PCB that is also currently in the L1 data cache a mapped line. Recall that if a coherence message finds a
match in the L1 cache, we only need to follow the pointer. Also, a locally incurred PCB
search will be done only during a cache miss. In other words, we will never search the
PCB with the address of a mapped line. Conversely, the mapped lines will never match
any associative search. Thus, for the purpose of associative searches, we can consider the
mapped line as not even present in the PCB. As a result, we do not need to set their corresponding bit in the bloom filter – we only do so when a mapped line is evicted from L1.
Additionally, the PCB lines have an explicit mapped bit to track which lines are present
in L1. With these bits, the mapped lines (as well as superseded lines) can avoid actual
address comparison even when the bloom filter fails to prevent an associative search.
Conserving writeback bandwidth Partitioning the execution into epochs creates an
undesirable side effect. A cache line is temporally separated into multiple versions, each
individually committed to the L2 cache when the epoch is validated. This can increase
the L2 traffic and contention. We use a simple mechanism to mitigate this increase. The
key observation is that if a PCB line in an earlier epoch i is superseded by another line
in a later epoch j, then we can avoid the writeback of i’s version if epoch j is validated.
Therefore, we can simply delay committing PCB’s result to the L2 and simply skip any
line that is superseded by an already validated epoch.
The appropriate amount of delay in writeback is important. The longer we wait the
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more savings in writeback bandwidth we are likely to achieve. On the other hand, the core
in the computing wavefront can not reuse a PCB section until the same section has been
committed to the L2 cache. Thus, excessive delay in writeback can cause stalls in the
computing wavefront and result in performance degradation. One approach to maximize
the utilization of the PCB sections is for the computing wavefront to determine when to
write back. For example, when the cores are starting to use the last free section of the
PCB, they can request the verification cores to write back and release one section. A
simpler strategy is to empirically decide a delay that minimize the chance of stalling the
computing wavefront.

3.3.4

Comparison of state

Our TLR support compares the outcome of threads at the granularity of epochs (about
thousands of instructions per thread). At this granularity, the register state is best compared in its entirety, whereas for memory, we should compare the incremental changes
made during the epoch, i.e., the content of the PCBs. Our design can buffer thousands
of unverified instructions (see Section 3.7) and therefore can easily tolerate the latency
to transmit and compare large amount of data. The results an epoch produces include
register content, content of the valid lines in PCB, and a small amount of meta data (such
as the number of valid lines in the PCB). This is on the orders of 1KB per pair of threads
per epoch in a typical configuration (Section 3.7).
To cut down the communication bandwidth requirement, one can use a checksum
(e.g., CRC) to compress the state [133]. Once the checksum for both wavefronts matches
each other, the epoch is successfully validated. We can start to commit the writes buffered
in the PCB to the L2 cache. As mentioned earlier, for an epoch no cache line will be
present in more than one PCB, so the write-back process can be done in parallel. Because
of the redundancy, only one wavefront needs to write back. We choose the trailing verification wavefront to minimize any bandwidth impact of the write-back on the leading
computing wavefront. Intuitively, by trailing behind, the verification wavefront receives
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natural prefetch benefit and can accept branch outcome from the leading computation
wavefront [115] and is thus not the performance bottleneck.
Note that the comparison of outcomes (with compression or otherwise) is entirely a
background process. The latency only dictates when PCB sections can be written back
and thus released.

3.4 Memory Access Ordering Issues
Allowing asynchronous progress of the computing and verification thread in sequential
workloads is relatively straightforward. However, in the case of parallel shared-memory
workload, the two wavefronts typically have very different execution timing as cache
misses are significantly mitigated in the verification wavefront, and so can be branch
mispredictions. The difference in execution timing means that memory access races (including synchronization and data races) can play out differently and result in different
execution outcomes without any transient errors. The system will unnecessarily roll back.
Worse still, rollback itself does not address the problem of non-determinism, and can not
guarantee forward progress.
Thus, a key aspect of any TLR architectural support for parallel codes is to manage
this non-determinism. There are two possible approaches: to tolerate non-determinism
in the races and handle the fallout when it does result in difference in the outcome; or to
eliminate the non-determinism in the first place and ensure all the races always play out
exactly the same way in both wavefronts. There are pros and cons for each strategy. The
latter is more direct and perhaps conceptually easier to implement, but there are potential disadvantages on the system’s efficiency. First of all, strictly enforcing certain access
ordering can induce excessive waiting, especially in our TLR system, where the “natural” execution timing from the two wavefronts can be very different due to the execution
assistance the trailing wavefronts receives. Secondly, in an actual hardware implementation, due to artifacts in the coherence protocol, the caching mechanism, etc, there will be
apparent but false races. Also, depending on the applications, some true races can play
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out differently without affecting the state of execution. Faithfully enforcing the same
outcome for every one of those races may be unnecessary.
The actual implementation of a strategy depends on the coherence protocol and consistency model of the underlying multiprocessor. We first focus on sequential consistency
and invalidation-based snoopy coherence protocol. However, the architectural support
can be extended to handle other coherence and consistency substrates.

3.4.1

Tracking the races

We track access orders in a broad-brushed manner to minimize the complexity and performance impact on the computing wavefront. Since a race involves at least one write
operation, it will generate coherence actions: invalidation and/or downgrade of a dirty
line. For instance, if store S1 to cache line X from thread Ti happens before store S2 to
the same cache line from thread Tj , as S2 takes effect, Tj will request X to be transferred
and invalidated from Ti ’s cache. This shows that S1 comes earlier in time. Rather than
recording the specific relationship between S1 and S2 only, we draw a logical time line
to separate instructions finished up to now from those that are yet to finish and broadly
group them into different subepochs.
More specifically, when a potential race is detected, a wavefront-wide subepoch transition request is triggered (Figure 3.5). Upon receiving the request, the processor records
the number of committed instructions so far and transitions into the next subepoch. Note
that subepoch transition is merely a background accounting activity to mark which instructions belong to which subepoch – such that no races happen between two instructions
in the same subepoch. There is no stalling at all in the computing wavefront. Later in the
verification wavefront, by making sure that subepochs are properly serialized, we guarantee that all races maintain their original outcome. There is an economy of representation
in that a single subepoch takes very little to encode (using the number of committed instructions) and a single transition can represent multiple races. Also, it avoids the need to
track particulars such as which specific instruction brought a cache line in. This indepen-
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dently conceived design shares the same philosophy with Strata [93].

Subepoch i + 1

Subepoch i

T1
ldq r5, 80(r30)
addl r11, 1, r11
lda r3, 4(r3)
lda r6, 4(r6)
ldl r4, 0(r4)
lda r5, 128(r5)
stq r3, 64(r30)
stq r6, 72(r30)
stq r5, 80(r30)

T2

T3

stl r21, 0(r15)
xor r21, r22, r21
stl r24, 0(r25)

ldah r1, 8192(r29)
ldq r5, 80(r30)
lda r9, −21208(r9)
ldl r7, 0(r25)

trigger
stl r17, 0(r10)
stl r11, 0(r23)
ldq_u r31, 0(r30)
ldq r6, 72(r3)
ldq r9, 0(r9)
bis r31, r11, r16

ldq r3, 0(r9)
lda r22, −32(r22)
lda r1, −20176(r1)
ldl r22, 0(r22)
ldl r1, 0(r1)
addq r3, r16, r16

....

global

. . . subepoch
boundary

subepoch transition requests
Figure 3.5. Races create wavefront-wide subepoch transition.

To find out if a race needs to trigger a subepoch transition, we need to determine
if the two accesses (from two different processors) involved already belong to different
subepochs. Conceptually, this is quite straightforward to infer: if we track the subepoch
number (SEN) when a cache line is last accessed, we can directly compare that to the
requester’s current SEN. In a real implementation, a single-bit tracking in the cache seems
sufficient: whether the cache line has been accessed in the current subepoch. However,
there are a few subtle points worth mentioning.
First, the concept of “current” is imprecise because events such as memory accesses
or subepoch transitions are not atomic. For example, a memory request can be issued
in one subepoch and the instruction can be committed in a later subepoch. Also, due to
the delay in the propagation of the subepoch transition request, the current subepoch of
different processor may not be the same. Thus, we have to explicitly encode SEN in some
structures. For instance, when a load issues and brings data from a remote dirty line, the
data reply can not simply encode that the data has been touched in the current subepoch.
Rather, it needs to encode what is the current SEN (say, 4). Upon receiving the reply, this
SEN will be recorded in the requester’s load queue. At the commit time of the load, we
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need to ensure that the SEN is at least 5. If that is not the case, a request to increment the
SEN is broadcasted.
Second, to precisely track the necessity of subepoch transition, we need two bits to
independently track whether the cache line has been written or read. For example, if a
dirty line in processor Pi ’s cache is only read by Pi in the current subepoch, then a read
request from a different processor does not need to trigger a subepoch transition, even
though the line is dirty. Using only one access bit, we can not tell whether the access by
Pi in the subepoch was read or write and have to conservatively increase the subepoch
number. However, in our experiments, we found that using just one bit has minimum
negative impact.
Third, for a load instruction, the commit happens after the access of cache, which
could be in a different subepoch. To correctly track the accesses, we ought to access the
cache again to set the read-access bit for the line read. This creates extra port contention
for the timing-critical L1 cache. A load sets the read access bit during issue. When the
load commits, processor subepoch may have changed or the load may initiate a subepoch
increment. Since the access bits are reset when subepoch is incremented, when such loads
are committed we again need to access the cache metadata and set the read access bit. To
avoid multiple accesses, 2 bits can be used to indicate read access status. Both the bits
are set when a load touches a cache line and the bits are right shifted by 1 bit each time
subepochs are incremented. However, in the very uncommon case when the difference of
subepoch number between the time a load is executed and committed is greater that 1, we
need to access the metadata at commit time.
Fourth, when we are evicting a cache line, we may lose the access time information
and may have to conservatively increase the SEN. For instance, consider the case where a
cache line is read in the current subepoch and evicted and subsequently, a write request is
issued from a different processor to the same cache line. In this case, since the cache line
is not present anymore, the race can not be detected. Note that if the cache line has not
been accessed in the current subepoch, then the eviction is not losing any information. A
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simple but conservative approach would be to increment a subepoch transition when an
eviction will lose information. To prevent unnecessary subepoch transitions, we add the
following support that has little extra overhead. When we are evicting a dirty cache line
whose PCB entry is still around, we can still maintain the timing information by writing
the current SEN into the PCB. If the line does not have a PCB entry, we set an eviction
bit for the cache set. Later on, when we receive an invalidation issued from a different
processor and the address maps to the cache set with the eviction bit set, we treat it just
as if we have the cache line that is being invalidated. That is, we trigger a subepoch
transition. The eviction bits and the access bits are reset upon a subepoch transition.
Note that is that having a bit per cache set to remember cache evictions is an optimization that is not essential to guarantee forward progress of our TLR design. When
an L1 cache line from the computing processor which has been touched during the current subepoch is evicted, we can simply drop the line without keeping any information
about it. Potential races may go undetected due to this loss of information and the race
may or may not play out differently in the verification execution without proper enforcement. In case the races are played out differently and affect program output our fault
detection mechanism would detect the discrepancy and rollback the execution of the two
wavefronts. During re-execution, we trigger a subepoch transition whenever a touched
line is evicted. This special mode of operation only needs to continue for the length of
an entire epoch to guarantee forward progress. Since this information is available to each
processor, the transition in and out of this mode of operation can be handled locally by
the processors without requiring any synchronization.
Finally, we note that the epoch boundary is just a special case of subepoch boundary,
where extra steps are taken. Any actions done at subepoch transition is also done at epoch
transition.
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3.4.2

Enforcing the order

The order tracking mechanism mentioned above passes on the number of instructions
committed in each subepoch to the trailing verification wavefront, which uses the information to influence the execution order. There are a range of options to enforce this
ordering. The only architectural support needed is that to freeze the commit stage.
Strict enforcement The first and the most straightforward approach would be to
strictly enforce the ordering. That is, after committing all the instructions of the current subepoch, a processor has to wait for all other verification processors to finish the
same subepoch before moving on. Note that with the hardware support for sequential
consistency the processor can choose to fetch and execute instructions in the next subepoch, as long as they are not committed. The hardware guarantees the semantic effect
follows the commit order through re-execution if necessary [167].
For instance, consider a load instruction in subepoch i + 1 that executes before a store
instruction to the same memory location in subepoch i. Because we commit subepochs
totally in-order, the store will commit first and send an invalidation to other processors.
Upon receiving the invalidation, the hardware support will detect that the load instruction needs to re-execute to ensure sequential consistency [167]. Because in all the races
the two memory operations involved are guaranteed to be separated into two different
subepochs, their commit order is guaranteed to follow that appeared in the computation
wavefront.
However, strictly enforcing the ordering can lead to unnecessary waiting in the trailing
wavefront which is inefficient. Recall that a race between two memory instructions can
trigger a global subepoch transition which creates an array of extra false ordering constraints as shown in Figure 3.6. And these constraints are almost certain to cause some
waiting in the trailing wavefront. Ironically, incurring unnecessary waiting due to false
ordering constraints may be the only effect. This is because the race may be between two
instructions far apart in timing and their original order may have been naturally preserved
in the verification wavefront, without the induced waiting.
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Tn

ldq r16, 96(r9)
lda r29, 1084(r29)

bis r31, r31, r20
ldq r19, 40(r15)

...

ldl r1, 84(r9)

...

...

Subepoch

stq r14, 48(r30)
lda r13, 4720(r13)

T2

...

T1

i
ldah r13, −1(r29)

bic r1, 32, r4

lda r17, 8(r5)

...
...
and r1, 32, r1
stq r16, 72(r15)

...

stl r4, 84(r9)
stl r1, 80(r15)

...

...

i+1

addl r31, r20, r11
extbl r3, 3, r12

Figure 3.6. The creation of a subepoch boundary implies not only the necessary
ordering due to data race (solid line), but also false order dependence between the
last instructions of one epoch to all the beginning instructions of the next (dashed
lines).

Blindly speculating A second, more optimistic order-enforcement approach would be
to initially disregard all subepoch transitions and assume either this does not lead to any
order violation, or even if there is an order violation, the program outcome will not be
affected. Of course, the assumption can be incorrect and we may find a difference in the
program outcome. In that case, since the difference is perhaps more likely the result of not
enforcing the correct memory order rather than the result of external noise mechanisms,
we only roll back the verification wavefront and re-execute the epoch. This time, we
strictly enforce the subepoch ordering. If the discrepancy persists, it will be due to errors
and we then roll back both wavefronts.
Finally, we note that the discrepancy can be discovered early in the epoch: The computing wavefront supplied a branch prediction stream to the verification wavefront. In the
error-free environment, the prediction should be perfect. Thus, if a misprediction occurs,
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it is very likely the result of actual control flow divergence due to different race outcomes.
Therefore we can abort the execution early and roll back the verification threads to reexecute with strict enforcement.
Selective enforcement Finally, instead of the extreme policies of blindly enforcing
all or none of the recorded subepoch ordering, a third approach employs a more middleground policy by selectively enforcing some ordering. The intuition behind the policy
is that if the two memory operations in a race happened in close-by temporal proximity,
their redundant copies in the verification wavefront are more likely to switch order than
if they happened far apart in time in the computing wavefront. Therefore, if we can track
timing, we can use this heuristic to pro-actively enforce ordering only for those subepoch
transitions caused by “tight” races and only for the processors involved. Of course, we
can still mis-speculate and find a discrepancy in program outcome. We follow the same
process of rolling back only the verification wavefront first.
To track timing, we can use an additional Recently-accessed (R) bit per cache line,
which is set on access, and reset periodically by a timer. When a race is detected involving
a cache line with the R bit set, it is regarded as a tight race. In a tight race, we want to
ensure the ordering of the two subepochs, but only for the threads involved in the race.
Specifically, if a race in the computing wavefront incremented the subepoch from i to i+1
and Tw and Tl are the winner and loser thread of the race respectively, in the verification
wavefront, we make Tw issue a “release” signal only after the completion of subepoch i
and Tl wait until all other threads have released subepoch i before starting i + 1. Threads
not involved in any tight race release as early as they can and do not wait to proceed to a
subsequent subepoch.
To implement this, in the computing wavefront, each processor uses two bits to characterize every subepoch transition (Figure 3.7). A release at the end (RE) bit and a wait
(W ) bit, both reset to zero at the beginning of the subepoch. During the subepoch, if
the processor receives a coherence message indicating a tight race (e.g., an external read
request to a dirty cache line and the cache line’s R bit is set, race ① in Figure 3.7), the RE
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bit is set. This bit indicates that in the verification wavefront, only when this subepoch is
completely finished can we release the control and allow a waiting thread to continue to
the next subepoch. Conversely, the processor initiating the request (e.g., T2 in race ①),
also knowing that the race is a tight one, sets its W bit to indicate that it needs to wait for
the previous subepochs to release their control.
T1

T2

St A

Release at end
Wait

1

S1

T3

0 1

1 0

0 0

Ld A
2

S2

St B

0 1

Ld C

1 0

4
3

Time

1 0

St A
Squashed, W
bit not set

St C

St B
5

S3

0 0

0 0

0 0

Ld C
S4

Ld X
Ld Z

0 0

0 0

0 1

6

St X
Ld Y
S5

8

7

1 0

0 1

1 1

St Z

St Y

Figure 3.7. Illustration of tight races and the two-bit characterization of subepoch
transition. Solid arrows indicate tight races whereas dashed arrows indicate subepoch transition-triggering races. The alternating shade indicates the periodic timer
that clears the R bit in the cache lines.

As we can see from the example shown in Figure 3.7, there are a few things to note
about tight races in our implementation. First, they are completely independent from
subepoch transition: A tight race can trigger a subepoch transition (e.g., races ① and ⑦)
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or not (③ and ④); a tight race can even span multiple subepochs (⑧); and a race can
trigger a transition and not be considered tight (e.g., ②). Second, the timer mechanism is
only a heuristic and can miss races close by in time (e.g., ⑥) because the R may be set
just prior to the timer signal and thus immediately cleared after being set. A solution is
to use 2 bits, both set on access and the timer only clears one bit at a time. Finally, the
RE and W bits are independently set by two different threads involved in the tight race
and may not always pair: the W bit is set at the commit time of the memory instruction
and if the instruction is squashed, the W bit will not be set (③). Because of the timing
difference, it is also possible for the two processors to set the RE and W bit at different
subepoch boundaries.
After finishing the entire epoch, each thread has the RE and W bit vectors to characterize every subepoch transition. These bit vectors are passed on to the corresponding
threads in the verification wavefront. A subepoch is considered finished for the whole
wavefront when every thread has released its own finish signal. For a thread, if the RE
bit for a subepoch is set, the thread will only release the signal when it finishes committing all instructions in the subepoch. If the bit is not set, however, then the signal can be
released early. In fact, if a group of consecutive subepochs all have their RE bits unset,
they can all be released at the beginning of the first subepoch in this group. For instance,
T1 can release subepochs 2 through 4 as soon as subepoch 1 finishes (Figure 3.7).
The W bit determines whether the processor should wait for other threads before
moving on to the next subepoch. There are two different ways of waiting: stalling the
commit stage or the dispatch stage. As discussed before, with the sequential consistency
support, stalling the commit stage is enough to preserve the race outcome. However,
this may generate unnecessary re-executions which stalling the dispatch stage can avoid,
though the latter approach can slow down the processing in general.
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3.5 Tracking Races in a Directory Based System
To extend our TLR execution to a directory-based system, we need to make a few changes
to the directory controller logic and also to the directories themselves. We assume a shared
memory system with a single level of directories, where each directory is responsible for
keeping track of the data of a portion of memory. We also assume that each directory
entry has p presence bits (where p is the number of processors) and a dirty bit. The L1
data caches in a particular wavefront are kept coherent with respect to all the processors
executing the wavefront. So the coherence requests sent from an execution processor
should only reach the other execution processors and vice versa. In order to guarantee
this, processors in each wavefront tags all its requests to the directory with a bit indicating
which wavefront it belongs to.
To map a processor to a wavefront, each directory maintains a p bit vector called
the membership vector. The directories can use the membership vector and the presence
vector to determine which processors to send messages (Figure 3.8). We also need to
extend the single dirty bit per directory entry to 2 bits, one each for the two wavefronts.
Execution Wavefront

Verification Wavefront

P0

Pn

P’ 0

P’ n

$

$

$

$

Dirty Bits Presence Bits
EV

Execution
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Verification
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Memory

XOR

Directory

AND
Presence Bit for Wavefront

Figure 3.8. Extensions to directory to support TLR.

When a wavefront is rolled back, the local caches of the processors executing the
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wavefront are flushed. At that time, the presence bits and the dirty bit per directory entry
for that wavefront need to be reset. This can be done easily using the membership vector
(We can choose not to perform this bulk reset, but this may result in unnecessary messages
being sent out).

3.5.1

Race Tracking

In a snoop-based system, we separate race instructions by creating global logical timelines
(epoch and subepoch boundaries). However, in a directory-based protocol, to create such
global timelines, we would have to broadcast a message every time we create a boundary,
potentially increasing the network traffic. To avoid broadcasting, we only create logical
timelines (subepoch boundaries) between the processors involved in the race.
Every processor now maintains its own SEN. At any given time, a processor’s SEN
may be different from the SEN of other processors in the same wavefront. As before, the
private L1 cache blocks have two extra bits to indicate if the block has been written to or
read from during its current subepoch. When a processor generates a coherence message,
it piggybacks its current SEN with the message sent to the directory. If the directory
forwards the message to another processor the SEN is also forwarded. The destination
processor uses the read and write bits in its local cache block to determine if a boundary
needs to be created. If a race is detected, the destination processor increases its own
SEN thus creating its own boundary. In the reply message, it also instructs the request
generating processor to increment SEN to at least its new SEN to ensure the instruction
in the request generating processor commits in a later subepoch. If a processor receives
multiple replies for its coherence request, it needs to increment its SEN to the highest
SEN from the reply messages.
As we do not create global boundaries, only tracking the memory access information
of the current subepoch is not enough to detect all races. Three cases require special
attention. A processor may have read from a cache line in subepoch X and at present
may be executing in subepoch X + k. At the present time, another processor whose SEN
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is still X may write to the same line. This race would not be detected as the subepoch read
bit of the first processor’s cache line was cleared when it moved on to subepoch X + 1.
When handling such cases, we take a conservative approach. The SEN of the processor
generating the coherence message is increased to that of the servicing processor even
when the read or write bits are not set, when the coherence message is a read request and
the line is dirty or if the coherence message is a write request. Secondly, a processor may
write to a cache line in subepoch Y , then increment its own SEN and downgrade the line
to shared when another processor reads from the line. However, when a third processor
that is still in subepoch Y tries to read from the line, there will be a race with the write
that goes undetected. Another corner case is when a cache line is evicted.
To handle the two latter cases, each directory remembers two SENs, readSEN and
writeSEN. After a line in a processor’s cache is downgraded from exclusive to shared,
the processor sends the directory an acknowledgment message with the latest data. The
processor also piggybacks its current SEN. This SEN indicates a subepoch that is at least
one higher than the subepoch when the processor wrote to the cache line in question. The
directory compares this SEN with the value stored in its writeSEN and keeps the higher
value in the writeSEN.
When a cache line is dropped, if the line has been touched in the current subepoch, the
processor increments its SEN and sends a message to the corresponding directory with its
current SEN. This SEN represents a subepoch that cannot have any undetected races with
the replaced line. If the line was dirty, the directory updates both readSEN and writeSEN,
otherwise only readSEN is updated.
When replying to any coherence request, the directory instructs the requesting processor to increment its SEN to at least equal to writeSEN for read requests or the greater
of readSEN and writeSEN for write messages.
To avoid sending directory a message when a clean line is dropped, a processor keeps
track of the last readSEN and writeSEN numbers it received from a directory. When a
clean line is dropped, if the SEN number of the processor is less than or equal to the latest
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numbers it received from the directory, no message needs to be sent.

3.6 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the proposed architecture, we simulate a 16-processor CMP. We use 8 as
computing processors and 8 for verification. Our simulator is based on SimpleScalar [28]
3.0 toolset simulating the Alpha AXP ISA. Significant modifications are made including
an event-queue infrastructure to faithfully track memory access timing and contention
and faithful modeling of speculative memory instruction scheduling and replays [38].
The simulator models a 16-processor CMP with necessary structures of inter-processor
communication. To enable simulation of parallel programs, system call support for thread
creation, synchronization instructions ldl l and stl c (load-linked and store-conditional),
and sense reversing barriers [39] have been implemented. Cache coherence is provided
by a snoop-based MESI protocol [39].
All the structures required for our design have also been faithfully modeled into the
simulator. We have added rollback capability to our simulator so that we can faithfully
model and evaluate the effects of rollbacks during execution due to memory order violation: if memory order is violated for the verification processors, the execution continues
on with the (possibly) wrong value until it is detected at the end of the epoch when checkpoints are compared or through a branch misprediction. During this period of “faulty”
execution, the simulated processor continues on fetching, executing, and committing instructions. After the violation is detected, verification processors are rolled back and the
epoch is re-simulated.
We perform our experiments using 12 applications including those in the SPLASH2 benchmark suit [162], a parallel genetic linkage analysis program ilink [41], and a
parallel version of the traveling salesman problem [2] without optimization (tspUO) and
with optimization to avoid false sharing (tspO). Though our system does not yet support
commercial workloads, we note that tspUO has artificially high coherence traffic due
to false sharing and is specifically introduced to stress-test the design. We follow the
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recommendation in [162] to scale down the L1 cache to mimic realistic cache miss rate.
Table 3.1 provides the parameters for a single core of the CMP.
Fetch Queue Size
Widths
Branch Predictor

Functional Units
Reg. File
Issue Queue
LSQ / ROB
L1 I/D cache
L2 Cache (shared)
TLB (I/D each)
Memory latency
PCB
Epoch size
PCB bloom filter
Checkpoint logic

16 instructions
Fetch: 4 / Dispatch: 4 / Commit: 12
2048 entry BTB, bimodal, 2-level adaptive,
32 entries RAS, min. misprediction penalty:
12 cycles
3 ALU + 1 Mult (INT); 3 ALU + 1 Mult (FP)
128 Int, 128 FP
32 Int, 32 FP
64 entries/256 entries
8 KB, 16B line, 2 way, 2 cycles
2 MB, 32 way, 128B line, 20 cycle
128 entries, fully associative
200 cycles
32 entries per epoch, 8 epochs, 1 port
2048 instructions, 8 sub-epochs, or 32 unique
PCB entries, whichever comes first
257 entries, 8 bits per entry
16 cycles (4 registers/cycle) for creation/loading
Table 3.1. Simulation parameters.

3.7 Experimental Analysis
PCB access optimizations The PCB is important to decouple the commit of verified
data from the normal execution of the cores. However, associatively searching a PCB is
costly both in terms of time and energy consumption. We described two optimizations
in Section 3.3.3. Figure 3.9 shows their effectiveness in cutting down the number of
associative searches. A PCB access may be needed due to a local or a remote request.
The first thing to note is that with the two techniques, only one application (ocean)
still has a noticeable number of associative searches remaining. On average, less than 1%
of the accesses need to perform an associative search. The remaining accesses either are
stopped by the bloom filter (53.7%) or access the PCB directly via the pointer (45.4%).

PCB Accesses Per 1M Inst.
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Figure 3.9. Breakdown of total PCB accesses per million instructions by search
type. The first bar breaks down the PCB accesses for local requests. The second
bar breaks down the access pattern for remote requests.

Overall, at about only 466 times per million committed instructions (geometric mean),
actual associative searches are rare in absolute terms too.
Secondly, the two optimizations complement each other very well. Due to temporal
and spatial locality, the index pointer is very effective when a processor accesses its own
PCB. Even if the pointer is stale, it still indicates that there is no other version of the
line in the PCB, so no search is needed. Out of all the local requests that would need to
check the PCB, the pointer mechanism filters out 55.3% and the bloom filter filters out
43.7%. The index pointer is not as useful in a direct manner when it comes to handling
remote requests (as evident from the second bar). Most coherence messages are to data
not actually being shared and therefore will not match any cache line in other cores.
However, the index pointer still helps in an indirect way: those lines being pointed to by
a pointer do not set their presence bit in the bloom filter while their in-cache versions
stay in the cache. This drastically reduces the number of bits set in the bloom filter and
therefore cuts down the number of false hits. As a result, for the accesses that would
otherwise search the PCB (cache miss for local requests and coherence requests that do
not find a match in the cache), 98.8% are filtered. The remaining 1.2% are mostly false
positives. Without this optimization, the filter becomes much more clogged and results
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in many more false positives. Except for one application (ocean), the number of false
positives would increase by at least 21 times and as much as more than 800 times (In
ocean, about 8% of local PCB accesses require associative search. Due to the data access
pattern of the application, where recently updated L1 cache lines are frequently replaced,
thus increasing the number of bits set in the bloom filter even after the optimization.
As a result, the optimization is less effective for ocean and without the optimization the
increase in false positives is about 2.6 times. ).
Other Design Optimizations Here we quantify a few other design optimizations that
we introduce. Using 2 bits to represent subepoch read access status is very effective in
reducing the number of cache metadata updates necessary during load commit. In six
applications the reduction was over 99% and the average reduction was 88.4%. Due to
using the 2 bits, the number of subepochs (13.6%) and epochs (3.1%) created increase
slightly.
The Recently-accessed bit is used to identify tight races for selective enforcement.
Recall that the bit may fail to find tight races due to the inopportune timer reset. We
also explored using 2 bits alternative discussed earlier. From our evaluation, we found
that this optimization performs slightly better than the 1 bit scheme on most applications.
However, for tspUO, this scheme reduces the number of epoch rollbacks from 28509
to 36 for 425547 epochs executed. For our evaluation, we report results with this 2-bit
optimization enabled.
Memory access bandwidth impact As discussed earlier, dividing execution into
epochs increases the PCB-to-L2 writeback traffic. Simply delaying the commit of PCB
data to the L2 cache significantly mitigates the increase in traffic. We show the effect
in Figure 3.10. The figure shows the traffic as a percentage of the available bandwidth
between the L1 and L2. The two right hand bars for each application show the breakdown
of bandwidth usage without and with delayed writeback from PCB. For reference, the
leftmost bar shows the bandwidth consumption of running the computing wavefront alone
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Figure 3.10. Core-to-L2 communication bandwidth consumption.

We can see that in all cases, writeback traffic only consumes a small portion of the
available L2 bandwidth. Nevertheless, the relative increase due to epoch segmentation
is dramatic in some applications. With a delayed committing, much of the unnecessary
writeback is absorbed. For instance, in lu the reduction is 93%. On average, delaying writeback eliminates 37% of writeback traffic which in turn reduces the overall L2
traffic by 15% compared to the TLR scheme that writes back immediately after validation. Overall, as Figure 3.10 shows, the on-chip traffic to support TLR execution is about
96% higher than non-redundant execution, which actually means that the per-processor
bandwidth consumption is 2% lower for TLR execution compared to non-redundant execution. Clearly, supporting TLR does not overtax the on-chip communication bandwidth.
The overall impact on the off-chip bandwidth is even smaller. Because the two wavefronts share the same on-chip L2 cache, the overall off-chip bandwidth demand is only
7.9% higher than running a single wavefront, which corresponds to a reduction in the
per-processor off-chip bandwidth demand by 46%.
Area and energy overhead Our TLR support requires some extra storage to perform
buffering and bookkeeping. All such storage structures are off the critical path and do
not require premium silicon real-estate close to the core pipeline. Furthermore, the space
overhead is also modest. Table 3.2 lists the size of the structures. Note that for this
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calculation, we assume a more likely 32KB L1 cache. The power overhead of accessing
these structures amounts to an insignificant 0.5% of the total power consumption.
Structure

PCB

Size (Byte)

4096

Checkpoint
buffer
4608

Index
pointer
2048

Bloom
filter
257

Checksum
buffer
128

Branch
info Q
128

Total
11.3K

Table 3.2. Storage overhead per core assuming a typical 32KB L1.

The PCB and the checkpoint buffers are the biggest structures introduced and the
total storage overhead is about 11.3 KB. One thing to note is that the storage overhead
is directly related to the epoch window allowed. By restricting the number of in-flight
epochs, this overhead can be reduced at the cost of flexibility.
Performance impact Redundancy necessarily reduces the amount of resources used
for actual computation. In lock-stepped redundancy (e.g., [130]) or TLR, half of the
processors are not contributing to the computation when redundancy is enabled. This loss
is even higher for products with triple-modular redundancy [78]. It is up to the user to
decide whether such tradeoff between throughput and reliability is worth the while. As
transient errors are likely to be rare relative to other events inside a microprocessor, the
performance impact under fault-free situations is thus a very important metric.
We first measure this performance impact under the three different policies of memory
access order enforcement as discussed earlier – blindly speculating, strict enforcement,
and selective enforcement. For selective enforcement, we use a tightness window of 100
cycles, which catches a significant portion of the violating races without enforcing too
many strict boundaries. Also, at boundaries that are enforced, threads stall at the commit
stage, waiting for other threads to catch up. Stalling at commit is more efficient compared to stalling at dispatch as it utilizes the processor pipeline by continuing execution.
However, stalling at commit increases the number of sequential consistency replays [167].
Figure 3.11 shows the execution speed of the three configurations all normalized to
the system where all 16 processors are used for computation. The main source of the
performance loss is redundancy itself, not our particular design. To highlight design-
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specific slowdowns, we also show an idealized TLR design approximated by running
only the compute wavefront on half of the processors. In our suite of applications, the
throughput loss in this idealized TLR configuration ranges from 27% to 49% with an
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Figure 3.11. Performance impact of different configurations.

Compared to the idealized TLR, the additional performance impact is rather small.
In all three cases, the average degradation is less than 3%. It is worth noting that in all
cases, the direct overhead for checkpoint creation for the leading wavefront is negligible
as we are only stalling the commit stage 16 cycles every epoch, which lasts on the order
of 1000 cycles. In some applications, blindly speculating generates many rollbacks and
slows down the execution noticeably. Figure 3.12 shows the percentage of the verification
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Figure 3.12. Percentage of epoch rollbacks due to relaxed order enforcement.
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As we can see, selective enforcement reduces the number of rollbacks by 52% on average. Note that strict enforcement does not generate any memory order violation-induced
rollbacks at all. From an overall performance perspective, strictly enforcing the order is
a good option. However, this approach has its disadvantages. In the verification wavefront, we are waiting for the slowest thread within every subepoch, effectively placing
far more fine-grain barriers than the other two options. As a result, the throughput of the
verification wavefront is lower, and there is less “slack” to trade off for energy savings.

Effective Throughput

Figure 3.13 shows this point quantitatively for the tested applications.
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Figure 3.13. Effective IPC of verification processors for different fault-tolerant configurations.

The figure shows the normalized effective throughput of the verification wavefront,
which is calculated as the throughput of the verification wavefront excluding the idle
periods when there is no verification workload, and then normalized to the throughput of
the computing wavefront.
We can see that with blind speculation, the verification wavefront has a 11.8% higher
effective throughput than the computing wavefront, thanks to the execution assistance it
receives from the latter. For our applications, some of that higher throughput is offset by
extra work needed because of the rollbacks. For strict order enforcement, this advantage
lowers somewhat to 9.7%. Clearly, this difference is application-dependent and for applications with more communications than those shown here, this gap will likely increase.
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Thus, it is still desirable to develop an effective strategy to minimize unnecessary stalls in
the verification wavefront.
As epochs are created dynamically, they are not of equal size and also some epochs
may encounter more cache misses then others. As a result, the execution time of different
epochs will vary. While the verification processors execute a long epoch, the computing
processors may quickly go through a number of subsequent smaller epochs. When we
allow smaller number of in-flight epochs, it increases the probability of the computing
processors stalling for the verification processors to catch up in such cases. But with
more in-flight epochs verification processors get a longer period to catch up. Another
benefit of having a larger number of epochs is that it allows a larger number of PCB lines
to be superseded which helps to reduce the L2 bandwidth overhead. Figure 3.14 shows
the execution time for systems with support for 6, 4, and 3 in-flight epochs normalized
to the execution time of a system with support for 8 in-flight epochs. As we can see
from the figure, with 3 in-flight epochs, the average performance degradation is 1.3%
with water-sp having a performance degradation of over 3%. With 4 in-flight epochs
the average degradation drops down to 0.6% with radix having the highest degradation
of 1.8%. With 6 in-flight epochs the average performance degradation is negligible with
only one application (radix) with performance loss of over 1%. This indicates that increasing the in-flight epoch number beyond 8 would have very little or no benefit. The
energy overhead of the extra structures added for TLR support is a meager 0.5%. Most
of this overhead comes from the associative search of the PCB. But with the pointer and
bloom filter optimizations the PCB is hardly searched associatively, and when searches
are required, with effective gating only a small portion of the PCB is searched. So by
reducing the number of in-flight epochs there is very little energy benefit. In fact, due
to the slowdown of execution, the average energy overhead of a system with 3 in-flight
epochs increases by 0.3% compared to the system with 8 in-flight epochs.
Controlling subepoch transitions We use the subepochs as an economic, broadbrushed race-tracking mechanism. Unnecessary transitions should be limited as they not
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Figure 3.14. Normalized execution time for different numbers of inflight epochs.

only hurt the efficiency of the verification wavefront but also can induce frequent epoch
changes which increases the overhead of the computing wavefront.
As described in Section 3.4, when a cache line is evicted, races involving the cache
line can no longer be tracked by the baseline cache coherence mechanism. We can conservatively increase the subepoch number, but this will trigger too many unnecessary
transitions as shown in Figure 3.15 by the right bar in each pair. Clearly, with the exception of tspUO, the great majority of subepoch transitions are due to cache evictions. The
left bar shows the same breakdown when we use a single bit per cache set to remember
eviction (and only trigger a transition when a coherence activity happens to a line with the
eviction bit set). As we can see, the number of subepoch transitions drastically reduces:
by 61% on average.
With this simple mechanism, epoch transition due to running out of subepochs is extremely rare, except in tspUO. This is visually shown in Figure 3.16, which shows the
total number of epoch transitions and the breakdown based on the reasons of the transitions. We can see that running out of PCB entries is the major reason whereas frequent
subepoch transitions represent a much smaller portion of epoch transitions. Intuitively, a
more sophisticated mechanism to limit subepoch transition will have diminishing returns,
at least for these applications tested. In our experiments, on average, each epoch contains
866 committed instructions per thread. This means that with our design, one can easily
buffer several thousands of unverified instructions per thread.

Subepochs Per 1M Inst.
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Figure 3.15. The number and breakdown of subepoch transitions per million committed instructions in each application. The left bar in each pair shows the number
of subepochs with the per-set eviction bit. The right bar shows the result when an
eviction simply triggers a subepoch transition.
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Figure 3.16. The total number of epoch transitions per million committed instructions
and the breakdown of that number by the causes that trigger the transitions.

Even if we do not have a bit per set to track eviction it rarely results in a rollback.
Since the likelihood of evicting a recently touched line subsequently involved in a race
is very low the probability of races playing out differently for not tracking the eviction
information is also very low. In fact, in our experiments we found that for 9 out of the
12 applications there was no replays triggered when the eviction bit was not used. For
cholesky, ocean, and tspUO only 0.01%, 0.05%, and 0.03% of the total epochs executed
needed rollback respectively when the eviction bit was not used.
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3.8 Related Work
There is a significant body of work exploring various forms of redundancy to enhance the
system’s tolerance to errors. In addition to the vast amount of work on circuit-level finegrain redundancy discussed previously [34, 51, 61, 88, 101, 156], there are also numerous
proposals for architecture-level redundancy either using dedicated, physically redundant
hardware [6, 35, 130], or replicating instructions to use the same hardware or another
thread context [18,56,92,97,110,112,115,118,130,134,152]. Such instruction replication
can be done at the granularity of individual instructions [97, 112], or at the thread level,
duplicating the thread either entirely or partially [18, 53, 56, 92, 115, 118, 130, 152]. Much
of this prior work of architecture-level redundancy focuses on a single thread and typically
relies on replicating results of a load instruction, and thus does not independently verify
the correctness of the memory subsystem logic. In shared-memory parallel workloads,
this leaves the cache coherence and memory consistency logic also outside the protection
of redundancy. We described a design that forces redundant uses of the logic in the
memory subsystem.
Without enforcing lock-stepping, redundantly performing the same memory accesses can produce different results due to timing non-determinism in parallel execution. Smolens et al. address this eventuality by resorting to synchronized requests in
Reunion [132]. When discrepancy is detected, the redundant processor pair roll back to a
known correct state, single-step until the first memory operation, and issue a synchronized
request. We use a different approach: rather than relying on single-stepping to ensure deterministic results, we only affect execution timing by stalling the commit stage to avoid
non-determinism.
Another body of work focuses on fault tolerance in the multiprocessor domain [19,
22, 75, 106, 117, 136, 137, 143, 144, 164]. However, this work is mostly concerned with
creating efficient or globally-consistent checkpoints. Error detection is typically not the
concern. While errors in storage elements may be relatively easy to detect with errorcorrecting codes, errors in logic are much harder to detect and will quickly become non-
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negligible [127]. The redundant execution we used in this chapter fills the gap of error
detection. Another common assumption in this work is that verification is immediate
because of using mechanisms like lock-step redundant execution [19,137], error detection
code, internal control check [117], execution validation routines [75], and so forth. In
these cases, the two redundant threads are highly synchronized and will not experience
different race outcomes. Our design allows highly-decoupled redundant threads.
Another focus of this body of work is on fast and efficient recovery mechanisms.
In [117], rollback points are defined by the application program while others use more
application-transparent check-pointing and recovery techniques. [74] proposes using a
recovery cache with the PDP-11 processor to facilitate rapid recoveries. [164] augments
the copy-back update policy with a normal cache, while [75, 144] use dedicated hardware
buffers to store unverified memory updates similar to our PCB. By virtue of buffering
unverified results, our system naturally supports fast recovery. The key goals of our design
are efficiency and non-intrusiveness. The simple and yet effective use of index pointers
and the unique way of applying the bloom filter are novel contributions compared to these
buffers proposed.
Finally, a body of work addresses the issue of tracking the relative order of memory
accesses for debugging [93, 165, 166]. The emphasis of order tracking for debugging and
redundant execution for fault tolerance has subtle but important differences. While for debugging purposes it is necessary to be able to comprehensively and exactly reproduce an
execution order, for our purpose, besides guaranteeing forward progress, we only need to
minimize the chance of divergent execution due to different outcomes of memory access
races. Also, while debugging support can afford expensive offline inference to reconstruct
the exact execution order, we need a simple online enforcement support. As a result of
the differences, our order tracking and enforcement mechanism uses a simple representation that matches well with our epoch-based computing/verification flow. We note that
our independently developed strategy shares similar features with Strata [93], which also
uses a global ordering to encode races.
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3.9 Summary of Contributions
Thread-level redundancy (TLR) offers a very attractive paradigm for providing the required level of system reliability, as it can offer comprehensive protection and, with the
ever more prevalent multi-core architecture, it can be implemented non-intrusively, without affecting timing critical paths. Even though there is an extensive literature exploring
TLR issues in the realm of single-threaded applications, efficient architectural support for
comprehensive redundancy of multithreaded, shared memory workloads remains underexplored. The specific contributions of this chapter are:
• We have presented a TLR design that provides redundant execution support without
employing any form of lock-stepping for parallel applications. Due to the highlydecoupled nature of execution, the design is very efficient in tolerating the latency
in communicating and verifying results. As a result, the TLR architecture exhibits
negligible performance degradation. Compared to an idealized TLR implementation, our TLR support only introduces a small 2.5% degradation in performance.
• We have presented a novel lightweight mechanism to track memory access races
during program runtime. Design variations to handle both snoopy and directory
based cache coherence protocols have been detailed. The mechanism introduced is
non-intrusive and does not change the design of the timing critical processor core.
• We have proposed and evaluated multiple memory order enforcement techniques.
Different memory order enforcement techniques suit different applications best.
This gives the system designers the option to choose the technique that best suits
their application.
• We have introduced PCB to buffer a large number of unverified stores. We have also
proposed enhancements to the PCB design to make the PCB more efficient and less
complex. With the index pointer and bloom filter optimizations, the PCB becomes
a large store buffer but without the high access latency and power overheads.

Chapter 4
Power-Efficient Thread Level
Redundancy
Redundant execution is directly opposed to the growing need for more power efficient
operation. Conventional techniques that use multi-core microarchitectures to provide
whole-thread duplication generally incur significant energy overhead which can exacerbate the already severe problem of power consumption and heat dissipation given a
certain throughput requirement. In the future, approaches that supply the necessary level
of robustness at a given throughput level must also be power-aware.
In this chapter, we introduce a thread level redundant execution microarchitecture that
significantly reduces the energy overhead of replication without unduly impacting performance. Our approach exploits our large buffering capacity to create large verification
workloads. So the verification operation can be parallelized and run on a chip multiprocessor with support for frequency scaling together with supply voltage scaling and/or
body biasing. We discuss in detail the required architectural support and show that our
approach can be highly energy-efficient: using two checkers, fully replicated execution
costs only an average 31% extra energy over non-redundant execution with virtually no
performance loss. The power efficient TLR design described in this chapter was presented
in PACT 2005 [110].
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4.1 Basic Principle
The various thread level redundancy (TLR) solutions that have been proposed in recent
years (e.g., [56, 115, 118]) are largely “power hungry” in that, given a particular throughput requirement, replicating the program (perhaps more than once, as in triple-modular
redundancy) and running it on identical hardware significantly increases the power consumption required to complete a given set of tasks. So the power costs of TLR are a major
concern specially at a time when power is perhaps the limiting factor in achieving greater
microprocessor performance levels.
Therefore, future TLR designs must be power-aware. Inflexible designs such as lockstepping are inherently power inefficient. A more decoupled approach which allows one
thread to lead and pass on information to optimize the trailing thread can greatly enhance power efficiency. Passing branch outcomes is already used in some TLR designs
(e.g., [92,118]). Other examples include the use of the results of long-latency instructions
or scheduling hints. We also envision a flexible design where an overall control mechanism can judiciously determine the optimal tradeoff between power, performance, and
dependability at runtime. As one example, otherwise idle cores can be harnessed to perform verification of the lead thread in parallel using a lower speed, more energy-efficient,
operating point.
Our approach to power-aware, thread level fault tolerance requires minor modifications to the processor core pipeline, and consists of two major components: parallel
verification and assisted execution.
We exploit a widely-used strategy in energy-efficient computing: parallel processing.
When processing is parallelized, the same processing bandwidth can be achieved at a
slower, more energy-efficient operating point, for example through the use of Dynamic
Voltage Scaling (DVS). We exploit the fact that verification is inherently deeply parallel, and divide the sequential instruction stream into a series of chunks to be verified in
parallel. Once all chunks are verified, the correctness of the entire stream is instantly
established. In practice, however, there are several challenges to implementing efficient
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parallel verification. Perhaps the largest challenge is buffering and searching unchecked
memory stores: the performance requirement of a small, fast, buffer limits the amount of
unchecked instructions that can be parallelized. Our novel PCB based approach uses the
L1 data cache to facilitate disambiguation. This approach removes the buffer from the
speed-critical L1 hit path, thereby permitting a large buffer to be used (to create a large
“verification workload”) with virtually no performance loss.
Another strategy for optimizing the verification process is assisted execution, in which
information acquired in some form of pre-execution permits more efficient operation. Examples of assisted execution include decoupled architectures [131], slip-stream [141], and
various “helper thread” implementations (e.g., [12, 33]). In a decoupled TLR design, assisted execution is straightforward: one thread runs ahead and executes the entire program
and provides information to the replicated trailing thread. Barring transient errors, this information is always accurate. However, in a realistic design, the key issue is the tradeoff
between the benefit of the information and the cost to gather it and communicate it. In
our design, we pass on branch information and L1 cache prefetch hints.

4.2 Architectural Support
The architectural support for power-efficient redundant multithreading builds on a standard CMP with homogeneous processor cores. Every computation thread is executed on
a lead or computing processor and a verification copy of the thread is executed on one or
more checker or verification processors (or checkers for short). The additional support
for redundant threading is largely off the critical timing path and built into every core, permitting a single core with the same physical design to serve in the role of lead processor,
checker, or by itself in a non-redundant mode.

4.2.1

Verification and Recovery Overview

Since verification threads incur additional energy over non-redundant execution, it is desirable to operate the checkers at a more energy-efficient operating point to reduce this
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energy cost. To achieve this, we use a lower supply voltage and/or increased threshold
voltage (through body biasing) for the checkers. Consequently, their operating frequency
must be reduced. In order for the checkers to keep up with the lead processor, we parallelize the workload by dividing the dynamic instruction stream into epochs of consecutive
instructions, and distribute different epochs to multiple checkers for parallel verification.
This is done by passing checkpoints – snapshots of architectural state generated by the
lead processor – to the checkers. Given a checkpoint, a checker can start execution in the
same manner as loading a new context after a context switch.
During execution, the checkers re-execute each epoch and verify the lead processor’s
execution by comparing the address and data of its stores to those of the lead processor.
These stores are buffered in the lead processor’s Post-Commit Buffer (PCB) before the
entire epoch is verified to be correct. Once the checker executes its epoch in its entirety,
checker compares its architectural state to the next checkpoint generated by the lead processor. If a discrepancy is found in the comparison of stores or between the checkpoints,
then a transient error is assumed to have occurred in either the original or the redundant
execution of the epoch. To recover, we simply roll back to the starting checkpoint of the
epoch. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Reload checkpoint

Creating checkpoints

Chunk 1

Chunk 2

Chunk 3

Chunk 3

Lead processor
Error detected
Redundant chunk 1
Checker 1

Verifying checkpoint
Checker 2

Redundant chunk 2

Figure 4.1. An example of two-way parallel verification and recovery. The lead and
checker threads are delayed by a epoch as explained in Section 4.2.3.

In our system, a checkpoint only contains the content of the architectural registers
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and a few microarchitectural pointers and serves three purposes: to kick off redundant
execution in a checker, to detect errors, and to safe-keep state for roll-back recovery.
As with other roll-back schemes, our mechanism can detect and recover from infrequent
transient errors. If there are hardware defects or the error rate is extremely high, such an
implementation may not guarantee forward progress. Special support is needed to handle
these cases.
In the next three subsections, we discuss the operation of the lead processor, the
checker, and the PCB. The added logic for fault tolerance is shown in Figure 4.2. The
circled numbers in this figure correspond to those in the text that follows.
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Figure 4.2. Diagram showing the architectural support for redundant threading.

4.2.2

Operation of the Lead Processor

The lead processor operates very much like an ordinary processor: fetching, decoding,
scheduling, and executing instructions. However, before we allow the results of the computation to permanently affect the memory state, they need to be verified with the independent computation performed by the checkers. Thus, when stores are committed from
the Store Queue (SQ) of the lead processor, they are placed into the PCB in program
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order (②). Stores are not released until the entire epoch of instructions are verified. As
with the SQ, the PCB needs to be searched in order to forward results as needed. We
remove the PCB from the timing critical load-hit access path by performing most of the
data forwarding through the L1 data cache. In this design, the PCB entries are word sized
and different words from the same cache line occupy separate entries.
Each processor is equipped with a checkpoint buffer that maintains checkpoint state.
Each entry of the buffer is a storage array that captures the contents of the architectural
registers including the program counter. The lead processor periodically creates a checkpoint by freezing the commit stage of the processor and copying the architectural registers
to the checkpoint buffer entry. In microarchitectures with a dedicated architectural register file (e.g., Pentium III), this is straightforward. Otherwise, a retirement map [63]
is required, but this need not be updated every cycle. Rather, it can be constructed on
demand by retrieving the checkpoint of the front-end map corresponding to the branch
closest to retirement, walking toward the head of the reorder buffer (containing the oldest
instruction), and accordingly updating the mapping. Of course, given the opportunity, we
can create a checkpoint right before a branch where we can get a ready-made map copy
without extra updates.
The entries in the checkpoint buffer are allocated and recycled in FIFO order. When
the execution up until the point of checkpoint i has been verified, checkpoint i − 1 is
no longer needed and can be recycled. When a checker notifies the lead processor of
an error in a particular epoch, the lead processor aborts the current execution and rolls
back to the prior checkpoint, and instructs all associated checkers to abort as well. This
rollback operation includes flushing the pipeline and invalidating the L1 data cache for
the lead processor and all checkers. This invalidation is necessary because the L1 data
cache of the lead processor and some of the checkers contain future (and thus incorrect)
data with respect to the point of roll back. Performing a full cache invalidation also
simplifies corner-case handling for cache coherence (Section 4.2.4). After the pipeline
flush and cache invalidation, we restore the appropriate checkpoint and restart execution.
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Additional microarchitectural information, such as the write pointer to the PCB which
points to the entry for the next committed store, is also restored from the checkpoint. As
we demonstrate in Section 4.4, assuming that errors are relatively infrequent, full cache
invalidation has little overall performance impact.
As the lead processor usually runs far ahead of the checkers, it can serve as a helper
thread to assist the checkers in executing more efficiently, for example, by reducing their
branch mispredictions and cache misses. One natural effect of the deep decoupling between the threads is that the lead thread creates prefetches into the shared L2 cache for the
checkers. Therefore, in terms of reducing cache misses, we only focus on L1 misses. We
record the lead processor miss addresses for every epoch of instructions in the Execution
Info Queue (EIQ). When the starting checkpoint is dispatched to a checker, it includes this
miss address array so that the checker can prefetch from these addresses. For branches,
similar to prior approaches [115, 118], we communicate branch outcomes from the lead
processor to the checkers also via the EIQ (⑥).

4.2.3

Operation of the Checkers

As noted earlier, the lead and checker cores share the same physical design, and operate
slightly differently. When a core is used as a checker, it performs redundant execution
from checkpoints generated by the lead processor. It runs in the same address space as
the lead processor, and thus the TLB and other aspects of address translation are handled
much like running a parallel program. The content of the registers is copied from the
checkpoint using the same functionality that handles a rollback. The only difference is
that the checkpoint is fetched from a different processor’s (the lead processor’s) checkpoint buffer (⑤).
Starting from the checkpoint, the checker fetches and executes instructions as in a
conventional processor. The branch predictor, however, is disabled and branch predictions are provided by the lead processor through the EIQ (⑥). The branch destination addresses could be supplied from the buffer as well, but would require much inter-processor
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communication bandwidth and a larger branch buffer. Thus an alternative is keep branch
target buffer (BTB) operational and use it to obtain target addresses. In Section 4.4, we
study the effect of different alternatives.
In addition to the more obvious benefits of reducing mis-speculation and branch predictor energy, passing branch outcomes to the checker also enables other optimizations.
For example, the resulting performance improvement can permit the disabling of aggressive techniques such as load speculation and dynamic memory disambiguation (through
the LSQ) to further increase energy-efficiency for the same level of performance. Memory instructions can be simply issued in program order and stores can be written into
the L1 cache upon execution (rather than at commit time). We examine these options in
Section 4.4.
When a store is written to the L1 cache of a checker, its address and data are also
sent to the PCB of the lead processor. If both the address and data match the result from
the lead processor, the store entry in the PCB is marked verified (otherwise a rollback is
initiated). Note that if a checker and the lead processor execute the epoch at the same
time, a checker may actually run ahead of the lead processor and try to verify against an
invalid PCB entry. To avoid circuit complications to handle such events, we simply delay
dispatching a epoch for verification until the lead processor has finished the entire epoch.
This delay between the lead and checker processors is shown in Figure 4.1. This intentional slack also helps to hide the communication latency in transferring the checkpoint
and information in the EIQ.
Load instructions operate on the checker in largely the same way as on the lead processor. First the L1 cache and the SQ are searched. If there is a miss, in parallel with
the L2 cache access, the checker searches the PCB of the lead processor (instead of its
own PCB) to make appropriate updates (⑦). When a cache block is replaced from the
checker’s L1 cache, it is also discarded.
Finally, when the checker commits all instructions in the current epoch, it compares
the architectural register file with the next checkpoint. If all the registers (including the
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Figure 4.3. The different logical time frames from the different cores’ perspectives.
At any moment, a checker’s logical time is in the “past” of the lead processor’s time.
Correspondingly, the checkers only see part of the memory state in the PCB (shown
in different shades) in the backward search. A forward search starts from the next
section of the PCB (corresponding to the next epoch of instructions).

program counter) match and there has been no mismatch in the PCB, then the entire
epoch has been correctly verified. If this is the oldest epoch, the checkpoint representing
the starting state of this epoch can be recycled. If there is a mismatch in the register
contents, a signal is sent to the lead processor to roll back.

4.2.4

Operation of the PCB

The PCB enables rapid fault recovery, but more importantly, it is essential to the efficient
creation of multiple memory images for the redundant threads. Consider the example
shown in Figure 4.3. When the lead processor is forging ahead executing epoch 6, the
checkers are verifying earlier epochs. At the same moment of wall clock time, the checkers are actually “replaying the history” of the lead processor, and the shared memory
system needs to provide the memory image as the lead processor saw it at the time it
executed the same instruction. In other words, when a load executes on a checker, the
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combination of the SQ, the PCB, and the memory hierarchy should capture the effect of
all stores prior to the load and none thereafter. With the use of the PCB, only the common
part of the different images is stored in the L2 cache and the rest of the memory subsystem. The most up-to-date image is constructed on-the-fly based on which processor
initiates the request. The processor’s identity determines which logical time pointer of
“now” to use.
Backward search To enhance efficiency, all cores use their private L1 cache to store
data consistent with their view of the memory image. This makes it possible to only
access the PCB when there is a miss. Thus, cache lines must contain the most up-todate data from that processor’s point of view. Therefore, when a cache line is filled,
it is obtained from the L2 cache and the PCB is searched to make appropriate updates.
This is called a backward search (see Figure 4.3). Note that to get an up-to-date cache
line, the most recent writes to all words in the line need to be acquired in the backward
search. While this can be done at the circuit level so that a search to PCB returns multiple
words, we choose a simpler approach that only requires the circuit to return one word at a
time: When we search the PCB for the word being loaded, we can simultaneously detect
whether the PCB contains other words of the same line. If so, we increment the word
address (with wrap around) and probe the PCB multiple times until we cover the entire
line. This, of course, delays the availability of the cache line except the critical word.
Alternatively, to further simplify the circuit, we can limit the forwarding to the word
being loaded only. Thus, if during the search, we detect the presence of other words in the
same line, we only allow the caching of that word. This requires the support of per-word
valid bits in the cache. Without this support, we will need to disable the caching of the
entire line. Both options (especially the latter) increase the cache miss rate and thus the
number of L2 accesses and PCB searches, and hence energy consumption. As we will
show in Section 4.4, with the support of per-word valid bits, forwarding the loaded word
only is a viable solution where the energy and performance degradation is acceptable.
However, disabling the caching of the line completely increases the access frequency and
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therefore the contention in PCB so much that the performance and energy degradation
becomes unacceptable.
Forward search Parallelizing the verification workload onto multiple checkers creates
a peculiar cache coherence issue. When a epoch of instructions are being verified in
one checker, other checkers verifying the same program will not execute the stores in that
epoch and therefore may have stale data in the L1 data cache when executing a subsequent
epoch. Thus, when a checker skips a epoch, we need to ensure that its L1 cache is brought
up-to-date with respect to the checker’s new logical time. Since by accessing the PCB we
can always obtain a cache line that is up-to-date with respect to the requester’s current
logic time, a naive solution to this stale data problem is to force every single load from
the checkers to consult the PCB. Alternatively, we can invalidate the entire cache when
a checker receives a non-consecutive epoch for verification. However, these solutions
are clearly inefficient in that they introduce significant global communication between
cores. Another straightforward solution involves using a state machine to walk through
the sections of the PCB that correspond to the skipped epochs, to update all necessary
cache lines before verifying a epoch. However, this is unlikely to be an attractive solution
since such data structure traversal is usually inefficient to implement in hardware, and
the resulted traffic burst may be detrimental to system performance. Finally, without
modifications, the conventional cache coherence mechanism would not solve this special
coherence issue as the L1 caches of different cores contain data of different times of the
same thread.
To solve this problem, we implement a selective invalidation mechanism. When a
epoch is skipped, since only the cache lines modified in that epoch need to be updated,
we only invalidate those lines. To do so, we extend the support for the conventional
invalidation-based cache coherence mechanism. The first time in a epoch the lead processor writes to a cache line (to determine which write to a cache line is the first in a epoch,
we flash-clear all the dirty bits when the lead processor creates a checkpoint and starts
another epoch), it sends out a quasi-invalidation message containing the cache line ad-
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dress and the current epoch ID to the checkers. Upon receiving the message, the checkers
mark that cache line, if found in the L1, as volatile (this requires a volatile bit for every
cache line), and remember the epoch ID. When a checker finishes checking one epoch
and receives a non-consecutive epoch, it invalidates all the volatile cache lines associated
with the IDs of the skipped epochs. Clearly, remembering the epoch IDs requires a lot
of storage per cache line as each line can be modified in multiple epochs and all the IDs
have to be remembered. In a degenerated implementation of this scheme, we do not differentiate between epoch IDs and thus when a checker skips a epoch, all volatile lines are
invalidated. This scheme, however, can increase the L1 miss rate of the checkers and thus
the frequency of L2 and PCB accesses. Indeed, when the workload is evenly distributed
across two checkers, all the cache lines touched by the lead processor are purged out of
both checkers’ L1 cache.
Considering that two checkers verifying alternate epochs is a very common pattern,
we choose a design that is only slightly more complex and reduces unnecessary invalidations. We assign a different color to odd-numbered epochs and even-numbered epochs
(say, red and black). The quasi-invalidation messages sent include one bit encoding the
current epoch color. Two bits are added to each cache line to record the color of the message. When a checker skips, say, a black epoch, only the volatile lines with the black bit
set (including those with both red and black bit set) need to be invalidated.
Marking the line volatile when receiving a quasi-invalidation message alone is not
enough as the line may be delivered to the cache after the message. Therefore, when a
checker handles an L1 miss, it needs to obtain the volatility (and color) information. A
cache line is volatile if any store to that line exists in the future epochs in the PCB. Thus, in
addition to the backward search, we also search the stores belonging to the future epochs
in the PCB. If there is a store sharing the same cache line address with the load, we add
the volatile bit and the color information of the matching epochs in the reply. We call this
the forward search (Figure 4.3).
Note that the forward and backward search are orthogonal: even if the backward
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search returns no match, the forward search can have a match, making the cache line
volatile. Also, a volatile line is not to be confused with a non-cacheable line. A volatile
line is cacheable (and cached) until the checker receives a non-consecutive epoch to verify. Finally, the support for forward search is quite simple, requiring only a cache line
address match in the future epochs.
Due to soft errors, the address used in the quasi-invalidation message may be incorrect. This may cause a wrong line to be invalidated by the end of the epoch leaving the
truly volatile line still in the cache. Eventually, this may cause a mismatch in the result
comparison and trigger a rollback. Without removing the line from the cache, simple
re-execution will only cause endless rollbacks. Hence, when a rollback happens, we invalidate the entire L1 cache for all involved cores even though the data in the caches are
not necessarily corrupted.
Access filtering Since the PCB is large and accessed in an associative manner, each
access takes quite a bit of time and energy and thus reducing unnecessary PCB accesses
is desirable. Our empirical findings show that a very significant portion of PCB searches
return no hit, especially for the lead processor: on average, no more than 0.3% of lead
processor-initiated searches return a match. Thus, intuitively, a quick membership test
similar to that used in [125] can filter out searches that are guaranteed not to find a match
in the PCB and thus reduce its access frequency.
In [125], a hash table is maintained to keep track of the number of elements in the
associative queue that have a particular address hash. Any search can be avoided if the
address hashes into an entry with a zero counter. However, using counters requires the
handling of counter overflow [125], a complexity we want to avoid. We thus adopt a
“coarse-grain” presence tracking method. We use one bit to represent the presence of an
address hash in one section of the PCB, regardless of the exact number of instances that
have the same hash in the section. This way, a single bit is enough and we will never
have an overflow. Since one bit represents one section of the PCB, with K sections, each
entry of our hash table is thus a presence bit vector of K bits. When a store is sent to the
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PCB, the cache line address is hashed to retrieve the bit vector and the bit corresponding
to the current PCB head section is set to one. When any core has an L1 miss and requests
a search of the PCB, the cache line address of the request is hashed to retrieve the entire
bit vector, if none of the bits is set, the access to the PCB sections can be avoided. (Even
if the bit vector is non-zero, the zero elements in the vector can still be used to “gate” the
corresponding sections to save energy in the search.) Finally, when an instruction epoch
has been verified and all the stores in the corresponding PCB section are committed to
L2, we clear the bit representing that PCB section for each hash entry. To reduce “falsesharing” of hash entries, we choose a prime number to be the size of the hash table (257
in our experiments).

4.2.5

Discussion

In terms of fault coverage, our approach can detect and recover from transient errors in the
processor core, including the entire data path and the control logic. We assume that the
baseline CMP incorporates error correction codes (ECC) for the on-chip caches and main
memory, as is common today. Our redundant execution strategy detects and recovers from
L1 cache errors as well, which obviates the need for L1 cache ECC bits.
In our approach, checkpointing, buffering, and comparisons are largely performed
outside of the core pipeline and the critical timing paths. For example, no comparison is
performed in the pipeline after executing each instruction. This permits the added design
complexity to be managed more easily and enables the same fault-tolerance support to be
integrated into different processor implementations.
Handling of special operations There are certain types of operations that require
special handling, for instance, instructions with global side effects such as I/O instructions and memory barriers. An I/O operation, even a load, can have side effects. Thus, a
non-cacheable load can not be simply repeated for fault tolerance, and therefore requires
the following: (a) instructions before the non-cacheable load must all be ensured to be correct to eliminate the need to re-execute the load; and (b) the result of the non-cacheable
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load must be buffered and fed to the trailing thread. While (b) is straightforward to implement, (a) requires forcing the lead processor to wait for the checker to catch up before
executing the non-cacheable load. Support for memory barriers also requires stalling the
lead processor. Clearly, for an I/O bound application or parallel workload, additional
optimizations are required to make the design efficient.

4.3 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the proposed architectural support for fault tolerance, we simulate a CMP
with one core running as the lead processor and various configurations of checkers. Our
simulator is a modified version of the SimpleScalar [28] 3.0b tool set simulating the Alpha AXP ISA. The simulator is modified to model a CMP with the structures necessary
for inter-core communication. Table 4.1 provides the parameters for a single core of
the CMP. Our experiments are performed using the SPEC CPU2000 benchmark suite.
For each application, we simulate 100 million committed instructions after proper fastforwarding [103].
To evaluate energy consumption, we model both dynamic and leakage energy in detail.
We use Wattch [25] to estimate the dynamic energy component. Our leakage energy
model is temperature-dependent and is based on predictive SPICE circuit simulations for
45nm technology using BSIM3 [26]. Device parameters such as Vth are obtained based on
2003 ITRS projections for the year 2010, which forecasts a 45nm technology node with a
clock frequency of 15GHz [45]. Temperature modeling is carried out with HotSpot [129].
We use the Compaq Alpha 21364 as a model for our proposed floor plan (Figure 4.4),
microarchitecture, and power consumption. We model latency, occupancy, and energy
consumption of the PCB in detail.
The cores are laid out in a checkerboard fashion (Figure 4.4) to reduce maximum
heat dissipation while maintaining IPC performance. The advantage of this strategy is to
spread out the hot cores among the cooler L2 caches.
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Fetch Queue Size
Fetch/Dispatch/Commit
width
Branch Predictor
Return Address Stack
Branch Mispred. Lat.
Int. Units
FP Units
Reg. File
Issue Queue
LSQ / ROB
L1 I/D cache
L2 Cache (shared)
TLB (I/D each)
Memory latency
Post-Commit Buffer
epoch size
Membership hash table
Checkpoint
creation/loading

16 instructions
4 / 4 / 12
2048 entry BTB, bimodal and 2level adaptive
32 entries
12 cycles
3 ALU, 1 Mult
3 ALU, 1 Mult
128 Int, 128 FP
32 Int, 32 FP
64 entries / 256 entries
32 KB, 32B line, 2 way, 2 cycles
8 MB, 32 way, 128B line, 20 cycles
128 entries, 8KB, fully associative
200 cycles
128 entries per epoch, 8 epochs, 1
port, 8 cycles per search
2048 instructions or 128 stores
whichever comes first
257 entries, 8 bits per entry
16 cycles (4 registers/cycle)

Table 4.1. Simulation parameters.

4.4 Evaluation
Except in special-purpose environments, a fault-tolerant system spends the vast majority
of the time in fault-free situations. For example, at sea level, cosmic particle flux is on
the order of 10 − 100n/cm2 · hr [168]. Even pessimistic estimation would translate this
to no more than a few potential upsets per minute. In terms of microprocessor clock
cycles, this constitutes an exceedingly rare event. Therefore, the experimental analysis
mainly focuses on the performance and energy characteristics of the design under faultfree situations.
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Figure 4.4. (a) Floor plan for the proposed 4-core multiprocessing fault-tolerant
processor (b) Closeup of one core

4.4.1

Main Results

For our evaluation, the energy efficient fault-tolerant configuration consists of a lead processor and two checkers, each of which runs at half frequency to verify the computation
in parallel. The supply voltage is appropriately reduced with the frequency. This configuration is compared with several others: one checker at full frequency, one checker at half
frequency, a design modeled after CRT [92], and as a reference, an instruction-level incore replication mechanism [112] that offers more limited protection. In all cases, the lead
processor runs at full frequency. Results are normalized to that of a single core running
at full frequency without any fault-tolerance mechanism.
Figure 4.5 shows the performance and energy overhead for integer benchmarks and
Figure 4.6 shows the performance and energy overhead for floating point benchmarks
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Figure 4.5. (a) Performance and (b) energy overhead of different fault-tolerant configurations for integer applications.

with fault-tolerant operation. Three observations can be made from these figures. First,
the performance degradation of using two half-speed checkers is imperceptible: the IPC
of redundant execution normalized to that of non-redundant execution is very close to 1
for all applications. This is because the overheads of checkpoint creation are negligible,
and the checkers provide sufficient verification bandwidth and thus do not slow down
the lead processor. Furthermore, if the verification mechanism can not keep up (such as
when running a single half-speed checker), not only performance degrades significantly,
the energy overhead increases significantly too because the power-hungry full-speed lead
processor runs longer and burns more power in clock distribution and leakage. For example, with swim, using one single half-speed checker slows down the lead processor so
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Figure 4.6. (a) Performance and (b) energy overhead of different fault-tolerant configurations for floating point applications.

much that the energy overhead is about three times that of using two checkers. On the
other hand, for a few applications such as lucas and mgrid, the prefetching effect of the
lead processor makes one half-speed checker fast enough that the overall performance of
using a single half-speed checker is not much different from that of using two. In such
cases, the extra checker does not save much energy, if any.
Second, our approach of parallelizing the checking process significantly improves the
energy efficiency of fault-tolerant operation. Compared to roughly a 60% energy overhead using one checker at full speed, the parallel verification approach incurs only about
31% energy overhead. (Discounting the energy contribution from the shared L2 cache,
these overheads become 96% and 45%, respectively.) In fact, the energy overhead of
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using two half-speed checkers is even lower than that of the in-core replication technique [112].
Third, in our design, even with one full-speed checker, we can achieve noticeably
lower energy overhead than a CRT-like system. This is mainly due to the deep decoupling
capability provided by the large PCB: even when the checker is not working, the lead
processor can execute tens of thousands of instructions without the need to stall. This
gives us the flexibility to orchestrate instruction execution on the checkers to improve
energy efficiency without any performance impact on the lead processor. For example,
when the lead processor’s PCB is close to empty, the checker core can be set to some
kind of a sleep mode or used to do some other tasks altogether for an extended period of
time until the PCB is close to full again. Because of assisted execution, the checker can
“drain” the PCB faster than the lead processor filling it. Indeed, we found that when a
full-speed checker is used, it is idle for an average of 32% and up to 80% of the time.
Once idle, the checker can stay idle for an average of 4300 cycles at a time. To model
the effect of any sleep mode or the use of the otherwise idle checker for other tasks, the
checker is assumed not to consume any dynamic energy in these long idle periods. On the
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other hand, without a large PCB in a CRT-like design, the trailing thread is much more
tightly coupled to the leading thread and does not have these long idling periods, which
makes it impractical to apply sleep states or the use for other tasks.
To better understand the reduction in energy overhead, in Figure 4.7, we further break
down the normalized energy consumption into different components: the energy consumption of the lead processor, that of the L2 cache, leakage energy of the checker(s),
and dynamic energy consumption of the checker(s). For clarity, only the averages of the
integer and floating-point applications are shown. The variation from application to application is moderate. Clearly, using two voltage-scaled, half-speed checkers consume
much less dynamic energy: about 34% that of one full-speed checker. The reduction in
supply voltage (from 1V to 0.6V) is the main factor for this reduction. Thanks to the
“perfect” branch prediction and prefetching from the lead processor, the checkers also
execute fewer instructions and runs in shorter time. These factors also help to reduce
energy consumption.
The reduced supply voltage combined with lower temperature due to much lower
power consumption significantly reduces the per-core leakage power. However, the combined leakage from two cores stays largely the same as that of a single, full-speed core.
The overall result is that the energy cost is lower than that incurred by techniques that
have a more limited replication (e.g., instruction fetch and decode are not replicated
in [112]). This is because even though the redundancy is more limited, it is provided
on more power-hungry hardware. Also, in [112], the competition for the same resources
increases execution time, which in turn increases per-cycle energy costs due to leakage,
clock distribution, and so on.
Overhead for rollbacks To estimate the impact of fault recovery, we compare two
executions: one fault-free, the other with periodically injected errors. The execution time
difference is caused by the rollbacks and the slowdown due to whole-cache invalidations.
We injected errors at two different frequencies, once every 2 million instructions and once
every 10 million. As expected, there is no significant difference in the per-incident cost
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of a rollback. The cost ranges from 1370 to 4801 cycles with an average of about 2800
cycles. Out of these cycles, about 1500 cycles on average is the delay in detecting the
error. The remainder is largely the slowdown due to cache invalidation. At our assumed
clock frequency, this cost of recovery translates to less than 200ns per incident. Thus,
even if transient errors occur as frequently as once per milli-second, the overhead due to
rollback is still minimal (less than 0.2%).

4.4.2

Design Options and Considerations

We now discuss some of the options and considerations in the design of the architectural
support. For brevity, in the quantitative analyses, we only show the average results of the
integer applications and those of the floating-point applications.
Effectiveness of assisted execution The lead processor can pass on various information to assist the checkers to be more efficient. Among the choices are branch outcomes
(with or without destination), and addresses for L1 prefetch. In Figure 4.8, we show the
performance impact of these forms of assistance. In the figure, the effective IPC of the
checker is that when excluding idle periods when there is no verification workload. This
is a useful metric since although in our experiments the speed of the checkers is not the
bottleneck, in a realistic scenario, the system may multiplex different verification workloads onto the same set of checkers, in which case the performance of the checkers may
be very important. We normalize the results to a system where no information mentioned
above is passed from the lead processor to the checker.
We see that with assisted execution, the checkers can be up to 35% faster on average.
Information about branch outcomes is indeed very useful. Its availability improves the
effective IPC by about 10%. L1 prefetch information is not as useful, improving about
only 1% of the effective IPC, although it requires little bandwidth to communicate that
information. Branch destination information is very helpful, especially for integer applications, improving checker performance by another 20% . However, communicating
that information can require a lot of bandwidth as well as energy. Finally, the impact of
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Figure 4.8. Performance impact of assisted execution.

assisted execution on overall program IPC is very small, ranging from 1% to 5%. This
indicates that indeed the two checkers are not the bottleneck in this configuration and thus
have processing power to spare.
Further reduction of complexity Given that the assistance from the lead processor
already removes a lot of performance degrading factors, we could envision further shutting off some aggressive speculation mechanisms such as load speculation in the checkers
(Section 4.2.3). We studied the effect of these options and other complexity reduction
measures. We show their impact on the checker’s effective IPC and the overall program
IPC in Figure 4.9-(a) and that on energy in Figure 4.9-(b). In all cases, we normalize the
results to those of our default configuration without any complexity reduction measure.
First, we see that less aggressive checkers using in-order load and store or in-order execution do not save energy. These measures have a significant performance impact. Total
program slowdown ranges from 6% to 30% and is thus clearly inefficient energy-wise.
We note that in our system the checkers still execute program epochs in a conventional
way and experience all kinds of stalls due to dependences. This is very different from the
DIVA design [6] where the main core passes the input and result of every instruction to
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Figure 4.9. Performance (a) and energy (b) impact of configurations with lower
complexity in executing verification workload.

the in-order checker and there is no dependence between instructions in the checker.
Second, as discussed in Section 4.2.4, to simplify the hardware, we can disable the
caching of a line when the backward search detects the presence of multiple words in the
cache line. However, we found that this design can result in pathological performance
degradation: the disabling of caching can significantly increase the L1 miss rate for the
checkers, which in turn increases PCB access frequency. In our system, the PCB has only
a single search port and therefore quickly becomes a performance bottleneck. In some
applications, the whole-program slowdown can be as high as 400%. With per-word valid
bit support, however, we can at least cache the word being loaded. For the applications
studied, the energy and performance impact of this option is negligible (less than 1%).
Third, we compare alternatives for the scheduling strategy of verification epochs. Our
default strategy is a locality-conscious strategy that attempts to maximize locality by
scheduling consecutive epochs to one checker and not invoking a second checker unless
the PCB is more than half full. We stop a checker when there is only one epoch of instructions pending verification. Alternatively, we can simply send out epochs in a roundrobin fashion. We can see from the figure, the difference between locality-conscious and
round-robin scheduling is small. The difference in program-wide performance or energy
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consumption is only a few percent. However, the difference in effective IPC averages
about 7% and can be as high as 13% in individual applications.
In summary, under our settings, none of the complexity reducing techniques achieves
a net reduction in energy consumption. Using the default processor configuration with
a more sophisticated locality-conscious scheduling strategy and an aggressively applied
assisted execution model is the most energy-efficient approach. With per-word valid bit
support in the L1 cache, we can simplify the PCB forwarding logic with minimal performance and energy impact.
Adjusting voltages When we reduce the operating frequency of the checkers, we can
use various voltage adjustments to increase energy efficiency: scaling down the supply
voltage, which primarily reduces dynamic energy; using body biasing to increase the
threshold voltage, which reduces only the leakage energy; and a combination of both
for optimal energy savings. In the following experiment, we fix the operation of the
checkers to half frequency and apply three different voltage configurations. First, we use
body biasing to change Vth to 0.525V. Second, we follow Martin et al. and jointly adapt
Vth and Vdd [83]. In our setup, this leads to a Vth of 0.31V and a Vdd of 0.788V. Here,
we limit Vbs to -1V so as to avoid increasing junction leakage and the chance of junction
breakdown. In our third experiment, we do not change the Vdd of the checkers but increase
the Vth to 0.31V. Since the frequency is not changed, only the energy consumption of
the checkers is affected. Figure 4.10 illustrates the overall energy impact relative to our
default configuration, which only scales Vdd to 0.6V.
We see that indeed, joint Vth and Vdd adjustment is more effective, further reducing
the energy consumption, although the magnitude of the benefit is not significant, since
the energy overhead is already low (31%). We can also see that if the degree of body
biasing is limited, a joint adjustment may not yield any benefit. In our experiment, it is
better to just change the supply voltage. Finally, if we only use body biasing (to avoid the
necessity of voltage converters between the lead processor and checkers), the additional
energy overhead, at 2-4%, is tolerable.
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Figure 4.10. Energy impact of using different voltage settings for checkers at half
frequency.

4.5 Related Work
Thread level redundancy is not a new concept. Many commercial fault-tolerant computers such as the IBM z900 [130] have used fully duplicated hardware operating in lockstep. Recently more decoupled forms of TLR have been proposed [56, 92, 115, 118, 152].
In this prior work, the energy cost of TLR is not addressed. Given the rising need for
energy-efficient computation, our approach is to exploit the inherent parallel nature of
verification by performing this task across multiple checkers with more energy-efficient
configurations. This requires a much higher degree of decoupling between the leading
and trailing threads than prior work. While these prior TLR designs are limited by the
number of uncommitted stores, our speculative L1 cache and PCB provide an efficient
memory buffering mechanism that can hold a large amount of unverified stores and enable fast search and data forwarding. This allows the slack between the lead and checkers
to be far greater than in these prior proposals, which creates a large enough verification
workload to operate two parallel checkers at half speed without undue performance loss.
Fault tolerant designs that are somewhat power efficient usually use highly modified
dedicated checkers [6, 134]. Since the checker processors are dedicated they cannot be
used for any other purpose even when reliability is not a primary concern. Gomaa and
Vijaykumar [57] propose employing redundancy opportunistically to reduce the energy
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overhead. They try to reduce energy overhead at the expense of reliability. Madan and
Balasubranonian [82] propose performing the verification on an in-order frequency scaled
core compared to our voltage and frequency scaled out-of-order cores. To accelerate the
execution speed of the much slower checker they pass load and register values and branch
outcomes from the lead processor. In their design a key assumption is that the data cache
and the load queue are ECC protected. While ECC protects the storage it does not protect
against errors in the cache and buffer controller logic. So any fault in the controller will
go undetected in the design since the logic is not independently exercised.
Purser et al. evaluated alternative memory hierarchy designs of Slipstream [107]. In
one design, they also allow the A-stream’s speculative data to be committed to L1 cache
and discarded when replaced. Without a PCB-like structure in their design, this results in
incorrect data in the L1 cache when a displaced dirty line is re-accessed and would cause
the A-stream to manifest a mis-speculation. Their insight is that the trailing R-stream is
not far behind and therefore the amount of incorrect data is small and can be tolerated
since the cost of a recovery in Slipstream is still reasonable. With a much more deeplydecoupled execution and at a cost of close to 3000 cycles per roll-back, our system can
not efficiently tolerate such speculation. Our buffering mechanism is different in that our
L1 state is speculative only with respect to soft errors. Without soft errors, it is completely
non-speculative.
Finally, master/slave speculative parallelization also uses the model of a main thread
(master) followed by “checkers” (slaves) each executing a subset of the program [170].
The purpose is to speed up speculative parallelization and the master executes a compilergenerated speculative version of the program.

4.6 Summary of Contributions
Power consumption is already the limiting factor in high-end processors and energyefficient fault-tolerance can no longer be regarded as an oxymoron, but as a challenge
that has to be met. The TLR support we have presented in this chapter is a first step
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towards that goal. The specific contributions of this chapter are:
• We have introduced a TLR design that addresses the issue of power overhead of
redundant execution. All TLR designs are inherently power hungry as they perform
the same operation at least twice. Our PCB based buffering mechanism has enabled
us to create large verification workload that we parallelize and execute on voltage
and frequency scaled-down processors. Our power-efficient fault-tolerant design
provides full system fault-tolerance at 31% energy overhead compared to other
TLR designs that provide the same coverage at about 60% energy overhead.
• To support verification parallelism, we have introduced significant modifications to
the generic PCB design. We have introduced different search techniques for correct data forwarding and filtering mechanisms to reduce power hungry associative
searches of the PCB.
• Through detailed evaluation we have not only shown the effectiveness of our design but also characterize various design choices that can be adopted. We have concluded that, under our setting, additional energy reduction techniques like in-order
execution of the verification processor has no extra benefit and actually increases
the energy overhead.

Chapter 5
The Principle of Decoupled Execution
Applied to Memory Dependence
Enforcement
While the designs discussed in the previous two chapters are used to support TLR execution, the principle of the design can find broader applications. In particular, we borrowed
the insights obtained in the design of TLR support and designed a novel, efficient mechanism to track and enforce memory dependence among loads and stores. Such a mechanism is crucial to guarantee correct program execution while allowing highly concurrent
instruction execution. The conventional approach of using cross-checked load queue and
store queue, while very effective in earlier processor incarnations, suffers from scalability problems in modern high-frequency designs that rely on buffering many in-flight
instructions to exploit instruction-level parallelism. In contrast, we apply the principle
of our TLR design and decouple the timing critical data forwarding functionality of the
memory disambiguation logic from its correctness guaranteeing functionality to adopt an
opportunistic method: we allow loads and stores to access an L0 cache as they are issued
out of program order, hoping that with such a laissez-faire approach, most loads actually
obtain the right value. To guarantee correctness, they execute a second time in program
119
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order to access the non-speculative L1 cache. A discrepancy between the two executions
triggers a replay. Decoupling the timing critical data forwarding functionality from violation detection completely eliminates the necessity of real-time checking and thus avoids
the conventional approach’s complexity and the associated scalability issue. The design
detailed in this chapter was presented in ISCA 2006 [48].

5.1 Basic Principle
Due to their limited ability of buffering in-flight instructions, current out-of-order processors fail to hide very long latencies such as those of off-chip memory accesses. This
limitation stems from the fact that scaling up buffering structures usually incur latency
and energy penalties that undermine the overall design goal. With the popularization of
multi-core products, the precious off-chip bandwidth will be subject to more contention
and in turn further exacerbate memory latencies. Thus, latency tolerance will continue to
be an important design goal of microarchitecture.
To orchestrate the out-of-order execution of a large number of in-flight instructions,
an efficient mechanism to track and enforce memory dependency is imperative. The
conventional approach uses age-based queues – often collectively referred to as the loadstore queue (LSQ) – to buffer and cross-compare memory operations to ensure that the
out-of-order execution of memory instructions do not violate program semantics under
a certain coherence and consistency model. The LSQ buffers memory updates, commits
their effects in-order, forwards values between communicating pairs of load and store, and
detects incorrect speculation or potential violation of coherence and consistency. Due to
the complex functionality it implements and the fact that the address for a load or a store
needs to be matched against those of the opposite kind in an associative manner and
matching entries need to go through time-consuming priority logic, the LSQ is perhaps
the most challenging microarchitectural structure to scale up.
A key insight we gain from designing our TLR support is that separating a timing
critical operation from its correctness verification operation can not only reduce design
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complexity but also provide flexibilities that may help to improve overall performance.
Using this insight, we decouple the timing critical forwarding operation of the memory
dependence enforcement logic from violation detection to propose a novel, simple, and
effective mechanism. The mechanism works in two steps. First, we use an L0 cache to
perform approximate, opportunistic memory forwarding at the execution stage, hoping
that most loads would actually get correct data. In this stage, there is minimum interference to instruction execution, very similar to the computing execution in our TLR
designs. Second, we avoid relying on proactive monitoring to detect violation. Our
correctness guarantee comes from an in-order re-execution of memory accesses. This
re-execution can be thought of as an in-order redundant verification execution of only
memory instructions performed at a later time. Discrepancy between the two different
executions triggers a replay. Such a decoupled approach results in a less complicated
but effective design. Without any associative search logic, in a processor that can buffer
512 in-flight instructions, even a naive implementation of our design performs similarly
with a traditional LSQ-based design with optimistically-sized queues. The performance
is further improved by using optional optimizations and approaches that of a system with
ideally-scaled LSQ.
Before going into the details of our novel design in Section 5.4, we first discuss the implementation details of the conventional LSQ (Section 5.2) and recent alternative designs
that have been proposed (Section 5.3) to provide some background information.

5.2 Conventional Queue-Based Mechanism
Out-of-order processors strive to maximize instruction-level parallelism (ILP) by aggressively finding future ready instructions to execute. To maintain sequential program semantics, data dependences have to be preserved. While register-based dependences are
tracked explicitly via physical register IDs, memory-based dependence tracking is much
less straightforward because without calculating the effective address, it is almost impossible for the hardware to figure out the dependence relationship. To make things even
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more complicated, an execution order of loads and stores different from the program order
may result in a different outcome of a parallel program even though from one processor’s
perspective, the reordering does not appear to violate sequential semantics. On the other
hand, strictly enforcing program order for memory instructions would significantly hamper an out-of-order processor’s capability of extracting ILP. Thus, most implementations
allow load store reordering, allow load’s execution in the presences of unresolved earlier
stores, and employ a dynamic mechanism to ensure that the execution order preserves
program semantics.
In a typical out-of-order core, the result of a store instruction is not released to the
memory hierarchy until the store commits so as to easily support precise exception. A
load instruction, on the other hand, is allowed to access the memory hierarchy as soon
the address is available. In a uniprocessor system, this speculative (potentially premature)
access will return correct data as long as no in-flight stores earlier than the load will
modify any part of the data being loaded. If there is a store with the same address as
the load, then there are the following three possibilities by the time the load executes
and accesses the cache: 1. Both the address and the data of the store are available. The
load can then use the data directly (called load forwarding), ignoring the data fetched
from the cache. 2. Only the address of the store is available. Then the load has to wait
until the store data is available for forwarding. 3. The address of the store is unknown
yet. Then the fact that the data in the cache is stale can only be detected at a later time
when the store’s address is known. (Alternatively, to avoid dealing with this situation,
the load can be held off until the addresses of all prior stores are resolved, which can
unnecessarily delay independent and otherwise ready loads.) The hardware has to handle
all these possibilities correctly.
In current implementations, this is done using a circuitry generally referred to as the
Load-Store Queue (LSQ), which is usually divided into a separate load queue (LQ) and
a store queue (SQ). When a load executes, parallel to the cache access, its address is
checked against those of older stores in the SQ. Among all the matches, the youngest
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store is the producer and its data, if available, should be forwarded to the load. If the
data is not available, the load is rejected and retried later [145]. Conversely, when a store
executes, the address is checked against those of younger loads to find out if any has
executed prematurely. All premature loads and all their dependents need to be squashed
and re-executed. In a practical design, the processor squashes all instructions from the
oldest premature load (or even from the triggering store) onward. This is often called a
replay [38].
Though conceptually straightforward, current designs of (age-based) LSQ are complex and hard to scale. A number of factors hinder the scalability. First, the queues are
priority CAMs. Not only is an address used to search through the queue in a fully associative manner, the match results also have to go through a priority logic in order to
pin-point the oldest or the youngest instance. Second, the searches in the store queue are
on the timing critical path of load execution, limiting its latency. Furthermore, unlike in
a set-associative cache where a virtually-indexed, physically-tagged design can be easily
implemented to hide the address translation latency, the search in the fully-associative SQ
is serialized with address translation. Third, the design is further complicated due to the
handling of coherence and consistency with other processors or I/O devices, or corner
cases such as partial overlaps of operands.

5.3 Highlight of Optimized and Alternative Designs
Recognizing the scalability issue of the LSQ, many different proposals have emerged
recently. A large body of work adopts a two-level approach to disambiguation and forwarding. The guiding principle is largely the same. That is to make the first-level (L1)
structure small (thus fast and energy efficient) and still able to perform a large majority
of the work. This L1 structure is backed up by a much larger second-level (L2) structure to correct/complement the work of the L1 structure. The L1 structure can be allocated according to program order or execution order (within a bank, if banked) for every
store [1, 46, 146] or only allocated to those stores predicted to be involved in forward-
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ing [15, 119]. The L2 structure is also used in varying ways due to different focuses. It
can be banked to save energy per access [15, 119]; it can be filtered to reduce access frequency (and thus energy) [1,125]; or it can be simplified in functionality such as removing
the forwarding capability [146].
In general, if the L1 structure handles a large portion of the task without accessing the
L2, then the energy consumption and latency of the L2 structure is certainly less critical.
However, unlike a cache hierarchy, a disambiguation/forwarding logic has an important
difference that makes a hierarchical structure less effective. The L1 structure does not
have a fundamental filtering effect for the L2 structure: to perform exact disambiguation,
one needs to check all in-flight stores, even if there is a match in the L1. A notable exception is when entries in L1 are allocated according to program order. In that case, a
matching store in the L1 “shields” all other stores in the L2. Unfortunately, this requirement can prevent optimizations that maximize the hit rate of L1.
Another body of work only uses a one-level structure (for stores) but reduces check
frequency through clever filtering or prediction mechanisms [98, 125]. In [125], a conservative membership test using bloom filter can quickly filter out accesses that will not find
a match. In [98], only loads predicted to need forwarding check the SQ. The safety net is
for stores to check the LQ to find mis-handled loads at the commit stage.
Value-based re-execution presents a new paradigm for memory disambiguation.
In [29], the LQ is eliminated altogether and loads re-execute to validate the prior execution. Notice that the SQ and associated disambiguation/forwarding logic still remain.
Filters are developed to reduce the re-execution frequency [29, 120]. Otherwise, the performance impact due to increased memory pressure can be significant [120].
Research has shown that dependence relationship between static load and store instructions shows predictability [90, 91]. Prediction allows one to focus on a smaller set
of stores in the disambiguation and forwarding logic. In [126], if a producer can be pinpointed, the load forwards directly from the store’s SQ entry. If there are several potential
producers, however, another predictor provides a delay index and instructs the load to
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wait until the instruction indicated by the delay index commits. In [139], loads predicted
to be dependents of stores are delayed. When allowed to execute, it accesses a store forwarding cache (SFC) and a memory dependence table. This design avoids the need to
exactly predict the identity of the producer as memory addresses help to further clarify
the producer.
Finally, software analysis is shown to be effective in helping to reduce disambiguation
resource pressure [65].

5.4 Slackened Memory Dependence Enforcement
(SMDE)
In an attempt to simplify the design of memory dependence enforcement logic, we adopt a
different approach from conventional designs. Instead of achieving the two goals of high
performance and correctness by encouraging a highly out-of-order execution of memory
instructions and simultaneously imposing a proactive monitoring and interference of the
execution order, we use two decoupled executions for memory instructions, each targeting one goal: a highly out-of-order front-end execution with little enforcement of memory
dependency to keep the common-case performance high, and a completely in-order backend execution (with no speculation) to detect violations and ensure program correctness.
Separating the two goals allows a much more “relaxed” implementation (hence the name)
which not only mitigates the escalating microprocessor design complexity, but can lead
to opportunities a more sophisticated and proactive approach can not provide. For example, our design can effortlessly allow an arbitrarily large number of in-flight memory
instructions. Such benefits can offset the performance loss due to the simplicity of the
design.
In the following, we first describe the basic architectural support to ensure functional
correctness of the design. This results in a naive, simplistic design that is hardly efficient.
Yet, as we will show later, due to the ability to allow any number of memory instructions
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to be in-flight at the same time, even this naive version of SMDE can perform similarly as
a system with optimistically-sized LSQ (but is otherwise scaled up to buffer more in-flight
instructions). We then discuss a simple, optional optimization technique that address one
of the performance bottlenecks.

5.4.1

A Naive Implementation of SMDE

Figure 5.1 is the block diagram of the naive design, which shows the memory hierarchy
and high-level schematic of the processor pipeline. For memory instructions, a front-end
execution is performed out of program order like in a normal processor at the execution
stage. However, in a naive SMDE, memory instructions are issued entirely based on their
register dependences. No other interference is imposed. As a result, it is possible to
violate memory dependences and this makes the front-end execution fundamentally speculative (and it is treated as such). Thus the L0 cache accessed in the front-end execution
does not propagate any result to L1. The nature and operation of the L0 in SMDE is
very similar to the L1 data cache in our fault tolerant architectures [109–111]. To detect
violations, memory accesses are performed a second time, totally in-order at the commit
stage of the pipeline. Any load that obtains different data from the two executions will
take the result of the back-end execution and trigger a squash and replay of subsequent
instructions.
From one perspective, the only execution in our design that is absolutely required
is the back-end execution. In theory, therefore, any front-end execution scheme would
work (even if it only returns garbage values). This relieves the design burden to maintain
correctness for the front-end execution, effectively relegating it to a value predictor. When
we simply issue memory instructions based on the register dependences and completely
disregard their memory dependences, the front-end execution effectively becomes a slow
but very accurate value predictor: on average, about 98% of loads obtain a correct value.
From another perspective, the front-end execution can afford to simplify the memory
dependence enforcement logic because the back-end execution provides a safety net for
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Figure 5.1. Diagram of the pipeline and memory hierarchy of the proposed design.

incorrect speculation. We push that simplification to the extreme by completely eliminating any enforcement logic. Such a laissez-faire approach works for normal programs as
our empirical observation shows that about 99% of loads happen in the “right” time, that
is, after the producer has executed, but before the next writer executes.
The primary appeal of SMDE is its simplicity. The entire framework is conceptually
very straightforward and it is rid of the conventional LSQ using priority CAM logic or any
form of memory dependence prediction, thus avoiding the scalability problem or circuit
complexity issues. Furthermore, the two execution passes are entirely decoupled, making
the design modular. The dedicated back-end execution offers a large degree of freedom
to the design of the front-end execution. Any rare incidents such as race conditions,
corner cases, or even concerns for transient errors can be completely ignored for design
simplicity.
5.4.1.1 Front-end execution
Central to our architectural support is an unconventional, speculative L0 cache. As explained earlier, at the issue time of a load, we simply access this L0 cache. Meanwhile,
we also allow stores to write to this L0 cache as soon as they execute. Since the L0 cache
is used to handle the common cases, we want to keep its control extremely simple. No at-
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tempt is made to clean up the incorrect data left by wrong-path instructions. When a line
is replaced, it is simply discarded, even if it is dirty. And in fact, no dirty bit is kept, nor is
the logic to generate it. Keeping track of and undoing wrong-path stores and preventing
cast-outs undoubtedly complicate the circuitry and undermine the principle of keeping
the common case simple and effective.
Initially, it would appear that such an unregulated L0 cache may be quite useless as
load may access the cache before the producer store has written to the cache or after a
younger store has, and the data could be corrupted in numerous ways: by wrong-path
instructions, due to out-of-order writes to the same location, and due to lost updates by
eviction. However, our value-driven simulation shows that an overwhelming majority
(98% on average) of loads obtain correct value. Upon closer reflection, this is not as
surprising as it appears. First, compilers do a good job in register allocation and memory
disambiguation. This means that close-by store-to-load communications are infrequent
in normal programs. Far apart store-load pairs are very likely to execute in the correct
order. Second, write-after-read (WAR) violations are also infrequent: a load followed
closely by a same-location store are very likely to be part of a load-operate-store chain,
whose execution order will be enforced by the issue logic. Third, data corruptions in the
L0 cache are not permanent – they are naturally cleansed by new updates and evictions.
Recall that in a conventional LSQ, forwarding data from SQ needs associative search
followed by priority selection. Additionally, the virtual address needs to be translated
before used to search the SQ, otherwise, the forwarding can be incorrect due to aliasing.
However rare it is, a partial overlap (where a producer store only writes part of the loaded
data) has to be detected. Therefore the logic has to be there and it is invoked every time the
queue is searched. In stark contrast, the L0 is simply accessed like a cache. As mentioned
before, thanks to the back-end execution, the concern about these corner case situations
is that of performance, not of correctness, and we can safely ignore them in the front-end.
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5.4.1.2 In-order back-end execution
In-order re-execution to validate a speculative execution is not a new technique [29, 50].
However, the extra bandwidth requirement for re-execution makes it undesirable or even
impractical. Prior proposals address this issue by monitoring the earlier, speculative execution order, reasoning about whether a re-execution is necessary, and suppressing unnecessary re-executions [29, 50, 120].
A small but crucial difference between our design and this prior approach is that we do
not rely on avoiding re-execution. Instead, our dual-cache structure naturally and easily
provides the bandwidth needed for the re-execution. Although misses from L0 still access
L1 and thus increase the bandwidth demand, this increase is (at least partly) offset by the
fact that most wrong-path loads do not access L1 for back-end execution.
5.4.1.3 Scope of replay
The scope of instructions to be replayed is similar to that in a conventional design [38]
with an important difference. We do not re-execute the load instruction that triggers the
replay. Instead, we only re-execute instructions younger than the load. The reason is twofold (we can and we must). First, unlike in a conventional system where the detection
of a memory order violation merely suggests that the load obtained potentially incorrect
data without providing the right result, in our system, the value from the reload is always
correct and can be used to fix the destination register of the load instruction. Second, it
is necessary not to re-execute the load to avoid the rare but possible infinite loop. When
a load is replayed in a conventional system, it will eventually become safe from further
replay (e.g., when it becomes the oldest in-flight memory instruction). Therefore, forward
progress is always guaranteed. In our system, we do not place any constraint on the frontend execution and thus can not expect any load to be correctly processed regardless of how
many times it is re-executed. Furthermore, a replay is triggered by the difference between
two loads to two different caches at different time. Fundamentally, there is no guarantee
that the two will be the same. In the pathological scenario, disagreement between the two
can continue indefinitely. For example, when another thread in the parallel program is
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constantly updating the variable being loaded.
The replay trap is handled largely the same way as in a conventional design [38]. The
only additional thing to perform is to fix the destination register of the triggering load.

5.4.2

Performance Optimizations

In the naive implementation of SMDE, we select the most straightforward implementation in each component. Such a simplistic design leaves several opportunities for further
optimization. We discuss one technique here. Details on some other optimizations can be
found in [48].
5.4.2.1 Reducing replay frequency with the fuzzy disambiguation queue
Although an incorrect load using the L0 cache will not affect program correctness, it does
trigger a replay which can be very costly performance-wise. Hence, simple mechanisms
that help reduce replay frequency may be desirable. Our analysis shows that a large
majority of replays are triggered directly or indirectly (a replay rolls back the processor
and thus leaves some future data in the L0 cache which can cause further replay) by
violation of read-after-write ordering. In these cases, oftentimes, while the data of the
producer store is unavailable, the address is ready. In other words, if we keep track of
address information, we can reject some premature loads as in a conventional design [145]
and reduce the replay rate. For this purpose, we introduce a Fuzzy Disambiguation Queue
(FDQ).
Each entry of the FDQ contains the address of a store and the age of the instruction
(Figure 5.2). A straightforward representation of the age is the ROB entry ID plus one or
two extra bits to handle the wrap-around1 . Since we only keep track of stores between address generation and execution, we allocate an entry at address generation and deallocate
it when the data is written to the L0 cache.
When a load executes, it sends the address and the age through one load probe port to
1

Although one bit is sufficient, a two-bit scheme is easier to explain. The most-significant two bits of
the age get increased by 1 every time the write pointer of the ROB wraps around. When comparing ages,
these two bits follow: 0 < 1, 1 < 2, 2 < 3, and 3 < 0.
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Figure 5.2. The fuzzy disambiguation queue. For clarity, the figure shows one entry
of the queue with one load probe port and one invalidation port.

probe the FDQ. Out of all the valid entries, if any entry matches the address of the load
and has an older age, we reject the load (Figure 5.2), which will be retried after a certain
delay. At the same time a sticky bit is set to prevent the displacement of the matching
entry. We do this because given limited space, we want to maximize the number of
“useful” entries in the queue. When we allocate an entry in the FDQ, if there is no invalid
entry, we randomly evict a valid entry to make room for the new store. If all entries have
the sticky bit set, no entry is allocated. When a store executes, it attempts to deallocate its
FDQ entry, if any. This is done by sending its age through the invalidation port to clear
the valid bit of any matching entry (Figure 5.2). When a branch misprediction is detected,
we can flash-clear all valid bits to eliminate orphan entries (entries whose owners have
been squashed). These orphan entries must be eliminated because once they match a load,
they will perpetually reject the load causing a deadlock. We note that for a slightly more
complex circuit, we can use the age of the mispredicted branch to selectively invalidate
only entries younger than the branch. This invalidates all the orphan entries but keeps
other entries intact. Finally, if during issue, stores also probe the FDQ, we can similarly
reject “premature” stores to prevent write-after-write violations.
Note that an FDQ differs significantly from an SQ in numerous ways. An FDQ does
not have a priority logic: We are only interested in whether there is an older store to the
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same location pending execution, not which store. There is no data forwarding logic in an
FDQ either. Data is provided by the L0 cache alone (no multiplexer is involved). Since
FDQ is an optional filtering mechanism, it is not subject to the same requirements of an
SQ for correctness guarantee and hence there is quite a bit of latitude in its design. There
is no need to try to accommodate all stores and therefore there is little scalability pressure.
Thanks in part to the shorter life span of an entry (from address generation of a store to
actual writing to the L0 cache), a small queue is sufficient for reducing the replay rate.
The address used does not need to be translated nor is it necessary to use all address bits.
In contrast to prediction-based memory dependence enforcement [126, 139], our
FDQ-based mechanism, though perhaps less powerful, is much more straightforward.
First, the operation remains entirely address-based. With the addresses, dependence relationship is clear and unambiguous, thus we only need one structure. Memory dependence
prediction, on the other hand, requires a multitude of tables, some of which very large
and fully associative and many tables have a large number of ports. Second, while it is
relatively easy to predict the presence of dependence, it is more challenging to pin-point
the producer instruction [91]. Thus, to ensure accurate communication, additional prediction mechanisms [126] or address-based mechanisms [139] are used. Third, once a
dependence is predicted, it still needs to be enforced. Memory dependence prediction
designs [91, 126, 139] depend on the issue logic to enforce the predicted memory-based
dependence in addition to the register dependence. We use the simpler rejection and retry
method to keep the design less intrusive and more modular.
In summary, the intention of using FDQ is not to rival sophisticated prediction or disambiguation mechanisms in detecting and preventing dependence violations. It is meant
as a cost-effective mechanism to mitigate performance loss in an SMDE system.
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5.5 Differences Between SMDE and Other
Approaches
Recently, many techniques were proposed to address the LSQ scalability issue in one way
or another. While most, if not all, techniques focus on providing a scalable alternative
design that rivals an ideally scaled LSQ, our main focus is to reduce the conceptual and
implementation complexity. Besides the difference in focus, the mechanisms we use in
the speculation and the recovery from mis-speculation also differ from this prior work.
In a two-level disambiguation approach [1, 15, 46, 119, 146], the fundamental action
is still that of an exact disambiguation: comparing addresses and figuring out age relationship to determine the right producer store to forward from. The speculation is on the
scope of the disambiguation: only a subset of the stores are inspected. In contrast to these,
in our front-end execution, we allow the loads to blindly access the cache structures. Our
speculation is on the order of accesses: if left unregulated, the relative order of loads and
stores to the same address is largely correct (same as program order).
Two recent designs eliminate fully-associative LQ and SQ [126, 139]. They rely on
dependence prediction to limit the communication of load to only a few stores. This is
still a form of scope speculation – the scope of the stores communicating to a particular
load is reduced to the extreme of one or a handful. Although both this approach and ours
achieve an LSQ-free implementation, the two styles use very different design tradeoffs.
While memory dependence is found to be predictable, pin-pointing the exact producer of
a load instruction, on the other hand, is very ambitious and requires numerous predictor
tables. Such a design also requires support from the issue logic to enforce the predicted
dependence. Our design performs a different speculation and thus does not require the
array of predictors or the extra dependence enforcement support from the issue logic.
The use of a small cache-like structure in architecture design is very common. However, the way our L0 cache is used is very different from prior proposals. In [139], great
care is taken to maintain the access order of cache, so that no corruption will take place,
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even under branch mispredictions. In [91], the transient value cache is intended to reduce
bandwidth consumption of stores that are likely to be killed. It contains only architecturally committed stores and is fully associative. In contrast to both these small caches,
our L0 cache is fundamentally speculative. No attempt is made to guarantee the absence
of data corruption. Indeed, corruptions of all sorts are tolerated in our L0 cache: out of
order updates, wrong-path updates, lost updates due to eviction, virtual address aliasing,
or even transient errors due to particle strikes.
For mis-speculation detection and recovery, we use an existing technique: in-order
re-execution [29, 50]. However, the extra bandwidth consumption is a problem associated with this technique [120]. While prior approaches rely on reducing re-access frequency [29, 120, 126], our dual cache structure lends itself well to provide that extra
bandwidth demand effortlessly, thereby avoiding the problem.
Finally, we note that two-pass execution is also used in entirely different contexts such
as for whole-program speculation [141] and for fault-tolerance [6]. Our design shares
the same philosophy of relying on another independent execution to detect problems.
However, because of the different context, we do not re-execute the entire program nor
attempt to repair all the state.
In all, our SMDE design employs novel speculation strategies and structures and uses
existing techniques with new twists to solve problems in a simpler way. As we show
in Section 5.7, although our target is design simplicity, the performance of an optimized
version comes very close to that of an idealized LSQ system.

5.6 Experimental Setup
To conduct experimental analyses of our design, we use a heavily modified SimpleScalar [28] 3.0d. On the processor model side, we use separate ROB, physical register files, and LQ/SQ. We model load speculation (a load issues despite the presence of
prior unresolved stores), store-load replay [38], and load rejection [145]. A rejected load
suppresses issue request for 3 cycles. When a store-load replay happens, we model the re-
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fetch, re-dispatch, and re-execution. When simulating a conventional architecture, unlike
what is done in the original simulator, we do not allocate an entry in the LQ for prefetch
loads, i.e., loads to the zero register (R31 or F31).
We also extended the simulator to model data values in the caches. Without modeling
the actual values in the caches, we will not be able to detect incorrectly executed loads.
We model the value flow very faithfully. For example, when a load consumes an incorrect
value due to mis-speculation and load from wrong address, its pollution in the L0 cache
is faithfully modeled. When a branch consumes a wrong value and arrive at a wrong
conclusion, we force the simulator to model the (spurious) recovery.
We also increased the fidelity in modeling the scheduler replay [38, 70]. A scheduler
replay is related to speculative wakeup of dependent instructions of a load [71]. In the
Alpha 21264 scheduler logic, when the load turns out to be a miss, all instructions issued
during a so-called shadow window are pulled back to the issue queue. We model after
Alpha 21264: there is a two-cycle shadow window in the integer scheduler, but in the
floating-point issue logic, this is handled slightly differently. Only dependents of loads
need to be pulled back [38].
Our consistency model is after that of the Alpha21264 processor as well. Since we are
simulating sequential applications with no write barriers and there is no bus invalidation
traffic, the only thing to note is that at the time a store is committed, if it is a cache miss,
we keep the data in the SQ (in the conventional configurations) or the write buffer (if any,
in the SMDE configurations) and allow the store to be committed from the ROB [38].
Note that in a naive SMDE implementation, there is no write buffer, so the store is not
committed until the cache miss is serviced.
Our quantitative analyses use highly-optimized Alpha binaries of all 26 applications
from the SPEC CPU2000 benchmark suite. We simulate half a billion instructions after
fast-forwarding one billion instructions. The simulated baseline conventional processor
configuration is summarized in Table 5.1. To focus on dynamic memory disambiguation,
we size the ROB and register files aggressively, assuming optimization techniques such
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Processor core
Issue/Decode/Commit width
8/8/8
Issue queue size
64 INT, 64 FP
Functional units
INT 8+2 mul/div, FP 8+2 mul/div
Branch predictor
Bimodal and Gshare combined
- Gshare
1M entries, 20 bit history
- Bimodal/Meta table/BTB entries 1M/1M/64K (4 way)
Branch misprediction penalty
7+ cycles
ROB/Register(INT,FP)
512/(400,400)
LSQ(LQ,SQ)
112(64,48) - 1024(512,512), 2 search ports
1 cycle port occupancy, 2-cycle latency
Memory hierarchy
L0 speculative cache
16KB, 2-way, 32B line, 1 cycle, 2r/2w
L1 instruction cache
32KB, 2-way, 64B line, 2 cycles
L1 data cache
64KB, 2-way, 64B line, 2 cycles, 2r/2w
L2 unified cache
1MB, 8-way, 128B line 10 cycles
Memory access latency
250 cycles
Table 5.1. System configuration.

as [148] are used.

5.7 Experimental Analysis
5.7.1

Naive Implementation

We start our experimental analysis with the comparison of IPCs (instruction per cycle)
achieved in a baseline conventional system (with LSQ) and in a naive implementation
of SMDE. We use a baseline conventional design with optimistically-sized queues: 48
entries in SQ and 64 entries in the LQ. Note that, in a high-frequency design, supporting
a large number of entries in LQ and SQ is indeed challenging. Even the increase of the SQ
size from 24 to 32 in Intel’s Pentium 4 processor requires speculation to ease the timing
pressure [21].
From Figure 5.3, we see that on average, the naive SMDE system performs slightly
worse than the baseline. While naive SMDE suffers from performance degradation due to
replays, it does not have any limit on the number of in-flight memory instructions and this
can offset the performance degradation due to replays. In general, floating-point applica-
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tions tend to benefit from a large number of in-flight instructions and thus tend to perform
better in an SMDE system than in a conventional one. Bear in mind that Figure 5.3 shows
the naive design, which, though functional, is hardly an efficient implementation of an
SMDE paradigm. Yet, we can see that even this simplistic design achieves an acceptable
performance level. Given its simplicity, this result is very encouraging.
3
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Figure 5.3. Comparison of IPCs in the baseline conventional system (CONV) and a
naive SMDE system.

5.7.2

Effectiveness of Fuzzy Disambiguation Queue

Figure 5.4 shows the frequency of replays before and after enabling a 16-entry FDQ
(Section 5.4.2.1). We also use FDQ to detect and reject out-of-order stores to prevent
write-after-write (WAW) violations. In this comparison, a back-end write buffer – which
is one of the optimizations devised and explained in [48] – is used.
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(a) Integer applications.

(b) Floating-point applications.

Figure 5.4. Replay frequency under different configurations.

The replay frequency varies significantly from application to application and can be
quite high in some applications. After applying the FDQ, the replay frequency drastically
reduces for many applications. In wupwise for example, the frequency changes from
about 97.7 replays per 10,000 instructions to no replays at all in the 500 million instructions simulated. We see that using the FDQ to detect WAW violations have a much smaller
impact and can, in some cases, lead to a slight increase in the replay rate. However, the
overall effect is positive.

5.7.3

Performance of Optimized SMDE

We now compare the performance of several complete systems which differ only in the
memory dependence enforcement logic. We take the naive design, add an 8-entry write
buffer [48] and a 16-entry FDQ. We call this design Improved. We compare Naive and
Improved to the baseline conventional system, which uses the conventional disambigua-
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tion logic with a 64-entry LQ and a 48-entry SQ, and to an idealized system where we
set the LQ and SQ size equal to that of the ROB. In Figure 5.5, these results are shown as
minimum, average, and maximum for the integer and floating-point application groups.
We see that there are applications that perform dramatically worse in the naive design
than in the baseline but there are others that achieve significant improvements as well. On
average, the naive design performs only slightly worse than the baseline (5.3% and 2.7%
slower for INT and FP applications, respectively). We point out that with a combined
LSQ capacity of 112 entries, even the baseline is optimistically configured. (A smaller
but more realistic 32-entry SQ with 48-entry LQ would slow down the system by an average of 11% when executing floating-point applications). Undoubtedly, the naive design

Performance Improvement

is much more complexity-effective.
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Figure 5.5. Performance improvement of Naive and Improved design over the baseline conventional system. A ideal conventional system is also shown.

The Improved design is significantly better than Naive and comes very close to the
ideal configuration. Individual applications’ slowdown relative to the ideal configuration
can be as high as 15.6%. However, except for 3 applications, all others are within 10%
of Ideal. In fact, Improved actually outperforms the ideal configuration in seven appli-
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cations, most notably gcc and equake. This is not unreasonable: Our design turns the
transistors used in building LSQ or predictor tables into a small L0 cache than can cache
more data and provide the data to the execution core faster. Overall, comparing Improved
with Ideal, the average slowdown is only 2.0% for integer applications and 4.3% for the
floating-point applications.

5.8 Summary of Contributions
The insights gained from designing our highly decoupled TLR architectures have applications beyond fault-tolerance. The key insight we have observed and exploited is that a
lot of the bottlenecks in designing a microprocessor are usually a collection of multiple
smaller challenges. Instead of trying to find a single solution, categorizing the challenges
according to their importance and providing a separate solution for each of them can actually result in a more effective overall solution. We demonstrate one such application
by addressing the scalability issue of the memory disambiguation logic. The specific
contributions of this chapter are:
• We have introduced a memory disambiguation design that decouples the timing
critical data forwarding from the less critical validation of the forwarded data. Current LSQ based mechanism performs both the operations simultaneously. As a
consequence, the validation process – which requires associative searching and priority encoding – significantly affects the implementation complexity and latency of
the whole process. By decoupling the two operations our implementation becomes
much simpler as we do not require any associative search or priority encoding. Not
only that, the performance of even the naive implementation is higher than a traditional LSQ based design with optimistically sized queues for some benchmarks.
• We have also introduced an optimization to our naive design in the form of an FDQ.
The FDQ keeps track of address information and rejects some premature loads to
reduce the replay rate considerably. While the FDQ does require associative search,
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it does not become an issue for scalability as only a small FDQ is very effective.
Moreover it does not need any sort of complex priority encoding.

Chapter 6
Future Work
As we have discussed in Chapter 3, supporting TLR for parallel applications is not a
trivial extension of supporting TLR for single-threaded applications. One important challenge that needs to be overcome is to manage the timing non-determinism that can cause
discrepancies in the outputs of the two execution wavefronts. The schemes that we have
described are for two design points – a shared memory system built on a chip multiprocessor (CMP) using sequential consistency model and either a broadcast based snoopy
coherence protocol or a single level directory based protocol. When the cache coherence
mechanism or the consistency model changes, the TLR support naturally changes as well.
TLR Support for Distributed Shared Memory System Multiple CMPs can be
connected together through an interconnection network to create a distributed shared
memory system or DSM in short. In a DSM all the processors in the multiple CMPs
logically share the memory address space. However, the memory is physically not centralized, rather distributed among the CMPs. To maintain data coherence, a multi-stage
directory based protocol is a natural choice in such architectures. In a multi-stage directory based protocol, each CMP has a local directory that keeps the data coherent within
the CMP. Then there is a second level of directory or directories to provide global data
coherence among all CMPs.
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A naive implementation of TLR support for a DSM system would be a straightforward
extension of the TLR support for a directory based CMP. We believe that this would not
be the most efficient solution. An efficient TLR support infrastructure for highly scalable
DSM systems needs to be looked into in details.
Handling Memory Consistency Models As discussed earlier, our baseline consistency model is sequential consistency, which is one of the most straightforward models
from a programmer’s perspective. As parallel programming is bound to become more
mainstream, such a model is preferable to the more intricate1, if higher performing, relaxed model because it does not expose system implementation complexity to software.
Furthermore, continued system-level innovation may well eliminate the need for programmers to get involved in low-level optimization, much the same way the imprecise
exception model became unnecessary.
Nevertheless, our TLR framework is orthogonal to the consistency model and can be
implement on top of any model, albeit with different levels of efforts and performance
impacts. The worst-case scenario in a relaxed consistency model is that after faithfully
enforcing subepoch boundaries, the verification wavefront still differs from the computing
wavefront incurring a rollback. If we enforce sequential consistency during the execution
of the first epoch after the rollback, we can at least guarantee forward progress. While
this approach would work, it may not be the most efficient solution for some consistency
models. TLR support for different relaxed consistency models needs to be investigated.
PCB Optimizations Our PCB based store buffering mechanism allows us to decouple the computing and verification wavefronts significantly. The PCB is a very important
structure in our TLR design and its performance has a direct impact on the overall effectiveness of our TLR architecture. As a result, we have put in a significant amount of
design effort into optimizing the operations of the PCB. Different PCB designs and optimization techniques have been introduced in the thesis. However, we think that there
1

For instance, the Alpha handbook [37] has to use 11 litmus tests to explain the intricacy of memory
ordering and stipulating what can or can not be guaranteed.
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are still a wide range of memory buffering design possibilities that can be explored. An
efficient design would not only benefit TLR but can benefit other architecture schemes
requiring large store buffering capability.

Chapter 7
Conclusions
With aggressive device dimension scaling, semiconductor devices are becoming more
susceptible to soft errors. The need for some form of redundancy to increase system
reliability is growing. However, support for redundancy needs to be flexible, supporting
on-demand enhancement of dependability, and non-intrusive in terms of the impact to the
design complexity, the circuit critical path, and the performance of the applications.
Thread level redundancy (TLR) offers a very attractive paradigm as it can provide
comprehensive protection covering not only the memory array but also the complex circuitry implementing the core logic. With the ever more pervasive multi-core processors,
it can be implemented non-intrusively, without affecting timing critical paths of the core.
In this thesis, we have proposed a highly decoupled thread-level redundant architecture paradigm that provides a very high level of error coverage at negligible performance
loss for both parallel and sequential workloads. We have present novel buffering mechanisms to enable the high level of decoupling between the computing and verification
threads. Highly decoupling the computation and verification executions gives our TLR
design a very high level of flexibility in choosing a suitable operating point in terms of
performance and power consumption compared to other concurrent designs.
The TLR designs that have been proposed so far mostly address single-threaded applications. Supporting TLR for parallel applications is not a trivial extension of supporting
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TLR for single-threaded applications, as exactly replicating the execution of a parallel
program is more challenging than replicating a single-threaded program. If no restriction is imposed on the verification run, it may take a different execution path than the
computing execution even during error free execution. This can happen due to the difference in the relative timing of the threads in accessing shared variables. So the execution
of the redundant threads need to be regulated so that they access the shared variables in
the exact order the original threads accessed them. We have proposed a novel memory
access tracking and recording mechanism that enables us to perform highly decoupled
TLR execution for parallel workloads without deadlocking. We have presented details
of the store buffering support, memory race tracking, and race enforcement mechanisms
to implement the TLR design. The architectural supports required for the TLR design is
very simple and non-intrusive to the processor core logic. As a result, the feature should
be easy to incorporate into an existing chip multiprocessor with little modification to the
core logic. Another important point is that the TLR design has very little performance
effect. Overall, on top of the loss of throughput due to redundancy, our TLR support only
introduces a small 2.5% additional performance degradation.
TLR designs are largely “power hungry” in that, given a particular throughput requirement, replicating the program and running it on identical hardware significantly increases
the power consumption required to complete a given set of tasks. With power dissipation
and system robustness on an equal footing in future microprocessor generations, we have
proposed a new approach to achieve transient error tolerance in a more power-efficient
fashion, that has very little impact on individual program performance. With our large
buffering capability, we are able to create a large verification workload that is parallelized
and run on multiple processing cores set at a slower, but more energy-efficient operating
point. The end result is a significant reduction in the energy overhead compared to other
TLR designs that have been proposed.
We have also demonstrated that the principle of highly-decoupled TLR can be applied
to mitigate bottlenecks in the uniprocessor pipeline by introducing an alternative memory
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disambiguation technique. Our slackened memory dependence enforcement (SMDE) approach aims at simplifying one of the most complex and non-scalable functional blocks in
modern high-performance out-of-order processors. In an SMDE design, memory instructions execute twice, first in a front-end execution where they execute only according to
register dependences and access an L0 cache to perform an opportunistic communication.
They then access memory a second time, in program order, accessing the non-speculative
L1 cache to detect mis-speculations and recover from it. We show that even a rudimentary
implementation of SMDE rivals a conventional disambiguation logic with optimistically
sized LQ and SQ. When optional optimization techniques are employed, the improved
design offers performance close to that of a conventional system with ideal LSQ.
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